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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

CHRISTOPHER ROUSE:
AN EXPLORATION OF THREE PERCUSSION STANDARDS
The percussion ensemble is still a relatively young ensemble, with the first works
by Edgard Varèse and Amadeo Roldan composed in the first third of the 20th century.
Because of this youth, it is important to examine significant works for the percussion
ensemble which establish themselves as staples to the repertoire. Christopher Rouse, a
Pulitzer-Prize winning composer has written three such works, Ogoun Badagris (1976),
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku (1978), and Bonham (1989). This study will closely examine each of
these works, providing background, detailed analysis, and performance practice for each
of these works.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The history of the percussion ensemble is a very short-lived one in comparison to
that of Western art music. The first strictly percussion works, by Edgard Varèse and
Amadeo Roldan, were not created until the 1930’s. Early important composers that
became interested in the new forms of expression that the percussion ensemble provided
include John Cage, Henry Cowell, and Lou Harrison. As the 20th century moved on, the
percussion ensemble became more and more accepted as a legitimate chamber ensemble.
This culminated in the establishment of the first academic program with a major in
percussion performance at the University of Illinois, as well as the establishment of the
university percussion ensemble as an accredited course. Today the percussion ensemble
maintains an active surge of new music created for it. And while there is a constant new
stream of music being created for this type of ensemble, there are also a number of
standard pieces which have survived for decades as staples in the percussion ensemble
repertoire.
Many important composers have written works for percussion ensemble. John
Cage, arguably one of the most important composers of the past century, was a major
advocate of the percussion ensemble, creating many works that are looked at as
cornerstones of the percussion ensemble repertoire. Other notable composers who have
contributed to this genre include Pulitzer-Prize winners such as David Lang, Mario
Davidovsky, Steve Reich, Elliot Carter, and Christopher Rouse.
Christopher Rouse’s compositions have gravitated in recent years towards mostly
orchestral compositions. His latest compositions include his Concerto for Orchestra, his
Oboe Concerto premiered by the Minnesota Orchestra, and his work Odna Zhizn which
1

was premiered by the New York Philharmonic in 2010. However, early in his career,
Rouse composed four works for percussion ensemble, three of which are available and
regularly performed today. Two of these compositions, Ku-Ka-Ilimoku and Ogoun
Badagri, are based off of native Samoan and Haitian drumming respectively, while his
final percussion ensemble work, Bonham (1988), is a tribute of sorts to one of his early
musical loves, that of rock-and-roll, citing specific references to songs by the rock band
Led Zeppelin (whose drummer, John Bonham, the piece is named after), as well as other
staples of the rock genre.
These three compositions are all important works in the percussion ensemble
repertoire, and yet very little scholarly research has been done on them. Given the youth
of the percussion ensemble as a musical ensemble, the works of a composer of this
magnitude should not be ignored. This project will provide an in depth look at Rouse’s
compositional style, as well as the composer’s inspiration and intentions for the work,
and rehearsal and performance techniques for each work.

Copyright © Brian Nozny 2012
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CHAPTER 2: CHRISTOPHER ROUSE
EARLY YEARS: 1949 - 1967
Christopher Rouse was born February 15th, 1949 in Baltimore, MD.1 His first
musical experiences centered around the emergence of rock and roll music, citing
specifically the music of Little Richard, Bill Haley and his Comets, and Elvis in the
1950’s. Rouse remembers this as the first music he fell in love with.
Rouse’s parents were not very musically inclined. Commenting on his parent’s
musical background, Rouse says:
“[My mother] wasn’t that musically oriented herself. She learned a bit about classical
music during the ‘50s culture boom. The Book of The Month Club had a music
appreciation record series and so forth. But she was never somebody who was really
very wrapped up in music. My father was completely not, not interested at all.”2

Rouse’s mother was his main musical enabler at a young age. “I remember my
mother deciding to gently counter [the rock and roll influence] by saying, ‘That’s fine if
you want to listen to that, but why don’t you try this and see if you like it’.” Her
influence helped expose him to his first major musical experience: Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony. Rouse recalls this experience was “a revelation that got me incredibly
excited.” 3
Rouse’s interest in music was constantly stimulated through recordings:
…the year after the Beethoven, I just started devouring recorded music...[my mother and
I] thought maybe I would enjoy some Prokofiev, and so we went into a store. This was
back in the days when they would just open up the recording and you could sample it on
earphones. There was a violin concerto recording and a few other things, but then there
was this piece called the Scythian Suite. And of course, I’m the only one hearing this on
the earphones, but the minute I heard it I said, ‘this is the one.’ So, we brought it home
and I put it on the record player, as we used to call it. The minute I put the Scythian Suite
on my mother would high-tail into the kitchen and close the door; it was too noisy for
her, modern music back then. But I just loved the barbarity and the color of that piece.
The next year I found The Rite of Spring, so I kind of came at this backwards.4
1

Laurie Shulman. "Rouse, Christopher." In Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/42552 (accessed February 12, 2012).
2
Frank J. Oteri, “Christopher Rouse: Going to Eleven”, NewMusicBox,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/christopher-rouse-going-to-eleven/ (accessed September 1, 2010).
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.
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While there were some attempts at learning to play instruments (piano at first, and
later percussion), Rouse states that he didn’t like practicing. “In my own stubborn little
way, I saw no reason that I had to play an instrument to be a composer.”5
By age seven, Rouse knew he wanted to be a composer. It is interesting that,
while growing up, Rouse never actually composed. He admits to composing a few small
pieces when he was seven or eight, as well as some rock songs through his teen years, but
never any more developed pieces. This changed when he was nearing the end of high
school. Deciding to go on to college for music, Rouse realized that he would need a
portfolio to apply for school. “When I was 17, I figured they want me to submit two
completed pieces so I guess I’d better actually write something down.” 6
While Rouse’s parents were not musicians, they supported his love of music
regardless. “They were very good to me, in that they didn’t try to talk me out of [going
into music] or discourage me. They cut me a lot of slack and let me just go ahead and do
this for all those years, I think, expecting that when I applied to Oberlin that I was going
to be rejected and then I would have to face reality.”7
UNIVERSITY YEARS: 1967 - 1978
After high school, Rouse attended the Oberlin Conservatory where he studied
composition with Richard Hoffmann and Randolph Coleman, graduating with his
undergraduate degree in 1971. While at Oberlin Rouse occasionally performed
percussion as a utility player in large ensembles. “If a good tam-tam part came along and
they needed an extra, I would play.”8

5

Frank J. Oteri, “Christopher Rouse: Going to Eleven”, NewMusicBox,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/christopher-rouse-going-to-eleven/ (accessed September 1, 2010).
6
Ibid.
7
Ibid.
8
Laurie Shulman, “Christopher Rouse: An Overview”, Tempo New Series, No. 199 (January, 1997), pp. 28. Published by: Cambridge University Press Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/945524 (accessed
September 1, 2010).
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During his time at Oberlin, rock music was still very much an influence on him.
“I followed rock pretty closely, certainly all through the ‘60s and well into the ‘70s. In
the latter part of the ‘70s my interests began to flag a bit.”9
Interestingly, Rouse’s rock influence was accepted at Oberlin, while another side
of his writing was not:
As an undergraduate, I was all over the place. In the late ‘60s you did everything…you
were encouraged to try all sorts of stuff. So I did some serial stuff, I did graph pieces, I
did conceptual pieces, I did all sorts of things. I also did stuff with rock influences. The
only thing that got me in trouble, interestingly, was when I wrote a tonal piece. That was
not acceptable in 1968 or thereabouts still.10

Rouse was willing to experiment with just about anything during his
undergraduate studies. While he felt he had not come to any strong aesthetic positions
yet, he was sure of one thing: “The one unifying principle for me was expressivity.
Music had to have something to say on that level. It couldn’t just be an intellectual
exercise.”11
After graduating from Oberlin in 1971, Rouse attended the University of
Pennsylvania to study with George Rochberg. He withdrew, however, from these lessons
after a single semester because of philosophical differences between him and Rochberg.
He then turned to studying privately with another faculty member at Penn, George
Crumb, with whom he continued studying until 1973.12
In 1973 Rouse entered Cornell University where he pursued both his Masters and
Doctoral degrees. While there, he studied with Karel Husa and Robert Palmer. It is
during this time that he composed his first two percussion ensemble works, Falcones
Luminis, which was written in 1974 for the Blackearth Percussion Group13 (classmates of
Rouse’s at Oberlin)14, and Ogoun Badagris, which was premiered by the neighboring
9

Frank J. Oteri, “Christopher Rouse: Going to Eleven”, NewMusicBox,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/christopher-rouse-going-to-eleven/ (accessed September 1, 2010).
10
Ibid.
11
Ibid.
12
Laurie Shulman, “Christopher Rouse: An Overview”, Tempo New Series, No. 199 (January, 1997), pp.
2-8. Published by: Cambridge University Press Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/945524 (accessed
September 1, 2010).
13
Christopher Rouse. Falcones Luminis. American Composers Edition, 1978.
14
Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
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Ithaca College Percussion Ensemble in 1976.15 While Ogoun Badagris has become a
standard in the percussion ensemble repertoire, Falcones Luminis was later pulled by
Rouse from his catalogue. This has become common of Rouse if he does not feel a piece
is up to his standard over time. In an interview, he stated “I’m pretty ruthless in terms of
sending Dr. Kevorkian over to take care of some of the old pieces that I just don’t feel
deserve to live any longer…I don’t feel that they’re good enough. That’s the bottom line.
They just don’t pass muster.”16
Two years later, in 1978, Rouse composed his percussion quartet Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
for the Syracuse Symphony Percussion Ensemble. After finishing this work, there was
an extreme drought of percussion works from Rouse. Rouse says that this was
intentional:
I always warn my students to beware of typecasting. The danger early on for me was
being typecast as a percussion composer. I wrote a couple of little percussion pieces
when I was still a student that began to get played a lot and are still played a lot, but I
then realized that everyone was thinking of me as ‘Oh, he writes great percussion music.’
And so I purposely have said no for many, many years to any percussion ensemble
request because I just don’t want to be thought of as just that.17

PROFESSIONAL YEARS: 1978 - PRESENT
In 1978 Rouse began teaching at the University of Michigan as a Teaching
Fellow.18 Three years later, in 1981, he joined the faculty at the Eastman School of
Music. While teaching here, Rouse once again drew from his love of rock-and-roll and
began teaching the first accredited course in the History of Rock at a major academic
institution in 1983.19

15

Christopher Rouse. Ogoun Badagris. Helicon Music Corp., 1981.
Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
17
Frank J. Oteri, “Christopher Rouse: Going to Eleven”, NewMusicBox,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/christopher-rouse-going-to-eleven/ (accessed September 1, 2010).
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6

Rouse began teaching at the Juilliard School in 1997 while still teaching at
Eastman. In 2002 Rouse finally left Eastman, and assumed full-time teaching duties at
Juilliard where he still teaches today.20
As a composer, Rouse has received numerous accolades and awards. He has been
commissioned by major ensembles such as the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, the
Philadelphia Orchestra, the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, the St. Louis
Symphony Orchestra, and the Houston Symphony Orchestra.21 He has been composerin-residence for the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra (1986 – 89), the Santa Cecilia and
Schleswig Holstein Festivals (1989), the Aspen Music Festival (1990), the Tanglewood
Music Center (1997), the Helsinki Biennale (1997), and the Pacific Music Festival
(1998).22
In addition, a list of some of his more notable awards includes the Kennedy
Center Friedheim Award for his Symphony No. 1 in 1988, a Guggenheim Fellowship in
1990, the Pulitzer Prize in Music for his Trombone Concerto in 1993, an Honorary
Doctorate from the Oberlin Conservatory of Music in 1996, election as a member into the
American Academy of Arts and Letters in 2002, the 2002 Grammy for Best
Contemporary Composition for his piece Concert de Gaudi, and being named Musical
America’s 2009 Composer of the Year.23
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CHAPTER 3: COMPOSITIONAL TECHNIQUES
Rouse employs a number of compositional techniques in his three percussion
ensemble works. In examining these techniques we can see a development of Rouse’s
writing over the beginning part of his career. Some of these are very basic techniques
that have been used extensively in compositions by many composers, such as
homophonic texture or interplay between voices. Others, however, are more advanced.
Techniques such as implied multimeter writing, rhythmic displacement, and rhythmic
addition and subtraction create colors and textures which help to give compositional
depth to these pieces, as well as identify Rouse’s developing compositional style.
HOMOPHONIC TEXTURE
The most used technique in Rouse’s arsenal is the juxtaposition of a primary line
over an accompaniment passage. The primary line may be carried by a solo performer or
multiple performers, with the accompaniment assigned to either single or multiple
performers. It is important to note that Rouse’s accompaniment parts are usually highly
active in comparison to traditional accompaniment parts normally seen in homophonic
texture.
Ogoun Badagris employs this technique nine times throughout the composition.
One example begins in measure 57 and lasts to measure 69. In this section Player 3
performs a solo on congas while the rest of the ensemble creates an accompaniment
texture (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 – Ogoun Badagris Fulll Score, meaasures 57 – 69
The teexture createed by the acccompanimennt consists off three main elements. T
The
note figure of eighth-notees from Playyer 1 on timppani. The loowest and higghest
fiirst is a six-n
drrums are plaaced on the first
f
and fourrth eighth-nootes of the m
measure, helpping to outlinne
th
he 6/8 meter. Contrastin
ng this is the second elem
ment, the logg drums part of Player 5.
While
W
the tim
mpani emphaasize the 6/8 meter, Playeer 5’s patternn takes up nine eighth-nnotes,
co
onveying a meter
m
of 9/8 in oppositio
on of the wriitten 6/8. Thhis relationshhip between
Players 1 and
d 5 helps to create
c
a textu
ure that is staable, yet at tthe same tim
me not so
prredictable ass to become stagnant.
The th
hird elementt of this sectiion is the anttiphonal basss drum partss by Players 2
an
nd 4. These bass drum notes
n
on the downbeat annd fourth eigghth-note off each measuure
arre importantt thematic material
m
to thee piece. This figure occuurs throughoout the piecee, and
9

also helps to anchor the meter in this section against the metrically ambiguous conga
solo.
The homophonic texture technique is used five times in Ku-Ka-Ilimoku, such as
with the boobam solo beginning at measure 16 (Figure 3.2). In this example each player
contributes a unique aspect to the texture, with dynamic levels employed to separate the
primary line from the accompaniment. The accompaniment is created by Players 1, 2,
and 3, who contribute repetitive parts on claves, tom-toms, and conga drum respectively.
A unique aspect of these accompaniment parts is the fact that each seems to occupy their
own individual sense of meter.
The tom-tom part of Player 2 creates a pattern that fits evenly into each 3/4
measure of the piece. The conga drum part of Player 3 goes one step further by playing a
duple pattern of quarter-note followed by quarter-note rest. This fits evenly into two
measures of 3/4, creating a feeling of 6/4. Player 1 has the most unique repetitive pattern
by performing an 11-beat riff. This pattern is made even more interesting by beginning
on beat 2 of the first measure of this section. This 11-beat riff creates a unique pattern
that is not readily perceived by the listener, and therefore makes the accompaniment of
this section seem less predictable and more static.
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Figure 3.2
2 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 16 - 221
Rousee avoids the predictabilitty of this acccompanimennt pattern by developing it as
th
he solo progrresses. Thiss developmen
nt begins in measure 22 with Playerr 3, who now
w
ch
hanges from
m a two-meassure pattern of
o alternatinng quarter-nootes and quarrter-note ressts to
a 4-beat patteern that adds a dotted eig
ghth-note andd sixteenth-nnote rhythm to the riff. This
occurs while the other pattterns are co
ontinuing, soo the new maaterial can bee interpretedd as a
o
to tthe accompaaniment becooming sometthing
development of previous material as opposed
ntirely new. Player 3’s part
p is furtheer developedd in measuree 25, movingg instrumentss to a
en
pair of snare drums.
d
In order to keep continuity bbetween the previous conga drum paattern
in
ntroduced in measure 22
2 and this nex
xt pattern onn the snare ddrums, Rousee uses the dootted
eiighth-note an
nd sixteenth
h-note rhythm
m introducedd as the begiinning of thiss next patterrn.
He
H also begin
ns the dotted
d-eighth-notee and sixteennth-note patttern where thhat rhythm w
would
have occurred
d within the previous con
nga drum paattern. All oof these factoors create
ontinuity bettween the acccompanimeent changes aand allows thhe developm
ment to feel
co
orrganic and continuous
c
(F
Figure 3.3). In measure 25 where Pllayer 3’s parrt changes, thhere
11

is also a change to Player 1’s part. Here the 11-beat clave pattern that began in measure
16 is exchanged for a shorter 5-beat pattern. This new pattern is rhythmically denser than
the previous 11-beat pattern.
The continuity of this accompaniment centers on Player 2’s tom-tom pattern due
to the consistency of the pattern as well as its construction being anchored within the
meter. This part does have its own development over time however. A slight variation
occurs in measures 19 – 21 where the last sixteenth-note of the riff is moved from the
third tom-tom to the fourth tom-tom. This slight variation continues with this note
moving down to the third tom-tom three measures later in measure 22, and back up to the
fourth tom-tom three measures later in bar 25. In order to emphasize the final three
measures of this section the last sixteenth-note alternates measures, first being placed on
the third tom-tom in measure 28, the fourth tom-tom in measure 29, and back to the third
tom-tom in the final measure (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3
3 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 22 - 331
Playerr 4 boobam solo
s
acts as the primary line for the section overr the
acccompanimeent of Playerrs 1 through 3. Unlike thhe accompanniment, theree are few
reepeated patteerns within the
t solo, and
d what segmeents are repeeated evolvee immediatelly to
av
void the rifff-like charactter of the acccompanimennt. This can be seen in m
measures 19 – 21
of the solo paart, where on
ne of the maiin themes off the boobam
m solo is pressented (Figuure
3.4), and imm
mediately mo
odified in thee second iterration in ordder to conveyy developmeent
an
nd separate itself
i
from th
he patterns of
o the accom
mpaniment (F
Figure 3.3). As with the
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co
onga solo in
n Ogoun Bad
dagris, this boobam
b
solo is metricallyy ambiguouss. The solidd
rh
hythmic foun
ndation of Player 2 prov
vides a welcoome contrastt to the boobbam solo.

Figure 3.4
4 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 19 - 221
In Bon
nham, Rousee uses the ho
omophonic ttexture technnique throughhout most off the
en
ntire work. The drum seet part in Plaayer 8 acts ass the only acccompanimeent to a primary
liine occurring
g in one or more
m
of the other
o
playerss, though som
metimes Playyer 8 is joineed by
otther players to thicken th
he accompan
niment textuure. An exam
mple where P
Player 8 is thhe
so
ole accompaaniment occu
urs at the beg
ginning of thhe work, where after estaablishing thee
ro
ock-and-roll feel of the piece,
p
Playerr 8 moves too an accompaaniment rolee while Playeers 6
an
nd 7 providee the focus with
w their tom
m-tom primaary line, occaasionally joiined by otherr
players in thee ensemble for
fo emphasis (Figure 3.5)).
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Figurre 3.5 – Bon
nham Full Sccore, measu
ures 1 – 8

15

The accompaniment avoids being lost because of the textural difference between
the tom-tom line and the drum set. Even with the addition of timpani and bass drums at
key points of thematic interest, the drum set is still able to be heard due to the difference
in timbres that complements and contrasts the primary line parts.
Measure 144 begins a segment similar to the beginning of the work. The
difference here is that now the accompaniment is not a single player, but three players.
Player 8 recreates the drum beat from the Butterfield Blues Band’s song “Get Yourself
Together” between the snare drum and bass drum, while Player 3 doubles the snare drum
part and Player 5 doubles the bass drum part, both on respective instruments. After four
measures, Players 1, 6, and 7 provide a primary line on timpani, high tom-toms, and low
tom-toms respectively (Figure 3.6). The reinforcement of Player 8’s part by Players 3
and 5 allows for a thicker texture in the accompaniment while still being texturally
different to avoid cluttering the primary line. As with similar sections in previous works,
Rouse introduces slight variations into the accompaniment in order to give it a sense of
growth as the primary line develops.
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Figure 3.6 – Bonha
am Full Scorre, measurees 144 – 151
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POLYRHYT
P
THMS
Polyrh
hythms are the
t simultaneeous perform
mance of twoo distinct subbdivisions oof the
saame pulse wherein
w
neith
her subdivisio
on is evenlyy divisible byy the other (F
Figure 3.7).

Fig
gure 3.7 – Ex
xamples of both polyrh
hythms and non-polyrh
hythms
Whilee not extensiv
vely used in
n Western artt music untill the 20th cenntury,
polyrhythms have been used
u
in certaiin cultures foor hundreds of years, inccluding many
cu
ultures in Affrica, Cuba, and India. Although
A
Roouse uses polyrhythms inn each of hiss
percussion en
nsemble worrks, it is in Ogoun
O
Badaggris where thhey are usedd to the fullesst
ex
xtent.
The fiirst occurren
nce of polyrh
hythms in Oggoun happenns in measurres 13 – 15 w
which
bu
uild up to th
he Grouillèree section of the
t piece. Inn measure 133 Rouse usess a 3 againstt 2
polyrhythm between
b
Play
yers 4 and 5 while Playerr 2 performss a rhythm thhat complim
ments
th
his polyrhyth
hm. The nex
xt measure th
hen containss a 4 against 3 polyrhythhm between
Players 2 and
d 3. As the Grouillère
G
seection beginss, another poolyrhythm thhen is presennted
between Play
yers 2 and 3 as
a Player 2 plays
p
as eighhth-note on tthe second partial of a duuplet
in
n the second half of meaasure 15 whille Player 3 ccontinues thee triplet baseed conga druum
part established in the preevious measu
ure (Figure 33.8).
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Figure 3.8 – Ogoun Badagris Fulll Score, meaasures 13 – 15
Whilee the first usee of polyrhytthms is limitted to a small three measure section, the
seecond use is far more ex
xtensive, and
d is the largesst use of pollyrhythms byy Rouse in hhis
th
hree percussiion ensemblle pieces. Th
he second occcurrence beegins at meassure 186, annd
ceenters on an eighth-note quintuplet motive
m
initiaated by Playeer 5 on snaree drum that
co
ontrasts the rest
r of the en
nsemble sou
unding eighthh-notes evennly fitting intto the 6/8 m
meter.
While
W
the dyn
namic separaation betweeen the snare drum primarry line and tthe
acccompanyin
ng ensemble distinguishees the snare ddrum as the ppredominannt voice in thhis
passage, it is the unique texture createed by the 6 aagainst 5 pollyrhythm between the
prrimary line and
a accompaaniment thatt gives this ssection its truue character.. Rouse furtther
develops the polyrhythmi
p
ic quintuplett motive by sshifting the bbeginnings oof the
qu
uintuplets, and
a also laterr subtracting
g notes from the quintupllet, creating groups of foour
an
nd then threee. All of this makes the polyrhythm
m less obviouus while still achieving thhe
in
nteresting tex
xture first crreated when the passage began (Figuure 3.9).
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Figure 3.9 – Ogoun Badagris Full Score, meassures 186 – 207
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The sn
nare drum prrimary line passage
p
in O
Ogoun Badaggris represennts the most
xtensive usee of polyrhytthms by Rou
use. While ppolyrhythms exist in all oof his percusssion
ex
en
nsemble worrks, the use of
o them in Ku-Ka-Ilimok
K
ku and Bonhham are limitted, and nevver
ex
xposed to th
he point wherre the polyrh
hythmic textture is the foocus as in Oggoun. For
in
nstance, the opening
o
rim
m textures in Ku-Ka
K
illusttrate a 3 agaiinst 2 polyrhhythm, althoough
th
he figures move by so qu
uickly that th
he polyrhythhmic texture is not discerrnible (Figurre
3.10). Perforrmers of Play
yer 2’s part should
s
makee an effort too keep the sixxteenth-notee
trriplet rhythm
ms accurate so
s that they are
a not squarred off and tturned into a two thirtyseecond-note and
a sixteenth
h-note rhythm
m.

Figure
F
3.10 – Ku-Ka-Iliimoku Playeers 1 – 3, m
measures 13 – 14
Isolateed polyrhyth
hms also occcur in Bonhaam, though aas with Ku-K
Ka, they are
liimited in sco
ope and the polyrhythmic
p
c relationshiip is not the focus. Suchh an examplee
occurs at the very beginning of the piiece, where tthe written ddeceleration and acceleraation
of the rhythm
m in the tom-tom line creates polyrhyythms with thhe primary lline and
acccompanimeent. These occurrences
o
are
a so brief aand fleeting,, however, thhat the
polyrhythm iss often misseed (Figure 3.11).
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Figuree 3.11 – Bon
nham Full Sccore, measu
ures 5 – 11
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IM
MPLIED MULTIMET
M
TER WRITIING
A tech
hnique that Rouse
R
uses to
t great effecct throughouut his percussion ensembble
works
w
is com
mposing patteerns that seem
m as though written in m
meters other than the nottated
tiime signaturee. Frequentlly Rouse willl create thesse patterns aand then com
mpose other
laayers over th
hem. This alllows him to
o create asym
mmetrical reppetitive patteerns that avooid
becoming preedictable and
d tiring to thee listener. Inn other instaances Rouse uses this
teechnique oveer short perio
ods simply to
t give the piiece the feell of a differennt time signaature
without
w
explicitly changin
ng tempo or meter.
goun Badagris, the congaa solo beginnning at meassure 57 illusttrates Rousee’s
In Og
use of this tecchnique with
hin a single accompanim
a
ment part. Ass Player 3 is soloing, Plaayers
1, 2, and 4 plaay accompan
niment partss that fit evennly within thhe given 6/8 meter. Playyer
5’s part does not fit evenlly within thee meter thouggh, taking upp a duration of nine eighhthnotes allowin
ng this part to
o line up witth the downbbeat every otther measuree (Figure 3.112).

Figure 3.12
2 – Ogoun Badagris
B
Fulll Score, meeasures 57 – 62
Anoth
her example of this techn
nique beginss at measure 130 in Playeer 3. Here,
Player 1’s gliissandos on the
t timpani are
a the mainn focus of thee section, whhile Players 2, 4,
an
nd 5 accomp
pany with paarts that fit ev
venly withinn the 6/8 metter. Player 3 not only
performs a paart made entiirely of duplle eighth-nottes (creatingg a 2 against 3 polyrhythm
m),
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bu
ut also a pattern that fills a 15 eighth
h-note duratiion, creatingg a rhythmic cycle that liines
up
p with the do
ownbeat eveery 5 measurres (Figure 33.13).

Figure
F
3.13 – Ogoun Ba
adagris Fulll Score, meaasures 130 – 135
Shorteer examples of this techn
nique happenn throughouut Ogoun. A perfect exam
mple
of this occurss in measure 92. Rouse temporarily
t
blurs the meeter here by shifting the
pings of threee (which allow for two ggroups of thrree
grroupings of eighth-notess from group
to
o fit into each measure) into
i
groupin
ngs of four (aallowing the pattern to liine up with tthe
downbeat eveery other meeasure). Thiss shift createes a hemiola: the brief illlusion that thhe
teempo and meeter has shift
fted while in actuality alll note valuess are still retaained from tthe
orriginal material (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.14
4 – Ogoun Badagris
B
Fulll Score, meeasures 92 – 95
A morre developed
d example off this occurss later in the piece duringg Player 4’s tomto
om solo. Du
uring the passage beginn
ning in measuure 172, Playyer 4 shifts tthe feel of thhe
eiighth-note groupings fro
om six to five, and eventtually four beetween meassures 172 annd
178. These groupings
g
aree punctuated
d by the otheer players whho play an acccented notee on
th
he final note of every gro
ouping (Figu
ure 3.15).

gure 3.15 – Ogoun
O
Bada
agris Reducced Score, m
measures 1722 – 178
Fig
Rousee’s use of thiis technique develops in Ku-Ka-Ilim
moku. One exxample of thhis
development can be seen starting in measure
m
20. While Playyer 4 is soloinng on the
boobams, Plaayers 1 and Player
P
3 (two
o measures llater) play reepeated patteerns that do nnot
liine up symm
metrically witth the notateed meter of 33/4. Player 1 performs aan eleven-beaat
pattern on claaves beginnin
ng on beat 2 of measure 16. Player 3 initiates a four-beat paattern
25

sttarting in meeasure 22 on
n the bass dru
um. Player 2 is the onlyy accompanim
ment which fits
ev
venly into th
he given metter, helping to
t anchor thee accompaniiment so thaat it does not
become too chaotic (Figu
ure 3.16).

Figure 3.16 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 20 – 24
As wiith Ogoun, sh
horter examp
ples of this ttechnique occcur such as the figure byy
Players 2 and
d 4 during thee woodblock
k duet beginnning in meaasure 56. Whhile in 2/4,
Players 2 and
d 4 divide thee sixteenth-n
notes into grooups of three (in this insstance, a
siixteenth-notee followed by
b an eighth--note or two sixteenth-nootes and sixtteenth-note rrest),
which
w
createss a temporary
y triplet-typee rhythmic i llusion (Figuure 3.17).
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Figure 3.17 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 56 – 59
Bonha
am also disp
plays extendeed sections oof this techniique as well as shorter
ex
xamples. Att measure 63
3, an extendeed section beegins with all the playerrs performingg 9
beat patterns in a 2/2 metter. The back
kbeat-centricc pattern of Player 8 givves the illusioon of
a measure of 4/4 but with
h an extra eig
ghth-note addded to the ennd of the meeasure. It is this
ex
xtra beat thaat adds intereest to this secction and givves the piecee forward momentum sinnce
th
he up to this point the wo
ork has been
n felt in a striict 4/4 (Figuure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18 – Bonh
ham Full Sccore, measures 63 – 67
Shorteer examples of this techn
nique occur in the drum solo by Playyer 8 towardds the
en
nd of the pieece. In meassure 274, wh
hile playing a string of eiighth-note trriplets in 2/22
meter,
m
Rouse has combin
ned the tripleets into groupps of five eigghth-notes w
while still
maintaining
m
a quarter-notte pulse on th
he bass drum
m to create a short poly-m
meter effect
(F
Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.19 – Bonh
ham Player 8, measures 274 – 276
s
techniq
que is used in
n measure 2 82, where R
Rouse modifiies the eighthhThis same
note grouping
gs into group
ps of four insstead of the previous fivve (Figure 3.20).
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Figure 3.20 – Bonh
ham Player 8, measures 280 – 282
RHYTHMIC
R
C DISPLAC
CEMENT
Rhythmic displaceement can bee viewed as the systemattic shifting oof a musical idea
to
o a different area within the meter. If
I the originaal idea is quiite pronouncced, this is offten
reeadily identifiable to the listener, esp
pecially if occcurring mulltiple times. Other timess the
displaced rhy
ythm is burieed under layeers of other m
material andd therefore haarder to percceive.
A cleaar example of
o this techniique occurs iin one of thee first sectionns of Ogounn
Badagris.
B
In measure 41, the slapsticck of Player 5 enters on tthe third andd fifth eighthhnote of the 6/8 measure. Following th
his initial staatement, Rouuse displacees each entraance
by
y seven eigh
hth-notes, creeating an asy
ymmetrical ppattern (Figuure 3.21). B
Because of thhe
teextural differrence betweeen the slapsttick and the rrest of the ennsemble, as well as the
dy
ynamic diffeerence of forrtissimo in th
he slapstick vverses forte in the rest oof the ensembble,
th
he rhythmic displacemen
d
nt used by Ro
ouse is perceeivable by thhe listener.
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Figure 3.21
1 – Ogoun Badagris
B
Fulll Score, meeasures 41 – 47
The use of this tecchnique in Ku-Ka-Ilimok
K
ku is not as cclearly apparrent as in Oggoun
Badagris
B
because the disp
placed idea is
i not as textturally indeppendent as thhe previous
ex
xample, and
d the displaceement is shiffted betweenn players throoughout the ensemble. This
teechnique is displayed
d
in measure 216
6 of Ku-Ka. During thiss section, Plaayers 1 and 3 and
Players 2 and
d 4 are linked
d by pairingss of instrumeents with sim
milar attackss (Players 1 aand 3
with
w the roun
nder attack in
nstruments of
o log drums and temple blocks, and Players 2 annd 4
30

with
w the moree pointed attacks of the woodblocks)
w
). Players 1 and 3 are fuurther linkedd by
th
he presence of
o a drum which they strrike as the laast note of eaach of their tthree-note
grroupings (tim
mpani and co
onga drum respectively)
r
). Both grouups perform the same
rh
hythms as well
w as indefin
nite pitch geestures. In m
measure 216 Players 2 annd 4 play a
descending grroup of two sixteenth-no
otes and an eeighth-note oon beat two. Players 1 aand 3
th
hen displace this rhythm
mic motive to the “a” of bbeat 2 in meaasure 216. F
Following thhis,
Players 1 and
d 3 again enteer with the same
s
gesturee on the “&”” of beat 1 inn measure 2117.
Players 2 and
d 4 then follo
ow with the final
f
statemeent of the rhyythmic idea on the “e” oof
beat 2 in meaasure 217 (Fiigure 3.22). The group nnature of this section aloong with the
teextural similarities makee this examplle of rhythm
mic displacem
ment more diifficult to
perceive, but structurally the techniqu
ue still existss.

Figure
F
3.22 – Ku-Ka-Iliimoku Full Score, meassures 216 – 217
Bonha
am’s examplle of rhythmic displacem
ment stretchees over a muuch longer peeriod
t first two examples. Beginning
B
inn measure 188, players spparsely enterr over
of time than the
Player 8’s dru
um beat to crreate a lineaar texture thaat gradually tthickens andd speeds up. In
th
his section, Player
P
1 enteers on the fin
nal eighth-noote of measuure 21 with a single strokke on
th
he guiro. It is
i this gesturre that Rousee displaces cconsistently over the nexxt 21 measurres.
With
W each new
w measure, Rouse takess this rhythm
mic idea and m
moves it oveer by one
qu
uarter-note. Unfortunateely, the scorre for Bonha m has a num
mber of notattional errors in it,
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an
nd this exam
mple of rhyth
hmic displaceement has onne such erroor. The patteern Rouse seets up
sh
hould move this rhythmiic idea from the “&” of 4 in measuree 21 to the “&” of 1 in
measure
m
23, the
t “&” of 2 in measure 24, and thenn the “&” off 3 in measurre 25. Howeever,
du
ue to what seems to be an
a engraving
g error, the ggesture in meeasure 25 is placed on thhe
“&
&” of beat 4.
4 Every insttance of this gesture afteer measure 225 follows thhe sequentiall
pattern of mo
oving forwarrd by a singlee quarter-notte, so it appeears that thiss is a mistakee in
he engraving
g of the scoree, and not a conscious
c
deecision by R
Rouse to breaak the patternn.
th
Even
E
with thiis error, the technique
t
off rhythmic diisplacement is still obvioous in the sccore
ass the pattern
n continues on
o until finally ending onn the “&” off beat 1 in m
measure 42
(F
Figure 3.23).

23 – Bonham
m Players 1 and 8, meaasures 21 – 332
Figure 3.2
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LINEAR WRITING
One of the unique textures that Rouse creates in each of these pieces is a hocket
style of writing where each player’s voice fills a space in another part, and no two sounds
occur simultaneously. This technique allows for very rhythmically active parts to exist
while at the same time not becoming so dense that the individual parts become indistinct.
The term “linear” comes from a style of drum set playing in which no two voices sound
at the same time. While this technique has been used by many artists including Mike
Clark, Steve Gadd, and David Garabaldi, the actual term was coined by Gary Chaffee,
former Professor of Music at the Berklee School of Music. In an e-mail to me, he writes:
In regards to your question, most players credit me with being the first guy to
define the liner [sic] style of playing, and to develop a system of figures that can
be used in this style of playing, (see Patterns Time Functioning). Linear has
always been a part of drumming but I was the first guy to codify it, give it a name,
and set up a system specifically designed for drum set performance.24

The technique that Rouse uses is not a strict linear style as there are times when
one voice does overlap another, but these instances are very brief and usually occur when
the release of one gesture overlaps the entrance of another. Ogoun Badagris has
examples of this type of writing, the first occurring from measure 8 to 9 between Players
2 and 4. In Ogoun Badagris, the relationship between the two bass drums in these
players’ parts is of great importance throughout the work. Here is one of the first places
where Rouse emphasizes this by splitting a simple four eighth-note crescendo between
the two players. The specific nature of the dynamic notation helps to show this as a
single idea initiated by one player and completed by another (Figure 3.24).

24

Gary Chaffee, personal e-mail message, November 27th, 2010.
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Figure
F
3.24 – Ogoun Ba
adagris Playyers 2 and 4, measures 8 – 9
Later in the piece,, Rouse fragments anothher eighth-noote line, but ddivides it am
mong
th
hree differen
nt players. In
n measure 88
8, Rouse takkes the six eiighth-notes iin the measuure
an
nd gives the first two to the timpani in Player 1, the next thrree to Player 2 on timbales
an
nd bass drum
m, and the fin
nal note to Player
P
4 on bbass drum. T
This gesture not only
displays the linear writing
g style, but also
a further eemphasizes the relationsship betweenn the
tw
wo bass drum
ms (Figure 3.25).
3
It shou
uld be notedd that this meeasure is nott a strict linear
measure
m
becaause the releaase of Playerr 5’s solo ovverlaps with the first notee from Playeer 1.

Figure 3.25
3 – Ogoun
n Badagris F
Full Score, measure 888
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In Ku--Ka-Ilimoku
u Rouse uses the techniquue of linear writing in both background
nd main focu
us parts. An
n accompaniment exampple of this caan be seen beeginning in
an
measure
m
64 between Play
yers 2 and 3. In this secttion, Players 2 and 3 andd later Playerr 4
crreate an acco
ompanimentt pattern whiile Player 1 bbegins a soloo on log drum
ms in measuure
67. This linear writing sttyle complim
ments the logg drums soloo by allowingg the
acccompanimeent to be rhy
ythmically deense while nnot overpoweering the less piercing loog
drrums sound.. While not a strict lineaar passage, thhe interplay between thee players filling
th
he spaces of the other plaayers lines gives
g
the acccompanimennt a very linear texture
(F
Figure 3.26).

Figure 3.26 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 64 – 69
Later in the piece Rouse creattes a strict linnear passagee that acts ass a transitionn
frrom one secttion to the neext. Starting
g in measuree 93, Playerss 2, 3, and 4 create a onee bar
rh
hythmic gestture that grad
dually gets softer
s
over thhe next six m
measures to tthe next majjor
seection at measure 103. Player
P
2 con
ntributes the most to this gesture, perrforming a
siixteenth-notee triplet on each
e
successsive off-beat,, moving bettween the hiighest tom-toom
an
nd various drum
d
rims. Player
P
4 play
ys their own sixteenth-noote triplet ussing woodbloocks
on
n the downb
beat of the measure
m
as weell as a set oof duple sixteeenth-notes oon beat 3, w
while
Player 3 addss a single quaarter note on
n beat 2 of evvery measurre on the woooden plank.
With
W the exceeption of thee very first beat where phhrases from the previouss section are
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reesolving, this section is a very good example of a strict stylee of linear writing (Figurre
3.27).

Figure 3.27 – Ku-Ka-IIlimoku Fulll Score, meaasures 93 – 98
nham Rousee constructs a quasi-lineaar texture thaat, unlike thee previous
In Bon
xamples, is built
b
up slow
wly over time. Starting iin measure 118, Player 8 continues a drum
ex
seet groove fro
om the begin
nning of the section, thouugh now at a pianissimoo dynamic level.
From here, th
he rest of thee ensemble (w
with the exception of Plaayer 7) slow
wly adds partts
ngle eighth-n
note in lengtth as the tem
mpo begins too accelerate in
usually consisting of a sin
measure
m
22. This buildin
ng of texture and tempo iis enhanced by increasedd dynamic leevels
ass the section
n progresses, culminating
g in a climaxx at the beginnning of the next sectionn in
measure
m
43.
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A look
k at the last four measurres of this se ction shows the ending rresult of thiss
me voices do
o overlap, m
making it not a perfectly linear passagge,
liinear passagee. While som
th
he texture created is very
y linear in qu
uality, with eeach eighth-note in the m
measure filleed
with
w an eventt (Figure 3.28).

ham Full Sccore, measures 39 – 43
Figure 3.28 – Bonh
IN
NTERPLAY
Y BETWEE
EN VOICES
S
A favo
orite techniq
que of Rousee to use in eaach of these percussion eensemble woorks
iss direct interp
play between two or mo
ore elements.. One of thee striking diffferences of
Rouse’s
R
use is
i the variety
y of ways in which he em
mploys this ttechnique, suuch as simplle
pu
unctuation at
a the end of a melodic sttatement or hhuge texturaal differences to create ann
en
ntire section
n.
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Ogoun
n Badagris provides
p
an example
e
whhere the prim
mary line playyed by the snnare
a
by
y a brief stateement from the slapstickk. This interrplay back annd
drrum is then answered
fo
orth happenss after each melodic
m
stateement from the snare druum, and actss as the focal
point of this section
s
from
m measures 23 to 41 of thhe piece (Figgure 3.29).

Figure 3.29
9 – Ogoun Badagris
B
Fulll Score, meeasures 23 – 41
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Interp
play between
n voices exam
mples in Ku--Ka-Ilimoku represent thhe most
que as it beccomes the foccus of two m
major sectionns of
siignificant illustrations off this techniq
th
he work. Th
he first majorr interplay between
b
voices section beegins at meaasure 103. Inn this
ex
xample, each
h A-section is made by Players
P
2, 3,, and 4 on thhe rims of vaarious drums
within
w
their set-ups. These A-section
ns are all a siingle measurre in length (though the
leength of thatt measure ch
hanges as eacch one is in a different tiime signature) and at a
mezzo-piano
m
dynamic lev
vel. Each A--section is annswered by tthe entire ennsemble
performing on
n various dru
ums within their
t
set up aat a fortissim
mo dynamic llevel. This
alllows for thee interplay between
b
voicees to be sepaarated both ttexturally (riims verses
drrums) and dy
ynamically (mezzo-pian
(
o verses forttissimo). Eaach of the B--sections is a
measure
m
long
g with the exception of th
he last one w
which is threee measures llong. The leength
of the last B-ssection is mo
ost likely to solidify the drum texturre which conntinues
th
hroughout th
he next sectio
on. The exteended lengthh helps to proovide contraast from the rim
teexture (Figurre 3.30).

Figure
F
3.30 – Ku-Ka-Iliimoku Full Score, meassures 103 – 106
A lateer example of
o this same technique
t
beegins at meaasure 195, annd differs froom
th
he previous section
s
in a few
f ways. First,
F
the inteerplay betweeen voices arre now split
between two pairs of perfformers, with
h Players 2 aand 4 perforrming the A--sections, annd
Players 1 and
d 3 the B-secctions. All material
m
is noow performeed at a fortisssissimo dynaamic,
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and each part is performed on some sort of wooden instrument. There is still a small
textural difference as each A-section is performed on woodblocks while each B-section
sounds on log drums for Player 1 and temple blocks for Player 3. The log drums and
temple blocks provide a rounder, darker sound than the woodblocks, so a color change
exists, though not as stark as in the previous interplay between voices section. Finally,
each B-section is of equal length to the preceding A-section, though the lengths of each
interplay between voices pairings change throughout the section.
One interesting bit of continuity between the A-sections and B-sections involves
the changing time signatures. In each interplay between voices set, the meter of the last
measure in an A-section is the same meter for the first measure in the following Bsection. This allows for some continuity between each A-section and its corresponding
B-section. Also of note is that each B-section ends with an accented hit on the timpani in
Player 1 and the conga drum in Player 3. This event separates each interplaying pair,
making them act as individual phrases and allowing for a small textural change to provide
variety to the section (Figure 3.31).
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Figure
F
3.31 – Ku-Ka-Iliimoku Full Score, meassures 195 – 202
Interp
play between
n voices tech
hnique is alsoo present in B
Bonham, thoough not neaarly
to
o the degree of importan
nce that they are in Ku-K
Ka-Ilimoku. IIn Bonham, it is used as a
melodic
m
focall point that separates
s
onee player from
m the rest off the ensemble. Beginninng in
measure
m
116, Player 5 asssumes the main
m accompaaniment rolee from Playeer 8 with
seeparated quaarter-notes on
n the bass drrum, allowi ng Player 8 to focus on a interplay
between voicees dialogue with
w the restt of the ensem
mble, speciffically Playerrs 1, 6, and 77.
Player 8 statees a very sho
ort rhythmic gesture on thhe drum set tom-toms. P
Players 1, 6,, and
7 then respon
nd to this by playing the exact same ggesture on thheir respectivve drums. T
This
he main focu
us until meassure 144 wheere the next m
major sectioon of the piecce
dialogue is th
begins. Throughout this interplay
i
between voicess section this small rhythhmic fragmeent is
developed, eaach time statted as an A-ssection from
m Player 8 annd a B-sectioon of some kkind
frrom the rest of the ensem
mble (Figuree 3.32).
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Figure 3.32 – Bonha
am Full Scoore, measurees 116 – 1233
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RHYTHMIC ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
A final technique of Rouse’s that is used throughout his percussion ensemble
writing is the systematic addition or subtraction of notes in a gesture. This technique
occurs in different forms for each piece. In Ogoun Badagris Rouse reduces the space
between accented notes that are placed throughout the ensemble. In Ku-Ka-Ilimoku he
subtracts groupings of notes from groups of three to groups of two and finally single-note
gestures. In Bonham he uses addition instead of subtraction, adding an additional beat to
a gesture during key moments within a phrase.
Subtraction in Ogoun Badagris is displayed towards the end of the work
beginning in measure 243. Here the texture is very active with loud dynamics and active
rhythmic passages occurring in each part. The focus is on small rhythmic cells which
increase in volume and end with accents that are passed around the ensemble. The
accented line begins on beat 2 of measure 243 in Player 4, and is passed to Player 1 on
beat 1 of the next measure. This pattern of accents falling on the beat continues by
flowing to Player 2 on beat 2 of measure 244, Player 3 on the downbeat of measure 245,
and Player 1 on beat 2 of measure 245. Rouse then varies this pattern by placing the next
accent on the “&” of beat 2 in measure 245 with Player 4. He follows up this variation
by placing the next accent on beat 2 of measure 246 in Player 5’s part (Figure 3.33). This
slight variation breaks up the predictability of the accents while still achieving the
character of the pattern he was creating, and still setting us up for the subtractive process
that he begins with the next phrase.
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Figure
F
3.33 – Ogoun Ba
adagris Fulll Score, meaasures 243 – 246
Rousee starts the next
n phrase by
b continuingg the previouus accented downbeat
pattern with an
a accent on the downbeeat of measurre 247 with Player 3. R
Rouse then beegins
th
he next accen
nt pattern, no
ow separatin
ng each acceent by three ssixteenth-nootes as oppossed to
th
he previous four
f
sixteentth-note separration. In orrder to avoidd predictability, Rouse
in
nitiates this three
t
sixteen
nth-note spacced accent paattern on thee “&” of beaat 1 in Playerr 2 in
measure
m
247. Rouse then
n places a sin
ngle accenteed note everyy three sixteeenth-notes appart
th
hroughout th
he ensemble up to the beginning of m
measure 251 (Figure 3.344)
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Figure
F
3.34 – Ogoun Ba
adagris Fulll Score, meaasures 247 – 251
The fiinal pattern for
f this section shows Roouse reducinng the space of the accennts
by
y a single six
xteenth-notee, separating the accents now on eveery downbeatt and upbeatt of
th
he measures beginning in
n measure 251 (Figure 33.35). This ssubtraction oof the duratioon
between acceents helps thee piece to gaain momentuum and buildd energy as it moves intoo the
fiinal phrases of the work..
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Figure
F
3.35 – Ogoun Ba
adagris Fulll Score, meaasures 251 – 255
In Ku--Ka-Ilimoku
u, the subtracction processs is not appliied to accentt patterns, buut
en
ntire groups of notes all of which aree accented. These groupps are separaated by space,
with
w the last group
g
separaated by spacee and texturee. The proceess begins inn measure 2220
where
w
each player is play
ying a rhythm
m of “1-e-&”” on each doownbeat in thhe 3/4 meterr.
These
T
gesturees represent the groups of
o three. In tthe next meaasure, Rousee begins withh two
grroups of two
o sixteenth-n
notes, the lasst note notateed as an eighhth-note in oorder to achieeve
sp
pace from th
he final group
p. These setts of two nottes are then followed byy two single
eiighth-notes and
a a single sixteenth-no
ote at the endd of the meaasure. This ggroup of “sinngle
notes” is diffeerentiated fro
om the rest by
b the use off the Chinese cymbal whhich is playeed by
Player 3 for th
hese notes only.
o
Rouse then repeatss these two m
measures twiice, but on thhe
fiinal repeat he has the sin
ngle note gro
oup played siix times insttead of the previous three
tiimes (Figuree 3.36).
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Figure
F
3.36 – Ku-Ka-Iliimoku Full Score, meassures 220 – 225
Bonha
am uses the technique
t
off addition insstead of subttraction. In this piece R
Rouse
ystematically
y adds a unitt of rhythm to
t a specific gesture withh each new ppassing. Thhe
sy
orriginal gestu
ure happens in
i measures 122 throughh 123. Here Players 1, 33, 6, and 7 pllay
an
n eighth-note line startin
ng on the “&
&” of beat 2 iin measure 1122 to the “&
&” of 3 in thee
fo
ollowing meeasure. Playeer 2 also add
ds to this gessture with offfbeat hits onn the vibraslap
fo
or the duratio
on of the oth
her player’s eighth-note
e
figure (Figuure 3.37). Thhis gesture
occurs at the end of an interplay betw
ween voices pphrase betweeen Player 8 on drum set and
Players 1, 6, and
a 7 on tim
mpani and tom
m-toms resppectively.
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Figure 3.37
3 – Bonha
am Full Scoore, measurees 122 – 1233
Measu
ure 124 begiins another interplay bettween voicess iteration beetween Playeer 8
an
nd Players 1, 6, and 7. At
A the end off this phrasee (measures 1131 – 132) R
Rouse insertss the
saame gesture as seen in Figure
F
3.37, only
o
shiftingg the entrancce of the gestture by a beaat
an
nd filling in the addition
nal space (Fig
gure 3.38).

Figure 3.38
3 – Bonha
am Full Scoore, measurees 131 – 1322
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A finaal interplay between
b
voicces phrase beetween Playyer 8 and Plaayers 1, 6, annd 7
begins in meaasure 133, an
nd again is completed
c
byy a similar ggesture as beffore, with ann
ad
dditional beaat added as before
b
(Figu
ure 3.39).

Figure 3.39
3 – Bonha
am Full Scoore, measurres 141 - 1433
SUMMARY
Y
The liist of some of
o the compo
ositional techhniques usedd by Rouse in his percussion
en
nsemble worrks is diverse:
HOMOPHON
H
IC TEXTURE
POLYRHYTM
MS
IM
MPLIED MU
ULTIMETER WRITING
RHYTHMIC
R
DISPLACEM
D
MENT
LINEAR
L
WRIITING
IN
NTERPLAY BETWEEN VOICES
V
RHYTHMIC
R
ADDITION
A
AND
A
SUBTR
RACTION
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By analyzing Rouse’s compositional techniques throughout his three percussion
ensemble works, one can see clear examples of these compositional techniques in all
three pieces, Ogoun Badagris (1976), Ku-Ka-Ilimoku (1978), and Bonham (1988). While
some techniques develop more than others, each technique shows advancement from
piece to piece.
Homophonic texture begins with a single player primary line against the
remaining ensemble accompaniment in Ogoun Badagris. Ku-Ka-Ilimoku sees this
technique expand to add multiple voices to the primary line in a duet fashion. Finally, in
Bonham, Rouse uses a variety of textures and forces for both the primary line and the
accompaniment.
Polyrhythms could be considered the technique with the least obvious
development since its extensive use in Ogoun Badagris actually diminishes in Ku-KaIlimoku. This is probably due to the widespread shifting of time signatures throughout Ku-Ka-Ilimoku which may have influenced his decision not to exploit the unique textures
of polyrhythms in this piece. His final piece Bonham is more anchored in terms of meter,
making it more susceptible to the use of polyrhythms.
Implied multimeter writing is a technique that Rouse developed early and
continued to use throughout the three pieces. Each work displays this technique in an
accompaniment setting (Figures 2.12, 2.16, and 2.18), as well as the primary soloist line
(Figures 2.15, 2.17, and 2.19). One observation is that his use of this technique becomes
more ambitious over time. Ogoun Badagris employs this technique within a single
player at a time. Ku-Ka-Ilimoku expands the forces to two players at a time, and Bonham
has sections where the entire ensemble is performing parts that utilize this technique.
Rouse’s use of rhythmic displacement stays consistent throughout his percussion
ensemble works. In Ogoun Badagris and Bonham this technique is more obvious due to
the stark timbre differences used, while in Ku-Ka-Ilimoku the is embedded deeper within
the full ensemble. It is interesting to note that Rouse shifts his use of this technique from
the foreground to the background. The slapstick in Ogoun Badagris, which was acting in
counterpoint to the snare drum primary line, becomes the single moving line and focal
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point of the section (Figure 3.21). In Ku-Ka-Ilimoku, Figure 3.22 shows this technique
embedded within the ensemble texture, and therefore perceptually shaded. Bonham uses
this technique in the guiro part of Player 1. This part is a smaller component of a much
larger texture that builds over time, so the displacement is difficult to observe due to its
small role in the larger texture (Figure 3.22).
Linear writing shows a definitive development throughout these works.
Beginning with Ogoun Badagris, Rouse uses this linear technique in very short, isolated
incidents (Figures 2.24 and 2.25). Ku-Ka-Ilimoku draws further on this compositional
tool, incorporating it into accompaniment figures and transitional material (Figures 2.26
and 2.27). The culmination of this techniques development occurs in Bonham where
entire sections of material are based around this technique (Figure 3.28).
Rouse’s use of interplay between voices is striking in its development. Each piece
makes use this technique in a new and unique way. In Ogoun Badagris, Rouse simply
uses interplay between voices to break up the primary line of the snare drum (Figure
3.29). Ku-Ka-Ilimoku shows a far more developed use of this technique. Here, Rouse
creates interplay between voices as the basis of two of the main sections of the piece.
The first section (Figure 3.30) finds the entire ensemble performing both the A-sections
and B-sections of the interplay, but separates these texturally as well as dynamically. The
second section (Figure 3.31) separates the ensemble into two groups. While both groups
are using wooden textures, they are different enough to separate them from one another.
The use of meter during this section by using similar time signatures for the last measure
of the A-sections and the first measure of the B-sections shows a sense of cohesiveness
that indicates the depth of Rouse’s skill. Finally in Bonham Rouse employs interplay
between voices as a means of imitation, helping to emphasize important thematic material
between the drum set and other players in the ensemble (Figure 3.32).
Finally, Rouse’s use of rhythmic addition and subtraction, like his use of
interplay between voices is interesting in that each iteration of this technique is unique.
Ogoun Badagris uses subtraction in combination with a hocket technique which makes
the addition effective while not being overtly perceivable (Figures 2.33, 2.34, and 2.35).
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku in a sense does the exact opposite, using rhythmic subtraction within a
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tutti passage that can be readily distinguished by the listener (Figures 2.36). Finally, this
technique in Bonham is used with the addition of a single beat to a phrase-ending gesture
(Figures 2.37, 2.38, and 2.39). These gestures have so much available space between
them that it is difficult to realize that material is being added to them with each iteration.
It is this subtlety and originality that shows Rouse’s skills as a composer, and help us to
observe his development over the course of these three works.

Copyright © Brian Nozny 2012
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CHAPTER 4: OGOUN BADAGRIS
BACKGROUND
Ogoun Badagris is the earliest percussion ensemble work available today by
Christopher Rouse. The piece was written in 1976 while Rouse was in attendance at
Cornell University in Ithaca, NY, and was then performed by the Ithaca College
Percussion Ensemble.
The inspiration for the work came out of recordings Rouse had heard of the
Folkways collection of Haitian music that was recorded by Harold Courlander.25 Rouse
notes that while this was the inspiration for the project, he never did any more research
on Haitian music itself. In an interview he states:
…In both cases [Ogoun Badagris and Ku-Ka-Ilimoku] I didn’t actually go back to those
sources once I’d started the piece in order to be correct. I think I make some comment
about being ‘ethnomusicologically correct.’ I was going on my impression, kind of the
way Debussy was the way he was inspired by the gamelan. He never actually studied
anything more about gamelan music but it informed the sound of a number of pieces just
his memory of it. What he had recalled it had sounded like. So I didn’t go back and
actually review those materials because I didn’t want to write a piece that was too hidebound in terms of its allegiances to the source material.26

The program notes Rouse provides for the piece reveal the inspiration behind the
piece, specifically citing the Haitian drumming patterns of the Juba Dance. Because of
this, Rouse states that “it seemed logical to tie in the work with various aspects of
Voodoo ritual.”27 The title comes from the name of one of the Voodoo loas, or deities,
who Rouse says “…is one of the most terrible and violent of all Voodoo loas (deities) and
he can be appeased only by human blood sacrifice. This work may thus be interpreted as
a dance of appeasement.”28 Research by Dr. Don N. Parker in his dissertation An
Analysis of Borrowed and Retained West African, Cuban, and Haitian Rhythms in
Selected Percussion Ensemble Literature refutes some of this information, saying that “In

25

Don Nigel Parker. An Analysis of Borrowed and Retained West African, Cuban, and Haitian Rhythms
in Selected Percussion Ensemble Literature. DMA diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1996. 467.
26
Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
27
Christopher Rouse. Ogoun Badagris. Helicon Music Corp., 1981.
28
Ibid
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my research, no information was found to justify the need for a human sacrifice to
appease the loa. This is part of the bad publicity that is associated with voodoo
practices”29. While this information in the program notes may be inaccurate, it does give
the performer more detailed indication as to the character of the subject matter of the
piece.
ANALYSIS
Rouse indicates in the program notes that certain instruments provide focus in the
work. The first is the set of four conga drums played by Player 3. Rouse says “The four
conga drums often act as the focal point in the work and can be compared with the role of
the four most basic drums in the Voodoo religion – the be-be, the seconde, the maman,
and the asator.”30 Rouse also notes that the metal plates and sleigh bells are used to
represent the Haitian ogan.31
The full instrumentation of the work is:
Player 1 – Cabasa 1, snare drum, Chinese cymbal, 4 timpani, suspended cymbal 1,
2 cowbells (dampened), tam-tam.
Player 2 – Bass drum 1, 2 bongos, 2 timbales.
Player 3 – String drum, 4 conga drums, 3 wood blocks.
Player 4 – Bass drum 2, 3 tom-toms, vibraslap, one pair of maracas (manufactured
by the Latin Percussion Company), large ratchet.
Player 5 – Quica, tenor drum, sleigh bells, slapstick, 3 metal plates, 4 log drums,
guiro, cabasa 2, suspended cymbal 2.
Certain instrument combinations in Ogoun Badagris are integral to the work and
are important both with unison parts as well as antiphonal parts throughout the piece.
The cabasas in the parts of Players 1 and 5 and the bass drums in the parts of Players 2

29

Parker, 471.
Christopher Rouse. Ogoun Badagris. Helicon Music Corp., 1981.
31
Ibid
30
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and 4 are important partnerships32 and should be taken into consideration when staging
the piece. Rouse does not indicate any particular form for organizing the performers on
stage. Because of these relationships as well as the importance of the conga drum part in
Player 3, a set-up of Players 1 through 5 from either left to right or right to left would be
acceptable, with a slight arc so that each players can have eye contact with the others
(Figure 4.1).

Player 3
Player 2

Player 4

Player 1

Player 5

Figure 4.1 – Performer Set-up
Rouse understands the various colors that percussionists can achieve, specifically
through the use of different implements. Consequently, he is specifically indicates which
implements are used throughout the piece. The notes at the beginning of the score
provide a diagram that indicates which symbols represent each of the corresponding
implements (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 – Implement Chart
The piece begins with a section Rouse labels as Action de Grace. Henry Gilford,
in his book Voodoo: Its Origins and Practices describes this term as a section in the
voodoo ceremony where people bearing flags parade around the celebrants while
32

Parker, 472.
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glorifications are recited to
t the gods. This sectionn is meant too acknowleddge the gods, and
f their pressence at the ceremony.333
caall on them for
In 6/8
8 time, the piiece starts wiith rolled enntrances from
m Player 1 onn cabasa 1 annd
Player 2 on bass drum 1. These rolls cut off on bbeat 1 of the second meaasure where
Player 4 enterrs on beat 1 with bass drrum 2 and Pllayer 5 enterrs with a quica note that lasts
fo
or the first haalf of the meeasure. The quica note bby Player 5 iis answered in the seconnd
half of the seccond measurre by Player 3 on string ddrum. Alreaady in this fiirst gesture w
we
caan see the an
ntiphonal plaay between the
t bass drum
ms of Playerrs 2 and 4. A
All of these
gestures begin
n loudly, eith
her at a fortiissimo level like in Playeers 1, 2, andd 4, or at a foorte
g drum and qquica parts oof Players 3 and 5
leevel that getss louder like in the string
reespectively. Players 3 an
nd 5 should make sure too not start thheir gestures too softly,
taaking care th
hat their initiial entrance is
i heard and then increasses in volum
me from theree.
This
T opening gesture is im
mmediately followed
f
byy three measuures of grandd pause, andd then
an
nother identiical statemen
nt of the opeening gesturee in measurees 6 and 7 (F
Figure 4.3).

Figure
F
4.3 – Full Score,, measures 1 – 7
After the second statement
s
off the openingg gesture, theere are two m
measures thaat
co
ontain a passsage between the bass drrums of Playyers 2 and 4,, which creaates a four eigghth33

Henry Gilford
d. Voodoo: Its Origins and Practices.
P
19766, Franklin Waatts; New Yorkk, London, pp. 62 –
63
3.
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note gesture which increases in volume between the two players. This gesture starts on
beat 5 of the first measure with two eighth-notes from Player 2, the first at mezzo-forte
and the second at forte, and then answered by Player 4 at fortissimo with a crescendo
indicated. This is one more example of the interplay between the two bass drums which
is important throughout the piece (Figure 4.4) as well as an example of linear writing that
Rouse uses in each of his percussion ensemble works.

Figure 4.4 – Full Score, measures 8 – 9
On the last eighth-note of measure 9, Players 1 and 2 enter with an accented roll
entrance, which ties over into the next measure. This is a technique Rouse uses often,
surprising the listener by placing entrances slightly before a new measure begins. While
Player 1’s part on cabasa continues to roll through measure 10 and the first half of
measure 11, Player 2 only rolls for the first 2 beats of measure 10. Player 2 then enters
into a hemiola-type rhythm where he performs two beat groupings of two sixteenth-notes
followed by an eighth-note (creating a “1 e &, 2 e &” type of rhythm). This gesture
begins on the third eighth-note of measure 10 and continues into the next measure. All of
the notes in this hemiola gesture are accented, but in order to emphasize the nature of the
rhythm, performers should put more weight on the first note of each grouping. The first
and second two beat groupings are emphasized by Player 4 with rolls on the bass drum
(again showing the relationship between these two parts). Players 3 and 5 once again
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have an interplay between voices similar to measure 2 on the string drum and quica
respectively, only this time shifted towards the back half of the measure. Both of these
begin at fortissimo like the previous gesture and crescendo. This is followed by a single
measure of grand pause, allowing for space between gestures similar to measures 3 – 5
(Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 – Full Score, measures 8 – 12
Following this final grand pause measure, Players 1, 2, 4, and 5 create a complex
gesture which lasts only the second half of measure 13. In this gesture, Player 1 performs
a dotted quarter-note roll on the cabasa similar to previous entrances starting in the
second half of the measure. Player 2 and 4 have figures that play off of each other, both
on bass drum. Player 2 has a sixteenth-note, eighth-note, sixteenth-note figure, which
takes up two of the last three eighth-notes of the measure. Player 5 adds to this by playing
an eighth-note figure starting on beat 4 of the measure, and increases in volume from
forte up with an accent on the final eighth-note of the measure. This fills in the missing
eighth-note from Player 2’s gesture, once again solidifying the relationship between these
two parts. Player 5 contributes to this gesture with a single eighth-note on the second
eighth-note of a duple set of eighth-notes that enters on the second half of the measure on
the metal plate. This creates a 2:3 polyrhythm that is important to Rouse’s compositional
style. This entire gesture is complex rhythmically, and all aspects of the gesture must
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align in order to obtain the effect desired by the composer. In rehearsing this phrase,
synchronizing Player 5’s single attack first with the last note in Player 4’s rhythm is a
good means of breaking down this gesture. From there, adding Player 4 to the phrase
will help to fill out the rhythm desired for this gesture. Player 1 should not be added until
the other three players have locked in their rhythms precisely. It is also important to note
Player 3’s absence from this gesture. This is most likely so that they have ample time to
transition from the string drum to the conga drums for their entrance in measure 14
(Figure 4.6).
Following measure 13, the meter changes to 9/8 with all performers tacet for the
first three eighth-notes. This represents a shorter version of the previous two grand
pauses, which have been reduced with each occurrence, allowing this to act as a pick-up
to the next section of the piece. Player 3 enters playing congas on the fourth eighth-note
with a pattern that becomes the main background rhythm for the next section of the piece.
The accents placed in this part emphasize the two groupings of three eighth-notes in this
pattern. Player 2 enters on bass drum at the same time as Player 3. Player 2 performs a
set of three duple sixteenth-notes in the time of six, showing us another example of
Rouse’s use of polyrhythms. Player 4 enters on the last set of three eighth-notes with an
accented roll on bass drum (Figure 4.6). Again, interplay between the bass drums of
Players 2 and 4 are important throughout the work, as we will continue to see in the next
section of the piece.
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Fiigure 4.6 – Full
F Score, m
measures 133 – 14
Measu
ure 15 begin
ns the next major
m
sectionn of Ogoun B
Badagris, whhich Rouse labels
“G
Grouillère”. Translated,, this means “swarming, rumbling, aand crawlingg” which wouuld
describe the texture
t
of thiis next sectio
on.34 Here, thhe meter chaanges back tto 6/8. The m
main
rh
hythmic driv
ve of this secction emanattes from Playyer 3 on connga drums peerforming thhe
pattern first in
ntroduced in
n measure 14
4. In the firsst two measuures of this section, Playeers 2
an
nd 4 once ag
gain have a dialogue
d
betw
ween bass dr
drums similarr to their firsst dialogue inn
measures
m
8 an
nd 9 of the previous
p
secttion. The difference is a duple eightth-note with a
note only on the
t second eighth-note
e
by
b Player 2 iin the secondd half of meaasure 15. Thhis
o a constant dialogue bettween Playeers 2 and 4 foor
siingle eighth--note acts as a pick-up to
th
his section where
w
both pllay alternatin
ng dotted quuarter-notes iin each meassure. Balancce
an
nd blend bettween the tw
wo bass drum
ms is paramouunt to createe one linear m
melodic linee
frrom these altternating eleements. Play
yers 1 and 5 are omitted from this beeginning parrt of
th
he section to transition to
o other instru
uments (Figuure 4.7).

34

Larousse’s Frrench-English English-Frenc
E
ch Dictionary, 1971, Pocket B
Books, Gulf annd Western
Pu
ublications: Neew York, NY, 172.
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Fiigure 4.7 – Full
F Score, m
measures 155 – 16
This rhythmic
r
mo
otive among Players 2, 3 , and 4 decreeases in inteensity to a meezzofo
orte for Play
yer 3 and mezzzo-piano fo
or Players 2 aand 4. This motive conttinues unimppeded
un
ntil the entraance of Player 1 with thee primary linne on snare ddrum in meaasure 23.
Playerr 1’s snare drum
d
primary
y line at meaasure 23 is pperformed wiith snares offf,
with
w the first two measurees providing
g the thematiic material fo
for the rest off the snare ddrum
prrimary line in
i this sectio
on (Figure 4.8).

Figure
F
4.8 – Player 1, m
measures 23 – 24
The next two entrrances of the snare drum in this sectiion are displacements off this
main
m theme. While the fiirst statemen
nt of this them
me occurs oon the very fiirst eighth-note
of the measurre, the secon
nd entrance occurs
o
on thee second eigghth-note, annd the third
en
ntrance on th
he third eigh
hth-note. Beetween the seecond and thhird entrancees, Player 5
sllapstick interrjects with a pair of synccopated eighhth-notes. Thhis dialoguee between Player
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1 and Player 5 provides focus
fo
to this part
p of the ppiece. As thee section conntinues to
use displaces the slapstick
k part, each entrance occcurring betw
ween Player 1’s
develop, Rou
sn
nare drum geestures. Measure 33 sho
ows variationn in the snarre drum prim
mary line beyyond
siimple displacement. Wh
hile the entraance is the saame as the ooriginal stateement, the strring
of five eighth
h-notes from the original is broken inn the middle, creating tw
wo groups off two
eiighth-notes. These grou
upings of two
o eighth-notees are immediately deveeloped in thee
seecond half of measure 34
4 by making
g them sixteeenth-notes, ddoubling the speed of thee
in
nitial variatio
on. Followin
ng another in
nterjection bby the slapstiick, Player 1 gives us a ffinal
sttatement from
m the snare drum, utiliziing the doubbles created iin the last statement as
material
m
for th
he final gestture (Figure 4.9).

Figu
ure 4.9 – Pla
ayers 1 and 55, measuress 23 – 41
Durin
ng this interp
play between
n the snare drrum and slappstick, Playeers 2, 3, and 4
have each min
nutely develloped their parts
p
over thee course of tthe dialogue.. Player 2 fiirst
dds an eighth
h-note on beeat 3 of the measure
m
on tthe low timbbale, and lateer an accenteed
ad
eiighth-note on the high tiimbale on beeat 6. Playerr 4 contributtes a vibraslaap hit on beaat 5
of the measurre simultaneo
ous with thee variations iin Player 2’ss part. Playeer 3’s part alsso
y, with the acccent pattern
n changing aas the drum ppattern remaains constantt.
allters slightly
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The
T change in
n the conga part
p is also marked
m
by a Chinese cym
mbal hit in P
Player 1’s paart in
measure
m
37 (F
Figure 4.10).

Fig
gure 4.10 – Full Score, measures 332 – 38
A seco
ond Chinesee cymbal striike by Playe r 1 in measuure 42 markss the end of tthe
dialogue sectiion between
n the snare drrum and the slapstick. H
Here, the acccompanimennt
patterns of Pllayers 2, 3, and
a 4 are agaain developeed, with Playyer 2 adding two accenteed
bongo hits on
n beats 4 and
d 5 of the meeasure, Playeer 3 once agaain altering tthe accent
pattern while still keeping
g the drum pattern
p
the saame, and Plaayer 4 addingg an unaccennted
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eiighth-note on the bass drrum on beat 3, just beforre the accentted hit on beeat 4 (Figuree
4.11).

Fig
gure 4.11 – Full Score, measures 442 – 43
Playerr 1 rests for the
t remainder of this secction after thhe Chinese ccymbal hit inn
measure
m
42 to
o provide am
mple transitio
on time to thhe timpani inn measure 500. Player 5’ss
sllapstick part adds rhythm
mic interest during
d
this trransitional ssection. Here, Rouse
acccesses the initial
i
two-no
ote slapstick
k part from thhe previous section and systematicaally
displaces each
h entrance by
b seven beatts. Performeers should be extremely precise in
c
this ddisplacemennt correctly. Following thhis
placement of these notes in order to convey
with a
displacement section, the slapstick seettles into a ppart that fits evenly into the meter, w
qu
uarter-note on
o beat 4 folllowed by an
n eighth-notee on beat 6. This patternn occurs threee
tiimes, getting
g louder each
h time with the
t rest of thhe ensemble and buildingg into the neext
seection of thee piece (Figu
ure 4.12).
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Fig
gure 4.12 - Full
F Score, measures 442 – 50
Measu
ure 50 markss the beginning of the neext section oof Ogoun Baadagris, withh the
teexture thinniing to only th
he Chinese cymbal
c
and ttimpani in P
Player 1 for thhe first two
measures,
m
butt maintaining
g a high leveel of energy due to the ddynamic leveel of fortississsimo
an
nd fortissimo
o for the insttruments resspectively. IIn measure 552 Players 2 and 4 enter on
bass drum, reestating theirr dotted quarrter-note diallogue from tthe previous section at ann
ex
xtremely lou
ud dynamic for
f two measures, beforee suddenly ddropping dow
wn to a mezzzofo
orte in measu
ure 54. The timpani also
o drop dynam
mically to a fforte to alloow the log drrums
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en
ntrance in Pllayer 5 to bee heard. Play
yer 5’s log ddrums part illustrates yett another
teechnique Rouse uses freq
quently. Heere, he createes a pattern tthat is nine eeighth-notes long.
Because
B
this pattern
p
doess not fit even
nly into a sinngle measuree of 6/8, the pphrase extennds
beyond the baarline, causin
ng it to syncc up with thee beginning oof every thirrd measure
(F
Figure 4.13).

Fig
gure 4.13 – Full Score, measures 550 – 56
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The main
m focus off this section
n is found inn the conga solo from Plaayer 3 that sttarts
n measure 57
7. Rouse is careful
c
to dictate closed strokes, slapp strokes, annd open strokkes
in
th
hroughout th
he solo. Dyn
namically, th
he solo is maarked at fortiississimo whhile the rest oof the
en
nsemble is marked
m
anyw
where rangin
ng from mezzzo-forte in thhe bass drum
ms to forte inn the
tiimpani and log drums. Players
P
1, 2, 4, and 5 shoould be carefful not to ovverbalance thhe
co
onga drums and should therefore
t
plaay on the quiieter side off the marked dynamics duuring
th
his section. The solo itseelf is charactterized by irrregular acceents and highhly syncopatted
rh
hythms, mak
king the solo
o feel as thou
ugh it is outsside of the w
written meter. It should bbe
noted that theere is no inteeraction betw
ween the connga solo and the rest of thhe ensemblee
uring this seection (Figurre 4.14). Thee ensemble’ s purpose duuring this secction is to acct as
du
a sonic found
dation under the conga so
olo.

Figure 4.14 – Player 3, m
measures 577 – 69
At meeasure 69 thee conga solo ends and Pllayers 2, 4, aand 5 all alteer their patterrns.
Player 2 addss a single tim
mbale eighth--note on beaat 5 of the meeasure, whille Player 4 addds a
siingle bass drrum eighth-n
note to beat 6 of the meaasure. Both oof these playyers still preserve
th
he bass drum
m dialogue frrom earlier. Player 5 chaanges to a diifferent log ddrums patterrn
th
hat still preseerves the nin
ne-beat durattion of the previous phraase. Two meeasures afterr
en
nding the co
onga solo, Player 3 reenteers with a thhree measuree idea on wooodblocks thaat
reeoccurs throu
ugh the rest of this sectio
on. The focuus of this seection is not oonly the
in
nteraction am
mong these different
d
pattterns, but alsso a series off hairpin creescendo and
decrescendo
d
that
t pass bettween playerrs from meassure 72 to m
measure 77. These dynam
mic
sh
hapes start with
w one play
yer at a time, but then beegin to overllap more andd more as thee
seection contin
nues (Figuree 4.15).
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Fig
gure 4.15 – Full Score, measures 669 – 78
At meeasure 78 thee dynamic sh
haping decreeases and thee log drums of Player 5
hile Players 1 and 2 bothh modify theiir patterns. P
Player 1’s
asssume the leead voice wh
variation is su
ubstantial wiith a compleete change too the pitch paattern of the previous
seection. Play
yer 2’s patterrn only modiifies slightlyy, filling the second half of each meaasure
with
w a series of
o eighth-no
otes (Figure 4.16).
4
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Fig
gure 4.16 – Full Score, measures 778 – 79
The lo
og drums sollo during thiis section is ssimilar to thhe previous cconga solo ass
Rouse
R
uses irrregular acceents and synccopated rhytthms to add rrhythmic intterest to the solo,
displacing it from
f
the wriitten meter. The solo ennds with a reooccurring rhhythm of twoo
eiighth-notes followed
f
by two sixteenth-notes thatt builds into a transitionaal measure aat 88
leeading to thee next section
n of the worrk (Figure 4.17). This traansitional m
measure is
in
nteresting in that it is a series of eigh
hth-notes brooken up amoong Players 11, 2, and 4.
Performers must
m carefully
y balance thiis measure sso that each aattack is cleaarly articulatted
an
nd no voice overshadow
ws another (F
Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.17 – Player 5, m
measures 788 – 88
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Figure 4.18
8 – Full Scorre, measuree 88
The next section of
o the piece is
i a transitioonal area begginning at meeasure 89 annd
brridging one homophonicc texture secction to anothher. The priimary focus of this transiition
iss the interacttion between
n the timpanii in Player 1 and almost unison bass drum figurees of
Player 2 and 4.
4 After a so
olo roll on th
he highest drrum by Playyer 1 the basss drum pair
an
nswers with an eighth-no
ote figure in
n measure 900. The next ggesture is sim
milar, startinng
with
w a timpan
ni roll beginn
ning on beat 6 of measurre 90 and theen a set of eiighth-notes
moving
m
down
n the drums while
w
the baass drums co ntribute to thhe set of eigghth-notes. IIt is
in
nteresting to note the collor that Rousse achieves w
with bass druums during tthe first partt of
th
his section. Instead of beeing compleetely unison, Rouse has P
Player 4 joinn on the secoond
eiighth-note of each gestu
ure starting att forte and inncrease in voolume to an accented noote.
Player 3 diffeers by playin
ng three eigh
hth-notes durring this gestture with thee same shapiing
ass Player 2. This
T orchestrration allow
ws for the dynnamics to noot only grow
w with each bbass
drrum gesture, but also forr the texture to thicken w
with each gesture (Figuree 4.19).
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Figuree 4.19 – Play
yers 1, 2, an
nd 4, measurres 89 – 91
In measure 92 thee timpani and
d bass drumss combine too create a hemiola
performing co
ombinationss of four eigh
hth-notes witth the timpaani contributiing the first note
of each group
ping with a double-stop
d
on
o D-sharp aand F while the two basss drums
co
omplete the last three eig
ghth-notes with
w a gesturre which incrreases in inteensity from
mezzo-forte
m
to
o fortissimo.. This four note
n motive occurs five ttimes from tthe beginninng of
measure
m
92 in
nto measure 95. In meassure 95 the m
meter changees to 9/8 to aallow the
hemiola gestu
ure to finish evenly. Thee last six nottes of the 9/88 measure arre completedd by
a series of eig
ghth-notes frrom Player 1 on timpani,, Players 2 aand 4 on basss drum, and
Player 3 on th
he conga dru
um. Player 5 also contribbutes to the 9/8 measuree by enteringg
with
w guiro scrrapes on beaats 5, 7, and 9 of the meaasure (Figuree 4.20).

Fig
gure 4.20 – Full Score, measures 992 – 95
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At meeasure 96 thee next section of the worrk begins, revolving arouund solos byy
Player 5 on guiro, Player 1 on cowbells, and a duuet between bboth of thosee players. R
Rouse
prrepares the section
s
by esstablishing accompanime
a
ent patterns by the non-ssoloing
in
nstruments. Player 2 hass a part conssisting of eigghth-notes thhat move dow
wn the bongoos
an
nd timbales, ending on the
t bass drum
m at the dow
wnbeat of eacch measure. The bass drrum
on
n the downb
beat is signifficant becausse it creates a dialogue w
with the bass drum of Plaayer
4 as in previo
ous sections. Player 3 also has an accompanimennt part alternnating betweeen a
qu
uarter-note and
a an eighth
h-note progrressing up annd down thee conga drum
ms. After a
measure
m
of reest to facilitaate transition
n to the cowbbells, Player 1 establishees a two-meaasure
pattern very similar
s
to thee ogan part in Haitian mu
music.35 This part is repeaated throughh the
gu
uiro solo wh
hile Player 5 plays dotted
d-quarter-nootes during thhe first four measures off this
seection allowing time for the accompaniment figuures to estabblish before tthe guiro sollo
begins (Figurre 4.21).

Fig
gure 4.21 – Full Score, measures 996 – 99
Playerr 5’s begins a short, six measure
m
guiiro solo in m
measure 100. Unlike prevvious
so
olos, this priimary is acceented throug
ghout the sollo, likely duee to the limitted dynamic

35

Parker, 525.
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raange of the guiro.
g
Playeers performin
ng the accom
mpaniment roole should be sensitive to
th
his and allow
w the guiro can
c be heard over the othher patterns ((Figure 4.222).

Fig
gure 4.22 – Player
P
5, m
measures 1000 – 106
After a two-bar traansition wheere there is a short interjection dialoggue betweenn
Player 3 on co
ongas and Player 4 on bass drum (Fiigure 4.23), Player 1 esttablishes a leead
liine on dampeened cowbellls in measurre 108 whilee the guiro plays quarter--note attackss on
beats 1 and 4 of each meaasure. Like the
t previouss guiro solo, this solo is aaccented
th
hroughout. One
O interestiing aspect off this solo iss Rouse’s noote displacem
ment as the soolo
develops. A rhythmic
r
contribution off an eighth-nnote on the llow cowbell and a quarteernote on the hiigh cowbell shifts system
matically thrroughout thee solo, creatinng rhythmicc
teension that iss finally releeased in a flu
urry of notess during the ffinal gesturee of the solo
(F
Figure 4.24).

ure 4.23 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1006 – 107
Figu
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Fig
gure 4.24 – Player
P
1, m
measures 1088 – 116
Follow
wing a repeaat of the interrjection by P
Players 3 andd 4 from meeasures 106 –
107, a duet beegins betweeen Players 1 and 5 on coowbells and gguiro respecctively in
measure
m
119. During thiss section all of the accom
mpaniment ppatterns remaain constantt
ex
xcept for Plaayer 4 who adds
a
a vibrasslap strike too the beginniing of each m
measure starrting
in
n measure 11
19. The dueet is interestin
ng in that there does nott appear to be much
in
nteraction beetween the tw
wo parts. Ho
owever, bothh parts compplement eachh other as thhe
holes in one part’s
p
rhythm
m are usually
y filled by thhe other part. This lack oof interaction
alllows both parts
p
to sound
d equally im
mportant throoughout this section (Figgure 4.25).

Figuree 4.25 – Play
yers 1 and 55, measures 119 – 127
Follow
wing the cow
wbell/guiro duet
d in meassure 127, Plaayers 2, 3, annd 4 establish a
powerful rhytthmic figuree for three meeasures whicch acts as traansitional m
material into tthe
next section beginning
b
at measure 130. This figuure is perform
med on bass drum and
tiimbale by Pllayer 2, the lowest congaa drum by Pllayer 3, and bass drum bby Player 4.
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Once
O
again Players 2 and
d 4 are both performing
p
tthe same parrt on bass druum (Figure
4.26). Rouse does not accent the timb
bale notes inn Player 2’s part, so perfformers shouuld
make
m
sure tho
ose notes aree executed dy
ynamically bbelow the otther notes.

Figure 4.26
4 – Playeers 2, 3, and
d 4, measurees 127 – 1299
In measure 130 a new section
n of the piecee begins, foccusing on thee glissando
caapabilities of the timpan
ni. These tim
mpani gesturees all cresceendo to a peaak and then
decrescendo
d
as
a the pitch glissandos
g
back
b
down too the originaal pitch. Rouuse stated thhat
th
he exact pitches are unim
mportant in th
he timpani ppart, but makking sure thee glissandos and
dy
ynamic shap
pes are extreme and obviious to the liisteners is paaramount to this section..36
As before, Rouse establishes accompanim
a
ment patternss in Players 22, 3, 4, and 5
prroviding a so
olid foundattion over wh
hich the soloiist performs.. Player 2 innitiates a onee-bar
pattern using bass drum, bongos,
b
and
d timbales. P
Player 4 alsoo performs a one-bar patttern
with
w maracas in one hand
d playing a rh
hythm of quuarter-note foollowed by eeighth-note w
while
playing the baass drum witth the other hand on beaat 4 of each m
measures, thhus creating
nother bass drum
d
dialogue between Players 2 annd 4.
an
Playerr 3 has the most
m interestiing rhythmicc pattern of tthe accompaaniment partts in
th
his section fo
or a number of reasons. First, it is m
made entirelyy of entrancees on the
downbeat or on
o the secon
nd eighth-notte of a duplee eighth-notee tuplet, basiically creatinng a
du
uple meter for
f the entiree section agaainst the triplle meter in thhe rest of thee group. Thhe
pattern Rousee creates lastts for two-an
nd-a-half meeasures. Anoother item off interest is tthe

36

Christopher Rouse,
R
interview
w by the author, January 7, 2 011.
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pattern does not begin on the downbeat, but rather on the second eighth-note of a duple
eighth-note. The final accompaniment pattern is provided by Player 5 who performs
sleigh bell attacks on beats 1 and 4 of each measure. Rouse notes that the sleigh bells
part should be played as “single strokes” as opposed to trying to create a tremolo (Figure
4.27).
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Figu
ure 4.27 – Full
F Score, m easures 1330 – 147
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In measure 148 th
here is a three measure trransition, whhich focuses on the snaree
drrum in Playeer 1. The firrst two meassures are in 66/8, but the tthird measurre changes too 9/8
fo
or a single measure.
m
Herre the snare drum plays syncopated rrhythms thatt foreshadow
w the
rh
hythms comiing up in Plaayer 4’s tom
m-tom solo. W
While these rhythms occcur in the snare
drrum, Player 3 performs a roll on the middle wooodblock whille accentingg each downbbeat.
Because
B
of th
he accents an
nd nature of the instrumeent, a single--stroked roll would be beest
fo
or this sectio
on. In order to accurately
y place the aaccents, meaasuring the rooll into
seeptuplets or duple thirty--second notees would be most effectiive. This secction ends w
with
bass drum hitts from Playeers 2 and 4 on
o beat 7 of the 9/8 meassure (Figuree 4.28).

Figu
ure 4.28 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1448 – 150
The next section beginning
b
in
n measure 1551 features P
Player 4 on toom-toms andd
bass drum and marks a significant change to the uusual homopphonic texturre sections
prreviously heeard. In this section, Play
yer 4 is a so lo voice with
th no patternned
acccompanimeent. All of th
he other perfformers havee unison attaacks, which emphasize
sp
pecific notess in Player 4’s solo. Theese accompaaniment entraances occur on the lowest
drrums of each
h player and
d coordinate with
w attackss on the bass drum of Plaayer 4. Duriing
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th
he final two measures off this section
n a hocket rhyythm is creaated betweenn Player 4 annd the
reest of the enssemble, creaating a transiition to the nnext section.
Durin
ng the solo Rouse
R
indicattes some nottes to be singgle-sticked rrim shots, thuus
me notes a different colo
or from otherrs. Again, R
Rouse writes a highly
prroviding som
sy
yncopated so
olo involving
g uniquely placed
p
accennts and odd nnote groupings. These odd
note grouping
gs are usually emphasizeed by the acccompanyingg hits from thhe rest of thee
en
nsemble (Fig
gure 4.29).

Fiigure 4.29 – Player 4 an
nd score red
duction, meeasures 151 – 183
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At thee end of the tom-tom
t
solo there is ann immediate shift to the nnext section
beginning in measure
m
183
3. This sectiion prepares more accom
mpaniment ffigures for
Players 1, 2, 3,
3 and 4. Plaayer 1 has a single D-shaarp on the tiimpani that ssounds everyy
fo
our eighth-no
otes starting
g on beat 4 off the first meeasure after an initial Chhinese cymbal hit
to
o end the tom
m-tom solo. This createss another hem
miola that helps to maskk the writtenn
meter.
m
Playerr 2 has a sing
gle bass drum
m strike on tthe downbeaat of each m
measure and a
bongo hit on beat 6 of eacch measure. This again creates the aalternating bbass drum theeme
with
w Player 4 who has a complimenti
c
ing tom-tom part while aalso playing the bass druum
on
n beat 4 of each
e
measuree. Player 3 has
h a one-meeasure patterrn, but the pplacement off a
siingle accent changes eveery other meeasure, creatiing more of a two-measuure pattern.
Player 5 is no
ot involved in
n this to allo
ow a switch oof implemennts from woooden malletss to
sn
nare drum stticks. This is an importaant change siince Player 5 then becom
mes the rhythhmic
fo
ocus to this section
s
(Figu
ure 4.30).

Figu
ure 4.30 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1883 – 185
The fo
ocus of this section
s
is thee tenor drum
m part playedd by Player 5 stemming from
mic content as
a well as itss systematic developmennt. This beggins in measuure
itts polyrhythm
186 as Rouse has Player 5 perform a tuplet of fivve eighth-nottes evenly sppaced withinn the
pace of six eighth-notes
e
mic tension bbetween the pprimary line and
sp
thereby creaating rhythm
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acccompanimeent. This typ
pe of tension
n has been allluded to preeviously, butt never
developed un
ntil this sectio
on of the pieece. After thhe initial stattement by Pllayer 5, Rouuse
in
nserts two measures
m
of silence. Thiss could be innterpreted as time for thee listener to llet
th
he rhythmic discomfort from
f
the firsst statement sset in. Whenn the secondd statement bby
Player 5 occu
urs in measurre 189, Rousse begins a ssystematic trreatment of tthis rhythm.
After
A
the seco
ond quintupllet, there aree six eighth-nnote rests beetween the laast note of thhe
seecond quintu
uplet and thee first note of the next quuintuplet, cauusing the thiird quintupleet to
begin on the second
s
eightth-note of th
he next quinttuplet. This pattern occuurs between each
qu
uintuplet, with the numb
ber of rests reduced
r
by oone on each iiteration until there is onnly a
siingle quintup
plet eighth-n
note rest betw
ween each. Rouse also bbegins to redduce the num
mber
of notes playeed within thee quintuplet.. He begins with groupss of five, butt between
measures
m
198
8 and 199 thee note group
pings condennsed to four, and then in measure 201 to
th
hree notes peer group. Hee continues this
t pattern oof three quinntuplet eighthh-notes folloowed
by
y a quintuplet eighth-note rest for th
he last six meeasures of thhis section (F
Figure 4.31).

gure 4.31 – Player
P
5, m
measures 1866 – 207
Fig
The modification
m
from five no
ote groupinggs to four notte groupingss within the
qu
uintuplet is also
a signaled
d by an alterration in som
me of the acccompanimennt patterns.
Player 1 chan
nges their patttern from a single note every four eeighth-notes to two eightthnotes with tw
wo eighth-notte rests betw
ween each enntrance. Playyer 2 changees to bass druum
notes on beats 1 and 2 of the measuree, followed bby a roll on bbeat 5 of eacch measure.
Player 3 alterrs to a less acccented patteern that invoolves syncoppated sixteennth-notes, annd
Player 4 continues the bass drum hit on
o beat 4, buut precedes eeach with a sset of four
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siixteenth-notees and an eig
ghth-note on
n the lowest ttom-tom (Fiigure 4.32). These patteerns
th
hen crescend
do for the lasst five measu
ures of this ssection to a ffortissimo rooll for one
measure
m
by Players
P
2, 3, and
a 4. Playeer 1 does not participate in this roll sso they can
qu
uickly pick up
u the cabassa for a roll on
o the downbbeat of meassure 208 (Figgure 4.33).

Fig
gure 4.32 – Full
F Score, m
measure 199 - 201

Figu
ure 4.33 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2006 – 208
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At meeasure 208 a transitional section begiins, focusingg on the twoo cabasa partts of
Players 1 and
d 5 who perfo
orm a measu
ure-long rolll ending on tthe downbeaat of the nextt.
This
T pattern repeats,
r
only
y starting on beat 4 of meeasure 209, tthus creatingg a pattern thhat
laasts for threee full measurres before so
ounding agaiin on the dow
wnbeat. Whhile this is
occurring, Plaayers 2 and 4 continue th
heir alternatiing bass drum
um dialogue, placing Playyer 2
on
n the downb
beat and Play
yer 4 on beatt 4. Player 3 performs a single meassure pattern on
th
he conga dru
ums, which repeats
r
until measure 2244 (Figure 4.334).

Figu
ure 4.34 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2008 – 211
In measure 212 Pllayer 4 adds a roll on a llarge ratchet in one handd while
co
ontinuing the original baass drum parrt in the otheer, illustratinng Rouse’s uunderstandinng of
th
he capabilitiees of the perrcussionist. The
T ratchet ppart is a twoo-and-a-half measure patttern
siimilar to the cabasa part but only sep
parated by tw
wo dotted-quuarter-note rrests betweenn
eaach gesture. This odd-n
numbered phrrase sustainss rhythmic innterest by crreating a
dialogue betw
ween the cab
basa parts and
d ratchet parrt that does nnot fall into a predictablee
pattern (Figurre 4.35).
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Figu
ure 4.35 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2112 – 216
Measu
ure 221 mark
ks a push tow
wards the neext section w
with Player 2 changing pparts
to
o an interestiing rhythmicc pattern thatt gives mom
mentum to thee phrase beffore the nextt solo
th
hree measurees later. Thee pattern div
vides the meaasure into thhree groups oof two with a
rh
hythm of two
o sixteenth-n
notes follow
wed by an eigghth-note. T
The rhythmicc interest liess in
how the rhyth
hm divides th
he measure into
i
three grroups of twoo, while the aaccents are
placed on beaats 1 and 4 of
o the measurre, allowing the accents to divide thee measure innto
wo groups off three. Thu
us rhythmic tension
t
is deeveloped in tthe final threee bars of thee
tw
seection and reeleased when
n the metal plates
p
solo ccomes in at m
measure 224. Player 4 allso
allters the basss drum part to
t a more rh
hythmic figurre in measurre 223 to givve a final pussh to
th
he phrase (Fiigure 4.36).
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Figu
ure 4.36 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2221 – 223
A sho
ort solo on metal
m
plates starts in meassure 224, maarked at quadruple forte and
laasting for sev
ven measurees with every
y note accentted. This exxtreme dynam
mic markingg
en
nsures that th
he energy leevel achieved
d in the prevvious sectionn does not dissipate durinng
th
hese seven measures,
m
and
d continues to
t rise towarrds the next major sectioon of the work.
During
D
this so
olo the accom
mpaniment consists
c
of sshort phrasess in three of the four
reemaining plaayers. Playeer 1 is tacet for
f the first thhree measurres of the sollo in order too
trransfer to thee tam-tam fo
or a roll startting at pianoo that increasses in volum
me up to a
fo
ortississimo release at th
he beginning of the next ssection startting in measuure 231. Plaayers
2 and 4 contin
nue their diaalogue with Player
P
2 addding two bonngo notes on beats 5 and 6 of
eaach measuree. Player 3 contributes
c
an
a interestingg pattern to tthe accompaaniment withh a
grroup of fourr notes that begins
b
on beaat 2 of each measure andd continues tto beat 5. A
highly syncop
pated feel is created by beginning
b
thhe pattern onn a note otherr than the
oviding a neeeded bit of rhythmic
r
intterest to the aaccompanim
ment in this
downbeat, pro
seection (Figurre 4.37).
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The metal
m
plates used
u
in Ogou
un Badagriss are meant too represent tthe Haitian
D N. Parkeer observes the
t potentiall reason for ttheir use durring this speccific
ogan.37 Dr. Don
seection of thee piece:
The co
omposer’s spaarse use of thiis instrument conforms its cultural purppose in the vooodoo
religio
on and the cerremony it reprresents. The idea of callinng for the loa, in this case
Ogoun
n Badagris, to
o appear, to bee appeased, annd to bestow the secrets off the warrior uupon
the initiates is the cultural intent of the first 2330 measures. The metal pplates represennt the
appearrance of Ogou
un. The use of
o the cabasass from measuures 208 to 224 is significannt in
signaliing and callin
ng the loas during a voodooo ceremony. This section marks the
successsful completiion of calling for the loa annd receiving a response.38

Figu
ure 4.37 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2224 – 231

37
38

Christopher Rouse.
R
Ogoun Badagris.
B
Hellicon Music Coorp., 1981.
Parker, 512.
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The next section of Ogoun Badagris is labeled the “Danse Vaudou,” which Rouse
describes as “the point at which demonic possession occurs.”39 This section of the piece
is highly chaotic due to an extreme rhythmic density that provides no clear focal point for
the listener. The most important aspect to this section is the meter change from 6/8 to
2/4, creating a change from predominantly compound rhythms to simple rhythms. There
is also a metric modulation here where the dotted-quarter-note of the 6/8 meter becomes
the quarter-note of the 2/4 meter. Dr. Don N. Parker observes “The texture of these
measures sounds very improvisational and spontaneous, as if someone is being tossed
back and forth with jerks and pulls.”40
Player 1, after the release of the tam-tam roll, moves quickly to snare drum. Here
a series of quarter notes is played at fortissimo with the snares engaged, helping to
provide a sense of pulse, which is important given the number of complex rhythms
occurring during this section. Players 2 and 3 convey the most rhythmic interest during
this beginning part of the “Danse Vaudou” due to the polyrhythms created between the
triplet-based bass drum rhythms of Player 2 and the duplet-based conga drum rhythms of
Player 3. This polyrhythmic texture lasts for four measures until Player 2 changes to
duple-based rhythms in measure 235. One could interpret these opening bars as a
struggle between the person being possessed represented by the triplet-based rhythms and
the loa acting as possessor represented by the duple-based rhythms. This struggle occurs
for a brief time, but in the end, the loa takes control of the body, being represented by the
change from triplet- to duplet-based rhythms by Player 2 in measure 235 (Figure 4.38).

39
40

Christopher Rouse. Ogoun Badagris. Helicon Music Corp., 1981.
Parker, 514.
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Figu
ure 4.38 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2331 – 236
Measu
ure 235 intro
oduces Playeer 4 perform
ming sixteenthh-notes withh maracas in one
hand while co
ontinuing iso
olated singlee note attackss in the otheer hand, withh the sixteenttha the only reegularly repeeating rhythm
m for the rem
mainder of tthis section.
notes acting as
Here
H all partss are marked
d with a fortisssimo dynam
mic, indicatinng that all paarts are equaal in
im
mportance. The
T color crreated by all of these diff
fferent parts ssounding wiith equal vollume
crreates a sensse of chaos th
hat is still manageable
m
ddue to the facct that all of them are noow
du
uple-based rhythms.
r
Th
he dialogue between
b
the accents in P
Player 3 and Player 5 hellp to
help to maintain a sense of
o forward momentum
m
dduring this seection (Figurre 4.39).
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Figu
ure 4.39 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2335 – 239
At meeasure 240 siixteenth-note triplets aree introduced into the textture in a linee that
begins with Player
P
3 on beat
b 2 of meaasure 240. T
This string of sixteenth-nnote triplets then
sh
hifts to the “&”
“ of beat 2 to Player 2 who continnues with 3 ssets of sixteeenth-note tripplets
before passing the line offf to Player 1 on beat 2 oof measure 241. The linee then is passsed
to
o Player 5 on
n the “&” off beat 2 of measure 241, and ends wiith a final sixxteenth-notee
trriplet from Player
P
3 on th
he downbeatt of measuree 242 (Figuree 4.40).

Figu
ure 4.40 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2440 – 242
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This triplet-based line is a melodic element that is passed from player to player
(except for Player 4 who is not able to participate due to the demands of the part already
being performed by them). Shaping this line is important to this section. Rouse notates
the peak of Player 5’s triplet line on the “&” of 2 in measure 241 with a hairpin
crescendo that ends with the triplet completely accented. While there is no notated
dynamic change in the parts as they pass the triplet along from one player to another, the
rhythm differs from the rest by being triplet- based instead of duple-based and the tension
brought by creating 2-against-3 polyrhythms for an extended amount of time shows its
importance. This makes the need to bring the triplet line to the front of the texture even
more imperative, and foreshadows the upcoming hocket accents that will be presented in
measure 243.
In measure 242 all players have a hairpin decrescendo reducing each player’s
dynamic to forte, allowing room at the upper end of the dynamic spectrum for the
accented notes to be perceived by the listener. Also, Player 4’s bass drum part is now
playing straight eighth-notes in each measure along with the sixteenth-notes in the
maraca. Beginning on beat 2 of measure 243 Player 5 has the first of a series of accented
notes that is passed around the entire ensemble. In this first phrase, all of the accents are
placed four sixteenth-notes apart from one another, with the exception of the accented
note by Player 4 which occurs on the “&” of beat 2 in measure 245. This variation is
most likely to make the melodic line less predictable. Player 5 then continues the line on
beat 2 of measure 246. It should be noted that during this section Player 2 has other
notes, which are accented, but are only at a forte dynamic level. These notes should be
played well under the dynamic of the fortissimo accented line so as not to clutter or draw
attention away from the more important line (Figure 4.41).
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Figu
ure 4.41 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2443 – 246
In measure 247 th
he space at which
w
the acccents are sepparated in thee hocket mellodic
liine decreasess. Starting with
w the acceented note frrom Player 22, each accennt is spaced tthree
eiighth-notes apart
a
from th
he next, creaating a hemioola effect (F
Figure 4.42).

Figu
ure 4.42 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2447 – 250
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In measure 251 th
he space betw
ween each acccent is decrreased againn to only twoo
mary line herre lasts from
m measure 2551 to the dow
wnbeat of
siixteenth-notees. The prim
measure
m
255. A final haiirpin crescen
ndo marked iin the parts oof Players 3 and 5 leads to
th
he final two measures off this section
n. Players 2, 3, and 5 endd these hairppins with
fo
ortissimo rollls on their lo
owest drumss, complimennted by a strring of eighthh-notes by P
Player
4 on bass drum. Player 4 discontinuees the maracaa sixteenth-nnote pattern at this pointt.
Player 1 is taccet during th
hese last two
o measures oof the sectionn in order to transition too the
taam-tam (Figu
ure 4.43).

Fig
gure 4.43 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2551 -256
The fiinal section of
o the piece begins at meeasure 257 w
with Players 2 and 3 takiing
th
he lead roles, performing
g unison rhytthms punctuuated by the rest of the ennsemble. Pllayer
4 abandons th
he maraca from the previous section and perform
ms on bass ddrum until the last
seeven measurres. Players 1 and 5 have more demaanding accompaniment parts due to the
necessity to switch among
g multiple in
nstruments w
with differennt implementts. Player 1 is
un
ninvolved in
n the roll two
o measures prior
p
to the bbeginning off this new section in ordeer to
prrepare for th
he new part. During thiss section begginning at 2557 Player 1 pperforms
downbeat hitss on tam-tam
m every two measures, w
while in the ssecond meassure striking first
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a suspended cymbal
c
on th
he “&” of beeat 1, and theen “e &” on beat 2 with the snare druum.
Both
B
the susp
pended cymb
bal and snaree drum are pplayed with a medium yaarn mallet.
Player 5 doess perform thee final roll in
n measures 2255 and 256,, and then quuickly switchhes
on
ne of the snaare drum sticcks from thee previous seection to the hammer to pplay the low
west
metal
m
plate. Rouse
R
provid
des ample time for this ttransition as the metal pllate hit is noot
un
ntil the “&” of measure 258, while a single susppended cymbbal hit is on tthe “&” of bbeat 1
of that measu
ure with the left-over
l
snaare drum sticck. Performeers must be aaware of thee
lo
ogistical dem
mands of thiss section and
d have their iindividual innstrument arrrangement
orrganized in such
s
a way to
t facilitate quick
q
movem
ments betweeen implements and
in
nstruments (F
Figure 4.44)).

Figu
ure 4.44 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2557 – 262
In measure 263 Pllayer 5 transsitions to tennor drum witth snare drum
m sticks and joins
Players 2 and
d 3 in the lead role for thiis section. P
Players 1 andd 4 continuee in an
acccompanyin
ng role throug
gh punctuatiing specific bbeats, with aan additional dialogue
between Play
yer 4 on bass drum and Player
P
1 on s uspended cyymbal and taam-tam. Thee two
dialogue meaasures (measu
ures 265 and
d 268) involvve Player 4 oon a bass druum flam a siingle
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eiighth-note before a hit by Player 1. Between theese two meaasures, both P
Players 1 annd 4
fiill in the mellodic gaps prrovided by th
he other threee players. R
Rhythmicallyy, the primarry
liine provided
d by Players 2,
2 3, and 4 consists
c
of eiighth-note annd sixteenth-note rhythm
ms
with
w accents falling
f
on eitther the dow
wnbeats or uppbeats. The only variatiion in the
rh
hythms is a single
s
sixteeenth-note trip
plet which faalls on the “&
&” of 2 in m
measure 268.
This
T triplet moves
m
the pieece forward into
i
a subitoo forte-pianoo roll, introduucing the finnal
ph
hrase of the piece (Figurre 4.45)

Figu
ure 4.45 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2663 – 268
The ro
oll from meaasure 269 thrrough 270 iss one of the oonly places w
where Rousee
y consider th
he logistics of
o the playerss. This occuurs in the parrt of Player 4
does not fully
who
w must roll on the basss drum from subito fortee-piano to forrtississimo w
while preparring a
laarge ratchet for
f a long ro
oll from meaasures 271 thhrough 274. One possiblle solution fo
for
th
his problem is to have Pllayer 4 proviide the initiaal subito fortte attack, butt not perform
m the
ro
oll and insteaad grab the ratchet
r
for th
he next part oof the piece.. Because ann identical rooll is
played by Plaayers 2, 3, an
nd 5, the absence of Playyer 4 in this rroll is not reeadily
perceivable (F
Figure 4.46)).
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Figu
ure 4.46 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2669 – 271
The fiinal section of
o Ogoun Ba
adagris begiins in measuure 271. Herre, the ensem
mble
begins chanting the word
d “reler”, whiich Rouse exxplains in thhe program nnotes “is the
Voodoo
V
equiv
valent of thee Judaeo-Chrristian (sic) aamen.”41 W
While chantinng, each playyer
plays an instrrument as weell. With thee exception oof the tenor drum in Playyer 5, the texxture
ons, due to tthe instrumeents used by Players 2, 33, and
iss much higheer than in preevious sectio
4. Player 2 plays eighth-n
notes while accenting beeats 1 and 4 on the higheest bongo.
Player 3 is ind
dicated by Rouse
R
to “strrike side of ddrum with m
mallets” whilee playing a
qu
uarter-note followed
f
by an eighth-no
ote rhythm, accenting beeats 1 and 4 of the measuure
th
he same as Player
P
2. Thiis is similar to the descriiption of thee performancce techniques of

41

Christopher Rouse.
R
Ogoun Badagris.
B
Hellicon Music Coorp., 1981.
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th
he juba drum
m.42 Player 4 performs a long sustainned roll on thhe large ratchhet, which iss
in
ndicated to be
b performed
d “ff possiblee”. Player 1 is the only performer nnot playing a
reepeated patteern througho
out this section. The parrt consists off a single hit on the
su
uspended cy
ymbal and tam
m-tam on th
he downbeat of measure 271. Both oof these notees are
marked
m
to let vibrate, actiing as a sustained texturre through thhe next four m
measures (Figure
4.47).

Figu
ure 4.47 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2771 – 274

42

Harold Courlaander. The Dru
um and The Hoe:
Ho Life and Loore of the Haittian People. 19973 reprint,
University
U
of Caalifornia Press,, Berkley, CA, 195.
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The ch
hanting endss with a hit from
f
Player 1 on tam-tam
m and Player 4 on bass ddrum
n the downb
beat of measu
ure 275. Th
his is answereed on beat 4 of the samee measure byy
on
Player 1 on Chinese
C
cymb
bal, Player 2 on bass druum, and Playyer 5 on susppended cymbbal.
Following thiis, Players 2,, 3, and 4 haave a similar gesture of eeighth-notes up and dow
wn the
a
ts in measuree 276 markeed at
drrums of theiir respective instrument arrangement
fo
ortississimo. Player 5 em
mphasizes th
his by playinng the last fivve eighth-nootes on tenor
drrum after a suspended
s
cy
ymbal hit on
n the downbeeat of the meeasure. Thiss gesture leaads us
to
o the final no
ote with all players
p
on th
heir lowest ddrums exceptt for Player 1 who perforrms
a tam-tam hitt on the down
nbeat. The final
f
note is marked seccco for all plaayers (Figuree
4.48).

Figu
ure 4.48 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2775 - 277
Parkerr notes that the
t return to the originall 6/8 meter iss significantt because it
“rrepresents th
he successful appeasemeent of the loaa, Ogoun Baadagris throuugh offeringss
asssociated wiith its spirit such
s
as the use
u of metal plates and thhe unwrittenn presence off the
Haitian
H
ogan part.”43

43

Parker, 523.
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SUMMARY
Ogoun Badagris represents Rouse’s first surviving contribution to the percussion
ensemble repertoire. This piece shows us a number of aspects of his compositional style,
not only in terms of specific techniques but also in his overall compositional persona.
His interest in mythology that is present in many of his other works including Morpheus
(1975 for solo cello), Aphrodite Cantos (1976 for mezzo-soprano and chamber
ensemble), and Gorgon (1984 for orchestra) is represented in Ogoun Badagris. It is
important to note that while many of his works involving mythology center around Greek
mythology, Ogoun Badagris and later Ku-Ka-Ilimoku center on Haitian and Hawaiian
mythologies respectively. Rouse even states that one could interpret Bonham as being
based in mythology stating “Rock stars are gods too you know!”44 While the
mythological basis in Ogoun Badagris also has cultural ties that relate directly to
percussion, it is important to remember that Rouse never engaged in a study of the
musical practices of Haitian voodoo rituals, and merely was composing based on his
initial impressions of recordings he had heard at the time.
Ogoun Badagris also sets a precedent by Rouse on his level of compositional
detail. This can be seen in many aspects of Ogoun Badagris, from the specificity of the
implements used, the detail he requests in the specific instruments, and his understanding
of the logistical requirements of percussionists.
One final item to note about this piece is the time frame in which it was written
and how it relates to the character of the piece. Rouse comments that many of the pieces
being written for percussion at this time were more textural and esoteric in nature. In
commenting on the nature of his percussion writing at the time, Rouse says:
…I was hearing, particularly in the 70’s, a lot of very quiet “ping…pong…swish”
percussion music. Some of them were fine, but I thought in a way they were kind of
denying the essence of the instruments. Beat the hell out of them! So I was very
consciously trying to write music that was going to be loud and aggressive and exciting
and none of this kind of ‘wash of percussion sound’. I thought “Let’s just hit the crap out
of the drums!” or whatever the instruments were.45

44
45

Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
Ibid
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This desire by Rouse to write music that was different in character from his
contemporaries who composed for percussion ensemble is an important trait of Rouse’s
that we see carry on into his next percussion ensemble work, Ku-Ka-Ilimoku.

Copyright © Brian Nozny 2012
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CHAPTER 5: KU-KA-ILIMOKU
BACKGROUND
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku was composed in 1978 for the Syracuse Symphony Percussion
Ensemble. As with Rouse’s previous work Ogoun Badagris, Ku-Ka-Ilimoku takes its
inspiration from cultural mythology, in this case Hawaiian mythology. As Rouse
explains in the program notes for the work:
“Ku is perhaps the most fundamental and important of gods, occupying a place
similar to that of Zeus in Greek mythology or Odin in Norse legend. Ku is manifested in
several forms: as Ku-Ka-Ilimoku he represents the god of war. Thus, this work for
percussion ensemble is best viewed as a savage, propulsive war dance.”46
Rouse’s initial inspiration for writing Ku-Ka-Ilimoku came from a television
program he saw on Polynesian dancing and drumming. Again, as with Ogoun Badagris,
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku was an attempt at capturing the character of the Hawaiian culture and
mythology as opposed to being completely true to the specific music of that culture.
Rouse recalls “What I had seen was very fast and virtuosic. And so much of that is on
wooden instruments that I wanted to use a lot of wooden instruments. But that was pretty
much it.”47
ANALYSIS
The instrumentation for Ku-Ka-Ilimoku is comprised of non-pitched percussion
instruments, with the exception of the timpani in Player 1 and the boobams in Player 4.
However, Rouse stated in an interview that these instruments, while notated with specific
pitches, are not used in any harmonic way, making them function more like their
unpitched counterparts for the piece.48 He also specifically noted that the inclusion of
boobams was from a specific request from the group commissioning the work, since they
had a set of them.49 He also noted that since the instrument is so rare now, he has seen

46

Christopher Rouse. 1981. Ku-Ka-Ilimoku. Helicon Music Corp.
Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
48
Ibid.
49
Ibid.
47
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and supports the substitution of other instruments for this, such as log drums, tom-toms,
or octobans. He, however, does not like the use of roto-toms for this part, stating in an
interview that he does not care for the sound of that instrument.50 The full
instrumentation for the piece as indicated in the score is:
Player 1 – 4 timpani, claves, 4 log drums, 3 suspended cymbals
Player 2 – 4 tom-toms, 4 woodblocks, (woodblocks 1 - 4), 1 piccolo woodblock
(piccolo woodblock 1)
Player 3 – 2 snare drums (snares always off), conga drum, cowbell, 1 bongo
(bongo 1), 4 temple blocks, Chinese cymbal, wooden plank (a slab of lumber
which yields a substantial “whack” when struck with a hammer)
Player 4 – 2 timbales, 2 bongos (bongos 2 and 3), boobams, tam-tam, 2 gongs
(any pitches), 4 woodblocks (woodblocks 5 – 8), slapstick, 1 piccolo woodblock
(piccolo woodblock 2), 1 metal plate (with substantial ringing characteristics)
The numerical indications for the woodblocks and bongos are used solely to
differentiate between the equipment used, and not to indicate any hierarchy between
instruments. In an interview Rouse says that he teaches all of his composition students to
make their music so clear in their directions to performers that there will be no issues that
arise due to lack of clarity in directions.51
As in his previous work, Rouse uses a symbol type of notation to indicate what
type of implement each player is to use (Figure 5.1).

50
51

Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
Ibid.
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Figure 5.1 – Imple ment chart
One final
fi similaritty of note beetween Ku-K
Ka-Ilimoku aand Ogoun B
Badagris is inn the
ments which are
a importannt to Ku-Ka--Ilimoku, succh as the
pairing of cerrtain instrum
woodblocks
w
used
u
by Play
yers 2 and 4, and the log drums and ttemple blockks used by
Players 1 and
d 3 respectiveely.
The piece begins with
w a pianisssimo entrannce by Playeer 3 on the riim of snare ddrum
1, followed by a grand paause measuree that helps tto highlight the intensityy of the snaree
drrum gesture. The initiall gesture is th
hen expandeed by one beeat, again folllowed by a
measure
m
of grrand pause (Figure 5.2). All of the ggrand pause measures shhould still bee
performed in--time so as to maintain th
he pulse estaablished by tthe first gestture.

Figure 5.2 – Player 3, measures 1 - 4
At meeasure 5, the piece begin
ns its forwardd momentum
m with a new
w gesture set up
by
y Player 3 on the rims of the snare drums.
d
Two m
measures latter Player 2 adds to the
teexture playin
ng the same gesture as Player 3 on thhe rims of thhe tom-toms (Figure 3.3)).
Player 2 and 3 should nott perform too
o close to thee bead of thee stick whenn striking thee
riims of the drrums in ordeer to give mo
ore body to thhe rim soundd. Players 22, 3, and 4
sh
hould design
n their setupss to allow fo
or easy accesss to the drum
m rims sincee they are ussed
ex
xtensively th
hroughout th
he work. Tw
wo bars after the entrancee of Player 22, Player 1 ennters
so
ounding quaarter notes on
n a clave wh
hich is held fl
flat against thhe head of thhe bass drum
m.
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This
T rather un
nusual techn
nique allows the texture tto remain sim
milar to that of Players 2 and
3, while addin
ng sound dep
pth to the seection, illustrrating Rousee’s consideraable knowleddge
of the capabillities of perccussion instru
uments. Duuring the entrrance of Playyer 1, Playerr 2’s
part changes to
t a slight vaariation, mov
ving the note on the “&”” of beat 3 oover to the “ee”,
crreating a hoccket rhythm of “3 e &” between Plaayers 1, 2, annd 3 (Figure 5.3). Whilee no
acccents are marked
m
on thee last notes in
i Player 2 oor 3’s part duuring this secction, it is
im
mportant to keep
k
the attaack of these notes
n
pointeed and precisse so that thee hocket rhytthm
between the two
t players can
c be clearlly perceivedd.

Figure
F
5.3 – Full score,, measures 5 - 9
Thesee variations continue
c
eveery two bars,, with Playerr 2 changingg parts again from
a single note on the “e” of
o beat 3 to fiilling out thee rest of the bbeat by playying “e & a”.
Two
T bars lateer, Player 2 changes
c
agaiin, replacingg his initial fi
first beat of ffour sixteenthhnotes with a sixteenth-not
s
te triplet folllowed by ann eighth-notee, reflecting oon the first nnotes
of the piece by
b Player 3. Finally, Play
yer 1 changees his rhythm
m from quarrter-notes to
eiighth-notes in
i measure 15,
1 pushing the
t phrase foorward and eending the inntroduction
seection of thee work. Duriing our interrview, I remaarked about some recorddings of Ku--KaIllimoku which
h take some liberties witth this openiing section, sspecifically extending itts
leength. Rouse does not faavor this, staating that he wishes for hhis works to remain intact
with
w what he wrote.52

52

Christopher Rouse,
R
interview
w by the author, January 7, 2 011.
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Much
h of Rouse’s work is ostin
nato-based, with one plaayer providinng an ostinatto or
multiple
m
players construccting a layereed ostinato uunder a primary line. Thhis techniquee is
em
mployed in measure
m
16 with
w Playerss 1, 2, and 3 establishingg a combinedd ostinato for
Player 4 to so
olo over on boobams.
b
Pllayer 1’s osti
tinato, playedd on claves nnow using
trraditional tecchnique, actu
ually begins on beat 2 off measure 166, and continnues in an 111beat cycle. Simultaneoussly, Player 2 initiates a 33-beat tom-toom ostinato aat the beginnning
of measure 16
6. Player 3’s ostinato is a simple altternation of qquarter-notee followed byy
qu
uarter-note rest
r played on
o a conga drrum with a ssnare drum sstick. This ppattern extennds
accross the barrline, creatin
ng a half-tim
me hemiola feeel (Figure 55.4). It is im
mportant to keeep
th
he accompan
niment parts under the bo
oobam prim
mary line, eveen though the dynamic raange
of this section
n only spanss from piano to mezzo-piiano. The coomplexity off the
acccompanimeent texture can obscure the
t importannt line of the boobams, soo making suure
th
he boobams are heard ab
bove all otheer lines is impportant. Thiis is especiallly importannt in
Player 1, as claves can eaasily overpow
wer the drum
m texture of P
Players 2 annd 3.

Fig
gure 5.4 – Pllayers 1 – 3 , measures 16 - 19
Over this
t ostinato
o, Player 4 peerforms a higghly syncopated sixteenn-measure
boobam solo (Figure 5.5)), with note-g
groupings annd accents im
mplying diffferent time
siignatures. This
T solo also
o introduces one of the m
main themes of the piecee in the 4th
th
hrough 6th measure.
m
Dyn
namically, th
he primary liine begins oonly at mezzoo-piano,
in
ncreasing to forte
f
in the eighth
e
bar. This
T line mo ves to a mezzzo-forte in m
measure 9,
fiinally increasing in volum
me until measure 15, cuulminating inn a fortissimoo release in
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measure
m
16. This crescen
ndo is reflected by the otther players as well, andd pushes the
ph
hrase into th
he next sectio
on of the wo
ork.

Figure
F
5.5 – Player 4, m
measures 16 – 31
In measure 31, aftter the releasse of Player 4’s solo on bbeat 1, Playeer 3 uses thee last
tw
wo beats in the
t measure to introducee a new patteern on the snnare drums. The time
siignature changes in the next
n measuree, dividing P
Player 4’s foour-beat patteern evenly innto
tw
wo measuress. This patteern by Playerr 3 is markedd forte dynam
amic level. P
Player 1 enteers in
measure
m
33 playing stacccato quarter-n
notes at fortte. Two meaasures later P
Player 1 addds
tiimpani to hiss ostinato. At
A this point,, Player 3 chhanges his paattern to com
mbine with thhe
co
onga drum, and
a Players 1 and 3 decrrescendo to pprovide soniic space for the entrancee of
Player’s 2 and
d 4, whose woodblock
w
duet
d begins inn measure 337. It is impoortant for Players
1 and 3 to rem
main as far in
n the backgrround dynam
mically as poossible, givenn that the
membranoph
m
one texture is
i considerab
bly thicker thhan the wooodblock duett. The patterrn in
Players 1 and
d 3 continue for 12 measu
ures, or 6 reppetitions tottal. On the 7th repetition,
Player 3 addss a single cow
wbell note on the “&” off beat two inn the second measure of the
pattern (Figurre 5.6).
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Figu
ure 5.6 – Pla
ayers 1 and 3, measuress 47 - 50
The woodblock
w
du
uet, like the previous booobam solo, iis highly synncopated. The
woodblock
w
du
uet (Figure 5.7)
5 is comprrised of bothh odd accentts and hemioola-style notee
grroupings lik
ke the boobam
m solo preceeding it. It iss important tthat Players 2 and 4 perfform
with
w a clear distinction
d
beetween the accented
a
andd unaccentedd notes to maaintain a cleaar
musical
m
line. Also, the ro
olls in measu
ures 44 throuugh 46 shoulld be perform
med as thirtyyseecond-note single-stroke
s
ed rolls in orrder to coorddinate the rhyythms accurately betweeen
th
he two playeers and mainttain a full so
ound. Also, Player 2’s set of woodblocks shouldd
co
ontain differrent pitches from
f
Player 4’s in orderr to create soome harmoniic interest duuring
th
heir duet.

Figu
ure 5.7 – Pla
ayers 2 and 4, measuress 37 - 58
The fiirst 22 bars of
o the duet arre accompannied by an ostinato from
m Players 1 annd 3.
During
D
bars 21
2 and 22 off the duet, alll four playerrs crescendo into measurre 23. In
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measure
m
23 Player
P
2 com
mes to the forreground andd begins a linne of sixteennth-note and
siixteenth-notee triplets. While
W
Player 2’s line conntinues, Playeer 4 enters w
with woodbloocks
playing contrrary-motion interjections
i
s of Player 2 ’s melodic liine (Figure 55.8). It is
im
mportant forr Player 4 to blend into th
he sound of Player 2 durring this secttion, leavingg
Player 2 as th
he lead voicee. This lasts for five meaasures, moviing the listenner into anotther
ostinato setup
p by players 2 and 3, which then leadds us into thee log drums solo by Playyer 1
beginning in measure
m
68.

Figu
ure 5.8 – Pla
ayers 2 and 44, measuress 59 – 64
In measure 64, Plaayers 2 and 3 begin a tw
wo-bar ostinaato that is quuasi-linear inn
sttyle, with alm
most no two voices occu
uring on the same beat (F
Figure 5.9). The term “llinear
drrumming” was
w coined by Gary Chafffee, a pioneeer in drum sset pedagogyy and formerr
prrofessor of percussion
p
att the Berkleee School of M
Music, in deescribing a m
method of
co
onstructing drum
d
set parrts where no two voices occur at the same time.553 Once the log
drrums solo frrom Player 1 starts, Player 4 adds to the linear osstinato with a slapstick sstrike
on
n beat 2 of th
he measure (Figure 5.9).

53

Gary Chaffee, personal e-maail message, November
N
27th, 2010.
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Fig
gure 5.9 – Pllayers 2 – 4 , measures 68 - 71
The lo
og drums sollo beginning
g in measure 68 differs slightly from
m the previouus
so
olos, althoug
gh it is still highly
h
synco
opated. The difference bbetween this solo and thee
otthers is that it begins witth a definitiv
ve two-meassure theme thhat repeats ittself with sliight
variation for the
t first six measures.
m
This
T theme vvaries slightlyy throughouut the log druums
so
olo until the meter chang
ge at measurre 88 where another secttion of the soolo begins
(F
Figure 5.10), presenting more challeenges in diffeerentiating thhe solo line from the
acccompanimeent. While th
he density in
n texture is ssimilar to preevious sectioons, it is the
ro
oundness of the log drum
ms timbre, co
ombined witth the limitedd dynamic raange of the llog
drrums that makes this sep
paration diffi
ficult. Addittionally, therre is no channge in dynam
mics
frrom when th
he accompan
niment starts and when thhe soloist ennters. Regarddless, Playerrs 2 –
4 should decrrease their dy
ynamics slig
ghtly when P
Player 1 enteers in measurre 67.

Figure
F
5.10 – Player 4, m
measures 677 - 87
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At meeasure 88 thee texture chaanges with thhe focus swiitching from Player 1’s log
pani. Here, the
t meter mo
oves to 5/8, and Player 1 adjusts hiss rhythms
drrums to timp
ex
xclusively to
o sixteenth-n
note triplets and
a eighth-nnotes. Playeer 2 helps to frame the
grroupings of Player 1, plaaying doublee stops on thhe bass drum
m and lowest tom-tom.
Player 4 enterrs three bars before measure 90 playying the same rhythm as Player 1, buut on
a single wood
dblock. Play
yer 4 is indiccated to perfo
form this figuure with plasstic mallets.
These
T
malletss should be hard
h
enough
h to cut throuugh, but not sso hard that it damages tthe
woodblock.
w
It
I should be noted that while
w
Player 1 is the mainn focus of thhis five meassure
seection, all pllayers are peerforming at fortissimo,
f
aand every noote is accenteed, helping tto
ad
dd to the streength of the section. Alll sounds shoould blend ass evenly as ppossible, thoough
th
he timpani of Player 1 will
w naturally have more w
weight than the other plaayers. This is
accceptable sin
nce the timpani have thee focal part inn this transittion. Player 3 enters thee bar
before rehearrsal letter “D
D” on the woo
oden plank, helping to m
move us intoo the next secction
(F
Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11 – Full score, measures 888 - 92
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In measure 93 a seecond linearr phrase is inntroduced beetween Playeers 2, 3, and 4,
co
onsisting of a single bar of 3/4 that repeats
r
and iincreases in vvolume intoo a time signaature
ch
hange to 2/4
4 at measure 99. Player 2’s
2 part for tthis linear-sttyle passage consists of
siixteenth-notee triplets on each off-beaat. The firstt triplet is plaayed on the hhead of the
highest tom-tom, while th
he rest are pllayed on the rims of the tom-toms. P
Player 3
co
ontinues on the wooden plank from the previouss section, wiith only a sinngle quarter--note
on
n beat 2 of each
e
measuree, while Play
yer 4 plays a sixteenth-nnote triplet onn beat 1
fo
ollowed by a pair of sixtteenth-notes on beat 3, both on wooddblocks (Figgure 5.12).
Players shoulld be conscio
ous of the en
nsemble blennd during thiis phrase, maaking sure thhat
alll parts are balanced.
b
Th
his can be difficult due too both the vaarying texturres as well aas the
decrescendo.
d

Figu
ure 5.12 – Players
P
2 – 44, measures 94 - 96
s
linearr passage tak
kes the listenner into a shoort four bar phrase in 2/44
This six-bar
where
w
Player 1 on timpan
ni, plays straaight sixteentth-notes at ppiano on the lowest drum
m,
acccenting eveery second beat on the B-flat drum uusing woodenn mallets. T
This entire
seection from measure
m
93 through meaasure 102 accts as transitiional materiaal to the nexxt
main
m section which begin
ns in measuree 103.
ure 103 is th
he start of a section
s
of intterplay betw
ween voices bbased on
Measu
differing textu
ures. Each phrase
p
is two
o measures llong, thoughh there are m
multiple time
hout this secction, which blurs the reggular pulse ffor the sectioon.
siignature changes through
The
T first meaasure of each
h phrase is pllayed by Plaayers 2, 3, annd 4, all on thhe rims of thhe
various drums within theiir setups. In
n addition to the similar ttexture betw
ween players,, all
use similar im
mplements (ssnare drum sticks),
s
and aall are perforrming at a m
mezzo-piano
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dy
ynamic. These A-sectio
on measures are respondded to in the second bar oof each phrasse
with
w a tutti measure
m
on drrums by all four
f
players performing at fortissimoo. There shoould
be substantiall dynamic co
ontrast betweeen the A-seections and B
B-sections inn this phrasee. All
players during
g these areass of interplayy between vooices perform
m the same rrhythms andd
ynamics, wh
hile the “pitcch material” is only slighhtly similar bbetween playyers. Some
dy
players perforrm in contraary motion to
o others, whiile other playyers will plaay in similar
motion,
m
thoug
gh not exactlly the same pitches
p
as onne another. Another inteeresting item
m is
Rouse’s
R
use of
o the timpan
ni resonancee as a sonic ppad. When eeach A-section starts witth the
players on thee rims, Playeer 1 always has
h a releasee from his prrevious meassure on the
owest drum at
a mezzo-pia
ano dynamicc. This allow
ws the timpanni note and ssubsequent
lo
reesonance to fill out the sound of the rim figures oof the other players withhout obscurinng
th
he texture established by
y them (Figu
ure 5.13). Plaayer 1 shoulld be extrem
mely careful nnot to
ov
verplay the mezzo-piano
m
o note, allow
wing it to act as backgrouund for the riim gestures.

Figure 5.13 – Full
F score, m
measures 1003 - 104
There are five occcurrences of these interplaying phrasses, with the final B-secttion
gure 5.14). T
This B-sectioon moves innto a six meaasure
part being exttended to thrree bars (Fig
yed by the first
fi three plaayers all perfforming tuttii rhythms onn their lowesst
trransition play
drrums at fortiississimo (Fiigure 5.15). Player 4 is nnot involvedd in this transition, refleccting
Rouse’s
R
skill and knowledge of logisttics in percuussion perforrmance. Rouuse commennts in
an
n interview about
a
the neeed for comp
posers to undderstand the “logistical isssues” with
percussion, frrom changin
ng of implem
ments to the m
movement frrom one insttrument to
111

an
nother.54 In this case, Rouse
R
leaves Player 4 outt of this secttion to allow
w Player 4 to
prrepare the taam-tam for a quadruple forte
f
hit in m
measure 121.. This impacct on the
downbeat of measure
m
121
1 is performeed by all of tthe performeers with the other three
players finish
hing their traansitional secction on theiir lowest druum, signalingg the beginniing
of a new sectiion of the piiece.

Figure 5.14 – Full
F score, m
measures 1111 - 114

54

Christopher Rouse,
R
interview
w by the author, January 7, 2 011.
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Figurre 5.15 – Players 1 – 3, measures 1115 - 120
The next section of
o the piece beginning
b
inn measure 1221 returns too a previous
teexture from measure
m
10 with
w Player 1 playing staaccato quartter-notes on the bass druum at
pianissimo. This
T return is not acciden
ntal, as this ssection from
m measure 1221 to measurre
138 is charactterized by sh
hort interjecttions of prevvious themess by differennt players. T
The
fiirst interjectiion occurs in
n measures 124
1 and 125 by Player 2,, who perforrms a gesturee
based on material from th
he original boobam solo by Player 4 starting in m
measure 16
(F
Figure 5.16). Little to no
o dynamic sh
haping shouuld be used dduring this geesture so thee
im
mportance off the accenteed note is no
ot lost. Immeediately folllowing this ggesture, Playyer 2
asssumes the quarter-note
q
bass drum pulse
p
from P
Player 1, but converts it tto two eighthhnotes, creatin
ng an eighth-note rhythm
m with doublee-stop pulses on each doownbeat.

Figure
F
5.16 – Player 2 in
nterjection, measures 1124 – 125, an
nd original boobam solo
material
m
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The seecond interjeection of thiss passage occcurs in measure 127 witth Player 3
ge based on the
t original w
woodblock dduet betweenn Players 2 aand 4
performing a brief passag
on
n temple blo
ocks (Figure 5.17). As with
w the wooodblock duett, these rolls should be
in
nterpreted ass thirty-secon
nd notes to preserve
p
conntinuity betw
ween the origginal materiaal and
th
he interjectio
on.

Figure
F
5.17 – Player 3 in
nterjection, measures 1127 – 129, an
nd original woodblock
k duet
material
m
on by Player 4 begins in measure 1300 and differss from the
A thirrd interjectio
prrevious two not only duee to its lengtth (eight meaasures insteaad of two or three measuures
liike the previous ones), but also becau
use it directlly is quotingg a passage ppreviously
performed by
y that player.. In this casee, the Playerr 4 boobam ggesture is quuoting from tthe
fo
ourth measurre of the orig
ginal boobam
m solo perfoormed by Plaayer 4 in meaasure 19.
Additionally
A
Rouse contrributes rhyth
hmic interest to this gestuure by beginnning the threee
beat theme on
n a beat otheer than the do
ownbeat of a measure, inn this case bbeat 3 of a 3//4 bar
(F
Figure 5.18). Performerrs may wish to shape eacch individuall four-beat ppattern
th
hroughout th
his phrase wiith a slight crescendo, addding contouur and intereest.
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Fig
gure 5.18 – Player
P
4, measures 1300 – 133, and
d original material
This section
s
of intterjections concludes wiith another change in Plaayer 2’s partt, this
tiime maintain
ning the dow
wnbeat pulse,, but now mooving up one more subddivision, from
m
eiighth-notes to
t sixteenth--notes in meaasure 138. P
Player 2 shouuld make suure to not
ov
verplay the accents
a
so ass to not cluttter the texturre. In measuure 138 a proocess of layeering
begins in whiich each play
yer contributtes a pattern one at a tim
me. Once all four voices have
en
ntered, the players
p
begin
n to crescend
do to a climaax in measurres 154 and 155, preparinng
fo
or the next seection of thee work in meeasure 156. Player 1 is tthe first voicce to enter affter
th
he initial layer entrance of
o Player 2, referencing
r
the boobam solo measurre from Playyer
4’s interjectio
on in the prev
vious section
n. Rouse obbscures perceeptions of m
meter in this llayer
by
y using a fou
ur-beat layerr superimpossed over the 3/4 meter. Player 3 is tthe next to ennter
with
w a layer, this
t time usiing a gesturee that combinnes sixteenthh-notes and ssixteenth-noote
trriplets on thee two snare drums
d
with a buzz roll on the conga drum. Unlike Player 1’’s
laayer, Player 3’s fits perfeectly into thee 3/4 meter. Finally, Plaayer 4 enterss in measure 124
with
w a five-beeat layer thatt helps to furrther mask thhe meter. Inn addition too its use of five
beats, Player 4’s layer obscures the meter
m
even fuurther by begginning the llayer with a
hemiola that implies
i
a fou
ur-against-th
hree polyrhyythm (Figuree 5.19). Oncce all of the
ntered, a ten
n measure creescendo beggins, culminaating in a tuttti rhythmic
laayers have en
passage simillar in texturee to measures 115 – 120 (Figure 5.200). As with measures 1115 to
120, Player 4 is absent fro
om this sectiion in order to move to tthe tam-tam for the next
seection two measures
m
lateer.
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Figure 5.19 – Full
F score, m
measures 1339 - 144

Figurre 5.20 – Players 1 – 3, measures 1154 - 155
Follow
wing the tuttti measures in
i bars 154 tthrough 155,, the meter cchanges to 2//4 in
measure
m
156 and another solo passage begins, thiis time for Player 1 on tiimpani, lastinng
un
ntil measuree 195 (Figuree 5.21). Ago
ogic accents to emphasizze phrasing sshould be ussed
116

sp
paringly heree to make su
ure that the notated
n
marccato accents starting in m
measure 173 can
be perceived.

gure 5.21 – Player 1, m
measures 1566 - 195
Fig
Durin
ng the Playerr 1 timpani so
olo, Players 2, 3, and 4 aassume an acccompanimeent
ole, all throu
ugh heavy qu
uarter-note pulse
p
gesturees. Player 2 plays marcaato accented
ro
qu
uarter-notes at fortississimo, while Player
P
3 playys the same oon both the llower snare drum
an
nd cowbell, and Player 4 plays quartter-notes mooving betweeen the tam-taam and two
gongs (Figuree 5.22). Thee gong and taam-tam line of Player 4 should be appproached
heir timbre does
d
not oveershadow thee rest of the eensemble.
caarefully so th
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Figurre 5.22 – Players 2 – 4, measures 1156 - 157
Whilee Player 4 co
ontinues this passage for the durationn of the timppani solo, Plaayers
2 and 3 each contribute a slight variattion to the paassage later.. The first vvariation occuurs
in
n measure 16
65 when Play
yer 2 adds an
a eighth-notte to beat 1 oof the measuure, and Playyer 3
ad
dds a dotted eighth-note to the secon
nd beat of thhe measure oon the cowbeell. By meassure
179, Player 3 varies their pattern one more time, adding an eiighth-note too the second beat
of the measurre on the con
nga drum (Fiigure 5.23).

Figurre 5.23 – Pla
ayers 2 – 4, measures 1179 – 180
In measure 191 a meter chang
ge occurs chaanging from
m 2/4 to 3/4 too reflect the
tiimpani solo. However, Rouse
R
contin
nues the accoompanimentt parts in 2/44, creating
rh
hythmic inteerest and agaain obscuring
g the meter. This passagge ends withh a solo
un
naccompaniied glissando
o in the timp
pani part whiich moves uss along withh an eighth-nnote
woodblock
w
piickup by Plaayers 2 and 4 into the nexxt section off the work inn measure 1995
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(F
Figure 5.24). While marrked “glissan
ndo furioso””, performerss should be aaware that thhe
glissando is only
o
from an
n A to an F, so
s the playerr should makke sure that iit lasts as lonng as
notated and not
n reach the ending pitch
h prematurelly.

Figu
ure 5.24 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1991 - 194
Measu
ure 195 prog
gresses to an
nother sectionn of interplaay between vvoices similaar to
th
he previous section
s
begin
nning at meaasure 103. U
Unlike the prrevious sectiion, the textuure
here remains constant in that
t only wo
ood instrumeents are usedd: Woodbloccks in Playerrs 2
an
nd 4 and log
g drums and temple block
ks in Playerss 1 and 3 resspectively. L
Like the prevvious
in
nterplay betw
ween voices section, therre are a num
mber of meterr changes thrroughout thiis
seection. Play
yers 2 and 4 begin
b
an A-ssection in measures 195 and 196 at ffortississimoo.
This
T is respon
nded to by Players
P
1 and
d 3 at fortissiissimo in meeasures 197 aand 198. Eaach
B-section
B
by Players 1 an
nd 3 is ended
d by an accennted strike oon timpani orr conga drum
m
reespectively (Figure
(
5.25)). While Plaayer 3’s partt is notated too be played with hard ruubber
mallets,
m
hard yarn may bee better suiteed to blend w
with Player 11’s log drum
ms part, which is
noted to be pllayed with hard
h
yarn maallets. One ittem of note is that whilee in the previious
in
nterplay betw
ween voices section the pitch
p
materiaal was not allways unisonn between
players, here each duo is playing the exact same ppitch materiaal as the othher.
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Figu
ure 5.25 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1995 - 198
Begin
nning in meaasure 209, eaach interplayy is reduced tto one measuure, beginninng a
prrocess in wh
hich each sub
bsequent inteerplay durattion is truncaated until meeasure 213 w
when
th
he passages begin
b
to oveerlap each oth
her. This prrocess continnues until eaach duo is traading
th
hree-note gro
oupings, and
d finally two-note groupiings betweenn each otherr (Figure 5.26).
Itt is importan
nt for perform
mers to makee sure to avooid accentingg the beginnnings of the tthreenote grouping
gs since the notated
n
acceents are on thhe last note oof each grouuping.
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Figu
ure 5.26 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2113 - 219
The sh
hortening off phrases from
m measures 213 throughh 219 move us to a tutti
passage in meeasure 220 where
w
the rhy
ythmic grouppings transittion from thrree-note
grroupings in the
t first meaasure to two--note and finnally single-nnote groupinngs in the second
measure
m
(the single note groupings
g
beeing dictatedd by Player 3 with the China Cymbaal).
Here,
H
accentin
ng the begin
nnings of eacch grouping can be quitee effective inn displaying these
differing notee groupings. These two bars repeat a second, annd finally a thhird time, wiith a
sllight extension in the sin
ngle-note gro
oupings on thhe third repeeat (Figure 55.27).
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Figu
ure 5.27 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2220 - 225
Measu
ure 226 begiins the next section
s
of thhe piece withh a sudden chhange in
dy
ynamics to piano,
p
couplled with a thiinning of thee texture from all four pllayers to just
Players 1 and
d 3 on timpan
ni and bongo
os respectiveely. This thrree bar transition gains
in
ntensity help
ped by the ad
ddition of Plaayer 2 on baass drum in tthe third bar,, into the finnal
cllimax of the work beginn
ning at meassure 229. Onnce again, P
Player 4 is left out of thiss
crrescendo passage in ordeer to transition to the tam
m-tam.
In measure 229 th
he quarter-no
ote pulse retuurns, this tim
me in Player 3 on the connga
ontribute mettallic soundss to the sectiion by way oof three
drrum. Playerrs 1 and 4 co
su
uspended cy
ymbals in Plaayer 1 and th
he tam-tam i n Player 3.

Player 1 shhould select their

cy
ymbals careffully so that they are full sounding bbut not overppowering. A
Also selecting
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similar cymbal colors would be wise to best promote ensemble blend. Player 2’s part
acts as the primary line through this section, providing rhythmic interest on the bass
drum. All players are at a fortississimo dynamic for the remainder of the work. Measure
233 returns to a rhythmic tutti section between Players 1, 2, and 3 similar to previous
sections of the piece. While all players are performing the same rhythm (or performing
accented notes within the rhythm) each player contributes a unique color to the section
that falls within some of the tutti areas of the passage. The final measure ends the work
with a series of marcato accented eighth-notes, ending on beat 4 of the measure with
players 1 and 2 playing two sixteenth notes on timpani and bass drum respectively while
Player 3 ends with a single hit on the wooden plank on beat 4 and Player 4 ends with a
tam-tam hit on beat 4. This final tam-tam hit is marked secco and should be muffled
quickly after being struck so it does not ring too long.
SUMMARY
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku continues Rouse’s trend of mythologically based compositions.
Like Ogoun Badagris, the character of the mythology and culture (in this case Hawaiian)
was the focus of the piece, and not on being true to specific details of Hawaiian music.
This piece also continues Rouse’s desire for a more aggressive style of percussion
writing. However, the writing style in Ku-Ka-Ilimoku is markedly more virtuosic from
an ensemble standpoint, particularly in terms of navigating the meter changes as well as
the complex rhythms that form from these meters. Ogoun Badagris contains very few
meter changes, and those heavily spaced apart, as opposed to some sections in Ku-KaIlimoku where meter changes occur every measure. As Rouse puts it “Obviously the
meters are not what you would find in a Polynesian music”55, and when commenting on
the difficulty of some of those passages states “Cursed me ever since for that! Those
15/16 bars.”56
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku is the second piece by Rouse for percussion ensemble in two
years. There is a substantial gap after this piece from when his final percussion ensemble

55
56

Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
Ibid.
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work is written. The reason for this revolves around Rouse’s issue of being typecast as a
percussion composer. In an interview with Frank J. Oteri, Rouse states:
I always warn my students to beware of typecasting. The danger early on for me was
being typecast as a percussion composer. I wrote a couple of little percussion pieces
when I was still a student that began to get played a lot and are still played a lot, but I
then realized that everyone was thinking of me as “Oh, he writes great percussion music.”
And so I purposely have said no for many, many years to any percussion ensemble
requests because I just don’t want to be thought of as just that.57

This avoidance of typecasting would account for the eleven-year gap between KuKa-Ilimoku and Rouse’s final percussion ensemble work Bonham written in 1989.

Copyright © Brian Nozny 2012
57

Frank J. Oteri, “Christopher Rouse: Going to Eleven”, NewMusicBox,
http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/christopher-rouse-going-to-eleven/ (accessed September 1, 2010).
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CHAPTER 6: BONHAM
BACKGROUND
In 1983, Christopher Rouse taught the first accredited course on the history of
Rock-n-Roll at the Eastman School of Music58. This is not surprising given his love of
the genre since his youth. Further, it is no surprise that he would compose a work
derived entirely from the genre. While the title Bonham is very specific, along with some
of the musical quotes, the character of the piece is as Rouse says “…an ode to rock
drumming and drummers…”59
Composed in 1988, Christopher Rouse’s Bonham was commissioned by the New
England Conservatory of Music, and was premiered in April of 1989. The work is
dedicated to Frank Epstein, the director of the New England Conservatory Percussion
Ensemble. This work ended a ten-year hiatus for Rouse from percussion ensemble
writing. Rouse states in an earlier interview that he always warns his students of
“typecasting” themselves60. He felt that earlier in his career he himself was being
typecast as a “percussion composer”, and so specifically turned down requests for
percussion works. The reason for the ending of this hiatus is due to an actual commission
by the New England Conservatory. He says that his three previous works for percussion
were either written through his own personal desire to compose the piece, or for friends.
As he says in an interview, Bonham was the only piece “…where money exchanged
hands”61.
As stated in the program notes provided by the composer, “Bonham is an ode to
rock drumming and drummers, most particularly Led Zeppelin’s legendary drummer, the
late John “Bonzo” Bonham.”62 In addition to references to three Led Zeppelin works
(“When the Levee Breaks”, “Custard Pie”, and “Royal Orleans”), Rouse also makes
reference to two other rock-and-roll sources: “Get Yourself Together” by the Butterfield
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Phillip Huscher. Program notes to Christopher Rouse’s Rapture. Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 2009.
Christopher Rouse. Bonham. Boosey & Hawkes. 1989.
60
Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
61
Ibid.
62
Christopher Rouse. Bonham. Boosey & Hawkes. 1989.
59
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Blues Band, and the traditional “hambone” rhythm that was used extensively by Bo
Diddley.
It should be noted that while the scores to both Ku-Ka-Ilimoku and Ogoun
Badagris are created from a manuscript that was prepared by Rouse himself, Bonham
was printed in a newly engraved edition in 1996, with the engraving done by Thomas
Brodhead. While this makes for a cleaner and more traditional style of notation (though
Rouse’s manuscript itself is impeccably clean), it unfortunately allows for some small
errors in engraving in the score, which will be discussed through the analysis.
ANALYSIS
Bonham is scored for 8 percussionists. The instrument choices are similar to his
previous two works, Ogoun Badagris and Ku-Ka Ilimoku in that no pitched instruments
are used with the exception of the timpani in Player 1. Rouse, however, admits that his
use of timpani in all of his percussion ensemble works function more like “big tom-toms”
rather than as timpani themselves. The full instrumentation of the work is:
Player 1 – 5 timpani, suspended cymbal (suspended cymbal 1), guiro, 2 log drums
Player 2 – Ratchet, tambourine, snare drum (snare drum 1), vibraslap, piccolo
woodblock, conga drum, hammer* (*hammer like that in Mahler’s Symphony no.
6)
Player 3 – Snare Drum (snare drum 2), bass drum (bass drum 1), tam-tam (tamtam 1), woodblock, pair of maracas
Player 4 – 2 timbales, suspended cymbal (suspended cymbal 2), Chinese cymbal,
claves
Player 5 – Bass drum (bass drum 2), tenor drum, castanets, cowbell
Player 6 – 4 tom-toms (high to medium), very large tam-tam (tam-tam 2)
Player 7 – 4 bongos, 4 tom-toms (medium to large)
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Playerr 8 – Drum Set
S – hi-hat, 2 suspendedd cymbals, ssnare drum, 2 tom-toms, bass
drum w/ pedal
As wiith his previo
ous works, Rouse
R
is alsoo very speciffic as to whaat implementts
hould use. The
T beginnin
ng of the piecce provides a chart with stick indicaations
performers sh
th
hat are used throughout the
t piece (Fiigure 6.1).

Figure 6.1
6 – Implem
ment Chartt
The piece begins with
w a solo line
l by Playeer 8, which ssets up the roock-n-roll feeel of
th
he piece. Th
he part played by Player 8 is a quote from the oppening drum beat to the L
Led
Zeppelin
Z
reco
ording of “W
When the Lev
vee Breaks” (Figure 6.2)). In fact, Roouse indicatees
fo
or the perforrmer to use th
he butt end of
o the snare drum sticks,, and notes tto the perform
mer
“U
Use the fatteest possible sticks
s
to reprroduce as cloosely as posssible througghout the enttire
work
w
the begiinning of ‘W
When the Lev
vee Breaks,’ recorded byy Led Zeppeelin”63. The
performer of this part sho
ould listen to
o the recordinng of this soong (from thee 1971 untitlled
der to be ablee to accurateely replicate the drum annd cymbal soounds, as weell as
allbum) in ord
th
he feel of thee part as perfformed by Jo
ohn Bonham
m. One shouuld be cautiouus however that
th
he original so
ong has a tem
mpo that is faster
f
than w
what is markeed in Rouse’’s score (quaarternote = 140 bp
pm verses qu
uarter-note = 126 bpm reespectively)..64

Figure 6.2 – Player 8, m
measures 1 – 4
63
64

Christopher Rouse.
R
Bonham
m. Boosey & Hawkes.
H
1989.
Ibid.
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In measure 5, Players 6 and 7 enter with a unison tom-tom line over the drum set
ostinato. These players act as the lead parts in this section with this primary line, which
lasts from measure 5 to the 4th beat of measure 17. While these players are the lead
voices, Players 1 through 5 add their own voices at key moments in the primary line,
reinforcing climaxes in the primary line as well as occasionally providing counterpoint to
the main line.
The primary line goes through a substantial number of rhythmic density changes,
all in carefully notated rhythm so that there is no confusion as to the placement of the
figures. The notation is important so that Players 6 and 7 synchronize throughout the
primary line. This detail to the rhythmic gestures also helps the rest of the ensemble join
the texture with highly syncopated entrances. The gestures of the primary line are also
directly tied to the dynamics used, with the volume building as the rhythms get thicker,
and lessening as the rhythms get sparser. Rouse uses syncopated entrances, tuplet
rhythms, and unusual note-groupings to create the feeling of a primary line that is
swirling in and out of time with its dynamics (Figure 6.3).
The detail of color that Rouse desires is already evident, even at this early point in
the piece. The composer is very detailed in his specifications for each player as to what
implements to use throughout the work. Rouse also shows his understanding of
percussion technique bye indicating to Player 2 whether to use knuckles or fingers on the
tambourine. This attention to detail goes beyond the implements used to the
interpretation of figures, such as when he marks the forte entrance of Players 2 and 3 in
measure 8 with “non troppo”, indicating the players to not be too aggressive with this
entrance. This level of detail can be seen throughout Bonham, and performers must pay
close attention to these indications in order to most accurately produce the composer’s
vision.
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Figure 6.3 – Full Score, measures 5 – 17
129

Figure 6.3 continued
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At the beginning of measure 18, a new section begins. In this section Players 1
through 6 insert short gestures to the texture one at a time, creating a quasi-linear section
that is similar to sections of his previous percussion ensemble works. This section also
has a continuous accelerando from the beginning tempo of quarter-note = 126 bpm in 4/4
time to the tempo of half-note = 126 bmp in 2/2 time. This is coupled with a gradual
crescendo by all players, ending with a dynamic of fortissimo at the beginning of
measure 43. It is important to make this accelerando last the entire length desired by the
composer, as reaching the final tempo too soon will result in a lack of energy and forward
momentum when moving into the next section.
The drum set player continues their original ostinato, though now at a pianissimo
dynamic, while Players 1 through 6 gradually add in, contributing their unique color to
the layering process until each player is present in measure 24. Curiously, Player 7 is left
out of this process. There are a number of possible explanations for this omission. There
is the possibility that Player 7’s instruments of bongos and low tom-toms did not fit well
into the texture. It may have been to give the player time to change implements from
hard yarn mallets to snare drum sticks (though this is unlikely since Player 6 has far less
time to make the same change before their entrance in this section). The most likely
reason is to give the performer ample time to prepare for their entrance as the lead voice
at the beginning of the next section.
The first four players to enter all contribute a similar color, though all in different
places within the measure. This color is characterized by both a wood sound of some
kind (ratchet, woodblock, castanets, guiro), and a similar rhythmic gesture, in this case a
small grouping of notes (no more than 5) on either a downbeat or an upbeat. Player 2 is
the first voice to enter this layering section, entering with an eighth-note roll on the “&”
of beat 3 on the ratchet at a piano dynamic. The composer is once again very specific
about the color of sound desired from the ratchet, instructing the performer to “bend back
slats so that they barely touch cog”. Later, in measure 32, Rouse thickens this texture by
instructing Player 2 to play the ratchet with “slats full against cog”. In the following
measure, Player 5 enters playing castanets with a set of 4 thirty-second-notes on beat 2 at
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piano. Playerr 3 enters nex
xt with a wo
oodblock gessture that inccreases in voolume from
pianissimo to
o piano. Rou
use indicatess for snare drrum sticks too be used byy Player 3.
Because
B
the crescendo
c
haappens slowlly over the nnext twenty-tthree measuures, moving
frrom the tip of
o the stick for
fo the beginn
ning gesturees and slowlyy moving to the shaft off the
sttick will allo
ow for more dynamic con
ntrast, as weell as some vvariation in ccolor which can
be a welcomee thing in a phrase
p
that reepeats over ssuch a long pperiod of tim
me. In this
gesture, the rh
hythm is a siixteenth-note triplet movving from thhe “&” of beat 1 to the
downbeat of beat
b 2. The next layer entrance doess not occur uuntil the “&”” of 4 in meaasure
21, a full six beats
b
after th
he last entran
nce by Playeer 3. Player 1’s gesture on the guiroo is
siimilar to Plaayer 3’s, with
h both havin
ng a crescenddo beginningg at piano annd ending at
mezzo-forte.
m
Player
P
1’s laayer is also unique
u
in thaat it moves syystematically in a five-bbeat
cy
ycle instead of with the meter
m
in a fo
our-beat cyclle like the otther layers. This causes the
gesture to mo
ove over onee beat every entrance,
e
enttering initiallly on the “&
&” of beat 4 in
measure
m
21, followed
f
by the “&” of beat
b 1 in meaasure 23, thee “&” of beaat 2 in measuure
24
4, and so on
n (Figure 6.4)).

Figure
F
6.4 – Player 1, m
measures 21 – 26
The next two layeers enter at th
he same timee, on the “&
&” of beat 2 in measure 224.
This
T goes agaainst the lineear style wheere only one voice soundds at a time. Continuingg the
wood
w
color, Player
P
4 enteers on clavess, playing a ssingle eighthh-note, whilee player 6 ennters
with
w a pair off sixteenth-notes on the rim
r of the to m-toms, botth at mezzo-ppiano.
At meeasure 24, all players in this
t quasi-linnear passagee have entereed. From heere,
so
ome of the players
p
add additional
a
en
ntrances to thhicken the teexture as the accelerandoo
co
ontinues. Th
he first addittional entran
nce comes frrom player 66, playing an eighth-notee roll
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on
n the rim of the low tom
m-tom on the “&” of beatt 4 in measurre 26. The nnext additionn is
by
y Player 4, adding
a
anoth
her clave hit on the downnbeat of meaasure 31 at fo
forte. Playerr 3
has the final new
n entrancee, adding a quarter-note
q
fforte entrannce on beat 4 of measure 37
on
n the woodb
block. This quarter-note
q
entrance chhanges slighttly just beforre the next
seection begins, adding a crescendo
c
to
o a quarter-noote roll that ends at a forrtississimo
dy
ynamic with
h an accented
d release on the down beeat of measuure 43. This roll and the
crrescendo wrritten in Play
yer 8’s part are
a used to puush the phraase and section forward iinto
th
he next section of the pieece (Figure 6.5).
6

Fiigure 6.5 – Full
F Score, m
measures 400 – 43
The next section of
o the piece begins
b
at meeasure 43. T
The drum sett (Player 8)
ontinues the “When the Levee Break
ks” ostinato,, though now
w at a doublee-time tempoo
co
frrom the begiinning of thee piece. Whiile Players 2 through 6 aall perform a release from
m
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th
heir materiall from the prrevious sectio
on, Player 7 takes over aas the lead vvoice at the
beginning of this new secction, beginn
ning an interp
rplay betweeen voices stylle line built uup
between Play
yers 2 throug
gh 7. The neew section is also markedd by the repllacement of the
wood
w
colors of
o the previo
ous section for
f the skin ti
timbres of vaarious drumss. This interrplay
between voicees gesture bu
uilds consisttently in twoo-bar phrasess over the tenn measures oof
th
his section. The first gessture of this section is al so the first sstatement of “Custard Pie”,
an
nother Led Zeppelin
Z
son
ng, which is represented rhythmicallyy and texturrally by Playyers 7
an
nd 3 (Figuree 6.6).

Figure
F
6.6 – Original “C
Custard Pie”
” guitar rifff (transcribeed by authoor), and Playyers
3 and 7, mea
asures 43 – 44
4
The fiirst two-bar phrases
p
betw
ween Player 7 on the tom
m-toms and P
Player 3 playying
riim shots on snare
s
drum roughly
r
outlines the maiin guitar rifff of “Custardd Pie”. In
ad
ddition, the pitch
p
hierarcchy from thee low tom-to ms to the higgher pitchedd snare drum
m rim
sh
hots helps to
o represent th
he pitch material in the gguitar riff. A
All of the rim
m shots in thiis
seection should
d be single-ssticked rim shots.
s
This nnot only alloows for the hhighest pitchhed
riim shot, but also helps with
w navigatin
ng parts wheere rim shotss are mixed with naturall
playing areas such as in measure
m
52.
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Each two-bar
t
phraase after thiss is a variatioon upon the original twoo-bar phrase,,
ad
dding playerrs and materrial until the next sectionn begins. Thhe first variattion adds a ssingle
eiighth-note to
o the “&” off beat 4 in thee first measuure for Playeer 7, and addds a quarter-nnote
bass drum enttrance on beeat 1 for Play
yer 5 (Figuree 6.7).

Figuree 6.7 – Playeers 3, 5, and
d 7, measurres 45 – 46
The next two-bar phrase (Figu
ure 6.8) usess a more spacious figure in Player 7’’s
to
om-tom part, then filling
g that space by
b adding tw
wo sets of tripplets which crescendo aand
reelease startin
ng on beat 3 of measure 47on the higghest tom-toom in Player 6, followed by a
riim shot on th
he third tom--tom of Play
yer 6 on the tthird beat off measure 488. Player 5
co
ontinues their bass drum
m part on the downbeat oof the secondd measure off the 2 bar
ph
hrase, while Player 3 ad
dds a single eighth-note
e
rrim shot to thheir originall part on the “&”
of beat 1. All players shou
uld be very conscious
c
off ensemble bblend duringg this sectionn so
th
hat no one teexture sticks out above th
he others.

Figure 6.8 – Playerrs 3, 5, 6, an
nd 7, measu
ures 47 – 48
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The fo
ourth two-baar phrase (Fiigure 6.9) se es Player 7’s gestures sttart to overlaap
ph
hrases by an
nticipating th
he entrance. Beginning oon beat 4 off measure 48 (one beat beefore
th
he new two-b
bar phrase begins), Player 7 begins a triplet gestture ending w
with a quarteernote on the fo
ourth beat off measure 49
9. Player 7 thhen rests unttil the fourthh beat of meaasure
other one-beeat pick- up occurs
o
for thhe next phrasse. As with the previouss
50, where ano
ph
hrase, the sp
pace in Playeer 7’s gesturee is filled byy a tom-tom gesture from
m Player 6.
Player 5 contrributes with the bass dru
um to this phhrase, but noow has moveed their quartternote to beat 3 of the secon
nd bar of thee phrase withh an eighth-nnote pick upp just before on
th
he “&” of beeat 2. Playerr 3 contributees the same rim shot gessture as befoore, only now
w
displaced from
m the original position with
w the hits moved to thhe “&” of beeat 2 and a hiit on
beat 4.

gure 6.9 – Players
P
3, 5, 6, and 7, m
measures 49 – 50 with piick-up
Fig
The fiinal 2 bar ph
hrase (Figuree 6.10) in thiis section difffers from thhe previous
hrases in a few
f ways. First, the spacce that had bbeen developping in Playeer 7’s part
ph
prreviously fillled by Playeer 6 still exissts, but is not filled. Playyer 6 insteadd has a tom-ttom
gesture that iss played oveer and lines up
u with that of Player 7. The secondd measure off this
fiinal two-bar phrase servees to set up another
a
bit oof thematic m
material from
m “Custard P
Pie”.
All
A four playeers that havee been involv
ved in the tw
wo-bar phrasses of these ssections (Plaayers
3, 5, 6, and 7)) have gesturres in this laast phrase thaat help to sett up the snarre drum of Player
2, who enterss with a threee eighth-notee gesture on the “&” of bbeat 3 in meeasure 52. Itt
sh
hould be notted that theree is a notatio
on error in Pllayer 6’s parrt in measuree 51 of the nnewly
en
ngraved verssion. At thiss point in thee score, beatt 2 is notatedd as the first and third paartials
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of a triplet, bu
ut the tuplet bracket has been left ouut of the scorre. This has been correccted
n the examplle below.
in

Figu
ure 6.10 – Pllayers 2, 3, 5,
5 6, and 7, measures 51 – 52 with pick-up
This three-note
t
geesture by Plaayer 2 is rem
miniscent of a figure from
m the secondd 4bar phrase off the 12-bar blues
b
form of “Custard P
Pie”. In this part of the ssong, the guiitar
an
nd bass play
y a chord on beat 1 which
h is held throough the firsst measure, aand cut off oon
beat 1 of the next
n measurre, only to play a descendding figure oof sixteenth--notes beginnning
on
n the “e” of beat 1 (Figu
ure 6.11). It is this three--note gesturee that continnues to reocccur
th
hroughout th
he next sectio
on of the pieece.
One in
nteresting th
hing to note is
i an instructtion in the sccore by Rouuse for Playerr 8
drum set). In
n the measurre before thee next sectio n, Rouse sayys that from measure 42 until
(d
th
he end, the pair
p of eighth
h-notes on beeat 2 of the ssecond meassure in their pattern mayy be
reeplaced by a single quartter-note. Th
his could be ffor two reasons: to allow
w for less
teechnical dem
mand on the drum
d
set plaayer once esttablishing thhe double-tim
me tempo in
measure
m
43, or
o to give thee conductor the option oof thinning thhe texture sliightly at the
qu
uicker tempo
o.

Figure 6.11
6 – Guita
ar and Bass, original ch
horus materrial from “C
Custard Pie””
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The next main section of Bonham begins at measure 53, immediately after the
introduction of the three-note gesture from “Custard Pie”. The main material of this
section is a two-bar phrase repeated by seven of the eight players. Players 1, 2, 4, 6, 7,
and 8 have parts, which leave space in the second measure of the phrase. This ends up
being important because it leaves space for the three-note gesture from “Custard Pie”,
which was introduced in the previous section, to be heard on the snare drum in Player 3.
Player 3 should play this gesture with strength as it is important thematic material, and is
not represented in any other part.
All of these parts remain the same throughout this section except for Players 3 and
7, who add a small variation in measure 58, and continue until the next section at 63.
Player 5 does not enter until the fifth measure of this section with an eighth-note gesture
on the cowbell. This gesture bridges itself between measures, and is repeated twice more
in this section of the work, with the final one changing slightly. Instead of four eighthnotes followed by a quarter-note like the previous two, the final gesture is a set of eight
eighth-notes. This is interesting because while the change is most likely to push the
phrase forward into the next section, dynamically the gesture is lowered from the
previous fortissimo to a forte (Figure 6.12).
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Fig
gure 6.12 – Full
F Score, m
measures 599 to 62
Measu
ure 63 begin
ns the next seection of thee work. Heree, Rouse inittiates a nine--beat
pattern for eaach of the plaayers. This nine-beat
n
paattern repeatss four times for each plaayer
before movin
ng into the neext section of
o the work. In this sectiion, the textuure is thickenned
by
y having Plaayers 1, 4, an
nd 7 play sim
milar rhythm
mic parts. Plaayer 6 emphhasizes this
motive
m
on thee high tom-to
oms as they reinforce moost of the acccents from P
Players 1, 4, and
7’s parts (Fig
gure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13
6 – Playeers 1, 4, 6, an
nd 7, measu
ures 63 – 666
At thee same time, Players 2, 3,
3 and 5 havee parts that ccomplement the previoussly
mentioned
m
paarts. Player 8 also has a change in thhe core ostinnato which allso helps to
co
ompliment the parts of Players
P
1, 4, 6, and 7, moost notably bby adding a m
marcato
acccented hit on
o beat 7 of the
t nine-beaat pattern thaat syncs withh a rim shot bby Players 6 and
7, and an acceented note on the low E timpani by P
Player 1. Pllayer 3’s parrt is importannt to
th
his section ass it continuees the previou
usly introduuced three-noote gesture fr
from “Custarrd
Pie” in a spacce provided by
b the other patterns at bbeats 8 and 99. Player 3 iis also the onnly
player whose pattern chan
nges, in this case by the addition of a five eighthh-note accennted
bass drum parrt, which beg
gins on the off-beat
o
of count 3 of thee nine-beat ppattern (Figuure
6.14).
nteresting th
hing to note about
a
this seection is an eerror in the nnewly engravved
One in
sccore to Bonh
ham, which was
w released
d in 1996 by Hendon muusic. The errror occurs inn the
nine-beat patttern of Playeer 2 on tamb
bourine. In thhe score, thee first two occcurrences oof the
pattern for Player 2 have two accenteed eighth-nottes which occcur on the ooff-beats of bbeats
with the synccopated off-bbeat release by
5 and 6 of thee pattern, thee first off-beaat entering w
Players 1, 4, 6,
6 and 7. In the third rep
petition of thhe nine-beat pattern the ooff-beat hits by
Player 2 mov
ve over a beaat to beats 4 and
a 5. In lisstening to reccordings (sppecifically Thhe
Robert
R
Hohneer Percussion
n Ensemble recording “D
Different Strrokes” released in 1991 and
th
he University
y of Kentuck
ky Percussio
on Ensemblee recording ““Live From L
Lexington –
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Selections fro
om the 2006 – 2007 Seasson”), the tam
ambourine paart is played with the hitts
allways on thee fifth and sixth beats off the pattern. This wouldd seem to shoow that this error
in
n the new sco
ore is an eng
graving errorr, and was noot meant as a variation iin the patternn
(F
Figure 6.14).

gure 6.14 – Full Score, measures 665 – 69
Fig
ngo pick-up of
o three eigh
hth notes in P
Player 7’s paart brings uss into the nexxt
A bon
seection of thee work. Thiss section exp
pands upon tthe three-notte motive froom “Custardd
Pie”, playing a textural in
nterplay betw
ween voices bbetween twoo groups of pplayers. Thiis
happens by means
m
of a ten-beat phrasse similar to the previouss section. Inn this new
seection, Playeers 1, 6, and 7 are once again
a
joined together plaaying a unisoon rhythmic
fiigure. The final
f
unison point
p
in this pattern is a single eighthh-note hit onn the “&” off beat
6 of the patterrn. Player 4 reinforces this
t hit with a rim shot oon the snare ddrum as welll as a
marcato
m
acceented bass drrum hit by Pllayer 8.
The in
nterplay betw
ween voices happens durring the last four beats oof the patternn.
The
T first A-seection happeens between Player 1 on the highest ttimpani, Plaayer 2 on picccolo
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wood block, Player 3 on bass drum, Player 5 on cowbell, and is reinforced by Player 8
between the snare drum and bass drum. The B-section then occurs on beats 9 and 10 of
the pattern by Player 3 on snare drum, Player 4 also on snare drum, and Player 7 on the
highest tom-tom. This use of a variety of instruments in the initial A-section group and
the more homogenous drum texture of the B-section group helps to emphasize the
relationship between the two groups by way of textural context.
This entire ten-beat pattern repeats three times. Interestingly, this section stays in
2/2 time until the third repeat of the pattern. Here, the time signature changes to 3/2 for
one measure, which encompasses the unison figure between Players 1, 6, and 7. The
time signature immediately changes in the next measure to 2/2 for the interplay between
voices. Why the time signature changes for this repeat of the pattern is unknown (Figure
6.15). A possible reason could be an engraving error, which is possible considering the
number of errors in the score.
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Fig
gure 6.15 – Full Score, measures 74 - 78
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The fiinal three meeasures of th
his section crreate a unisoon figure for Players 1, 22, 3,
yers 4 and 5 are left out of this unisoon figure so that they cann transition tto
5, and 6. Play
different instrruments. Ho
owever, they
y are added dduring the laast measure tto help drivee us
in
nto the next section of th
he piece. Th
he material foor these last measures crreates a 3ag
gainst-4 hem
miola-style pattern, which
h is similar tto the main gguitar riff froom “Custardd
Pie”. This paattern also haas similaritiees to the opening guitar rriff from “Rooyal Orleanss”,
which
w
is hearrd verbatim, at the end off Bonham. T
This figure iin measures 79 and 80 off a
trriplet followeed by two eiighth-notes will
w act as thhematic mateerial, which will be
developed in an upcoming section of the work. D
During all off this, Playerr 8 returns too the
orriginal “Wheen the Leveee Breaks” osstinato, thouggh varied sliightly in ordder to fit intoo the
th
hree measurees. This threee-measure phrase
p
is a m
major themattic element oof the piece tthat
will
w be repeatted multiple times throug
ghout the woork (Figure 66.16). Very little, if anyy,
dy
ynamic shap
ping should be
b used in th
his phrase ass shaping is llater used ass a variation on
th
his initial staatement.

Fig
gure 6.16 – Full Score, measures 779 – 81
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Begin
nning at measure 82, the texture of thhe piece thinns dramaticallly, with Plaayer 8
he original “When
“
the Levee
L
Breakss” ostinato aand Players 11, 3, 4, 6, andd 7
reeturning to th
ceeasing to plaay after the release
r
of theeir phrases innto this sectiion. Player 5’s eighth-nnotes
diminuendo
d
in
nto the first three beats of
o measure 882 and Playeer 2 mimics tthis same geesture
in
n measure 83
3. The first six measuress of this secttion act as trransitional m
material to thhe
main
m focus off this section
n which is a 4-bar phrasee that develoops throughoout the next
seection beginning in measure 88. Thiis transitionaal material iss focused onn diminuendooing
eiighth-note liines between
n Player 2 on
n conga drum
m and Playerr 5 on bass ddrum, all whhile
Player 8 is stiill performin
ng the core ostinato
o
on drrum set (Figgure 6.17). IIt is also
im
mportant to note
n that Plaayer 1 is instrructed to tunne the F# tim
mpani down to an F-natuural
du
uring this traansitional seection. Whille the compooser does nott remember the specific
reeason for thee pitch chang
ge, he does note
n that therre was no haarmonic ratioonale for thee
seelected pitch
hes. One reaason for this pitch change may be beecause of thee timpani gessture
sttarting in meeasure 90 du
uring the nex
xt section of tthe work.65

Figuree 6.17 – Play
yers 2, 5, an
nd 8, measurres 82 – 87
65

Christopher Rouse,
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The next section of the work begins at measure 88. The most noticeable aspect of
this section is the ostinato in Player 8 has changed to straight quarter-notes on the bass
drum at pianissimo. The performer should focus on trying to maintain as pointed a sound
as possible during this section. Using a heel-up technique and pressing the bass drum
beater slightly against the head can be helpful with this. This pointed sound will help to
keep the character of the drum set bass drum separate from that of the concert bass
drums. Other than strategically placed crescendi that build us into the next section of the
work at measure 116, the quarter-notes are all that Player 8 contributes to this section of
the work.
The rest of the players all have small rhythmic motives, which are used sparsely
and develop slightly throughout this section. All of these motives fall into a four-bar
phrase that is repeated and developed throughout this section. In regards to the ensemble
volume, this section begins quietly in all parts and slowly increases in volume moving us
into the next section. Players should perform these entrances as pointed as possible so
that they are heard and not potentially glossed over due to the lack of dynamic energy.
The first 4 bar phrase begins at pianissimo with a hocket-type rhythm between
Players 3 and 5 on bass drum. Player 7 answers this at pianissimo with two quarter-notes
on beats 3 and 4 of the following measure on the high bongo drum. Player 7 does this
again in the 4th bar of the 4-bar phrase under a tom-tom gesture by Player 6, this time
however adding the lower bongo drum to create a double stop on beats 3 and 4 of the
measure.
In the third bar of this 4-bar phrase, Player 1 answers the bongo notes with a 3
eighth-note gesture beginning on the “&” of beat 1. Here is where the possible
explanation for the pitch change noted earlier in the Player 1 part can be explained
(Figure 6.18).
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Figure 6.1
18 – Player 11, measure 90
Figuree 6.18, show
ws the timpan
ni pitches beeing used. T
The F-naturall is a changee
frrom the prev
vious section
ns where thatt particular ddrum was ann F-sharp. Itt is possible tthat
in
n order to keeep the texturre thin durin
ng this sectioon Rouse deccided to use the highest
drrums during
g this opening
g part of thiss section. Buut, because oof the pitchees used, Rouuse
did not wish to
t convey a V to I relatio
onship, thereefore emphaasizing the B
B-natural as a
teemporary ton
nic, so he ch
hanged the F-sharp to an F-natural too instead creaate a tri-tonee
reelationship. While Rousse cannot con
nfirm that thhose were his intentions with the pitcch
ch
hange, he do
oes say that it
i is entirely possible thaat that was hiis motivationn at the timee of
co
omposing. He
H also notees his love fo
or the tri-tonee interval, giiving that ass a possible
reeason for thee tuning chan
nge.66
Finallly, Player 6 enters
e
with an
a eighth-notte pickup intto the fourthh measure off the
fo
our-bar phrase with a descending eig
ghth-note gesture on the high tom-tooms that movves
th
hrough the fo
ourth bar of the four-barr phrase, andd overlaps innto the first tw
wo eighth-nootes
of the next fo
our-bar phrasse, beginning
g at pianissim
mo and decrrease in intennsity to piano
Figure 6.19). This four-b
bar phrase reepeats sevenn times; eachh iteration deeveloping
(F
sllightly follow
wing the seccond repetitio
on. One thinng to note abbout the tom
m-tom gesturee
frrom Player 6 is the inclu
usion of a sm
mall hairpin ddecrescendo under the laast eighth-noote
du
uring the seccond and fou
urth repeats. This hairpiin only occuurs during theese two repeeats,
leeaving the otther five insttances of this gesture wiithout an inddication of a decrescendoo. It
iss unknown iff all of thesee gestures weere meant to be shaped th
this way or nnot. Becausee
th
here is nothin
ng of special interest occcurring durinng the times when the haairpin is
in
ncluded, it iss most likely
y that these hairpins
h
weree meant to be included w
with all of thhe
gestures, and should be sh
haped as succh (Figure 6..20).

66
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Figure 6.1
19 – Players 1, 3, 5, 6, 7,, and 8, meaasures 88 – 92

Figure
F
6.20–
– Player 6, m
measures 944 – 96
Here Player 4
At meeasure 96 thee third repetiition of the ffour-bar phraase occurs. H
ad
dds a clave texture
t
to thee phrase beg
ginning with a quarter-noote on the foourth beat off the
fiirst bar and carrying
c
thro
ough the seco
ond measuree with isolateed attacks onn beat 2 andd the
“&
&” of beat 3.
3 This addittion develop
ps in the nextt repetition oof the phrasee (beginning in
measure
m
100)) with a seco
ond set of iso
olated attackks starting onn beat 4 of thhe third meassure,
th
he “&” of beeats 1 and 2, and beat 3. This secondd gesture is aaccented throoughout witth the
ex
xception of the
t “&” of beat
b 3. This suggests thaat the attack on the “&” oof beat 2 is
meant
m
as a leaad in to the note
n on beat 3, so carefuul attention should be paiid to shape tthose
notes as such.
dition to the clave notes in the fourthh phrase, Plaayer 5 adds a single piano
In add
bass drum flaam on beat 3 of the third measure. A
Also added too this phrasee is a log druums
gesture that Player
P
1 play
ys between th
he first and ssecond meassures of the ffour-bar phrase.
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The
T gesture starts on the “&”
“ of the first
f
measuree, and continnues in eighthh-notes untill beat
2. This gestu
ure is subtly shaped from
m piano to meezzo-piano w
with accents on the first and
laast note of th
he gesture. Also
A of note is that this ggesture is plaayed with m
medium felt
mallets,
m
the saame as the tiimpani gestu
ure by the saame player. This allows for the
performer to move
m
betweeen instrumen
nts effectiveely without hhaving to chaange
im
mplements, and
a shows Rouse’s
R
atten
ntion to detaiil (Figure 6.222).
Durin
ng the fifth reepeated phraase Player 2 enters with a woodblockk gesture thaat
caarries over th
he barline beetween meassures 105 annd 106. Thiss gesture is vvery similar tto
th
he last gesturre added by Player 4 on the claves. Given the placement off this new gesture
in
n Player 2, itt is possible that Rouse used
u
this wo odblock gessture as a meeans to bridgge the
gap between the
t two clav
ve gestures in
n Player 4. A
Also added tto this phrasse is a single set
hth-notes from Player 3 on
o bass drum
m, which leaad into their iinitial phrasee
of triplet eigh
ano on beat 4 of the lastt measure off the phrase aand
frrom before. These notess begin at pia
crrescendo up to the first note
n of their initial gestuure, acting ass a pickup thhat also helpss to
give the entire phrase forw
ward momen
ntum as the texture thickkens and beggins to increaase
dy
ynamically.
Only Player
P
1 hass any develop
pment durinng the sixth rrepeat of the four-bar phrrase.
In
n this, the initial timpanii gesture is modified
m
to i nclude the loow E, as well as fill out the
measure
m
moree with notes on the “&” of 3 and a qquarter-note oon beat 4 (Figure 6.21).

ure 6.21 – Player
P
1, meeasures 90 aand 110
Figu
In the last repeat of
o the four-b
bar phrase, P
Player 3 addss two snare ddrum gesturees.
The
T first is a single eighth
h-note triplett on beat 2 oof the secondd measure att mezzo-fortee.
The
T second iss one measurre later, wheere an eighthh-note line beegins on the “&” of beatt 1 at
mezzo-piano
m
and escalatees its volumee to mezzo-foorte on the ““&” of beat 33. Both the ffirst
an
nd last notess of this gestture are accented. Finallly, the last adddition comees from Playyer 2,
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who
w plays a similar
s
eighth
h-note gestu
ure to the onee in Player 33, only extennded by a beaat
an
nd on piccollo woodblock. This woo
odblock gestture, along w
with a cresceendo from
Players 3, 6, 7,
7 and 8 allo
ow us to push
h forward innto the next ssection of thee work, whicch
begins in meaasure 116. Itt should also
o be noted thhat during thhe final meassure of this 44-bar
ph
hrase, Player 1 is instruccted to retun
ne the timpanni from an F--natural to aan F-sharp,
prreparing the drums for th
he next sectiion (Figure 66.22). This cchange is neecessary because
of the first geesture in the upcoming
u
seection wheree the timpani play a gestture betweenn
what
w is now F-sharp
F
and C. Leaving the F-sharp on F-naturaal would havve caused a
possible V-to
o-I relationsh
hip, which would
w
give ann undesirablee harmonic iimplication.
When
W
asked if
i this is the possible reaasoning for thhe tuning chhange, Rousee stated that he
co
ould not rem
member why that was don
ne, but that tthis reasoninng sounded ““plausible”.667

ure 6.22 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1112 – 115
Figu
This next
n section of Bonham focuses
f
arouund the dialoogue betweenn the drum sset in
Player 8 and the
t timpani and
a tom-tom
ms of Playerss 1, 6, and 7. All of this is anchoredd by
sttraight quarter-notes in the
t bass drum
m of Player 55, who is insstructed to play it copertto,
67
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prresumably to
o imitate thee bass drum of
o the drum set which peerformed a ssimilar part iin the
prrevious sectiion.
The gesture which
h is traded beetween Playyer 8 and Plaayers 1, 6, annd 7 is taken
p
perfo
ormed in me asures 79 – 81 by Playerrs 1, 2, 3, 6, and
frrom an earlieer three-bar phrase
7. This new motive
m
takess a small frag
gment of thaat phrase andd passes it beetween Playyer 8
an
nd Players 1, 6, and 7 (F
Figure 6.23). This gesturre also has fr
fragments off which are
reeinforced by
y Player 4 on
n the timbalees as the secttion goes on..

Fig
gure 6.23 – Players 6, 7,
7 and 8, meeasures 79 – 81 and 1166 – 118
This section
s
of thee piece is div
vided into thhree phrases,, all ending w
with an eighhthnote gesture on
o various drrums or woo
odblock from
m Players 1, 3, 6, and ann off-beat gessture
on
n vibraslap from
f
Player 2. Each phrrase is slighttly longer thaan the last, w
with the endiing
eiighth-note gesture expan
nding slightly with each repetition. A
Also with eaach phrase, tthe
motive
m
traded
d between th
he group of Players
P
1, 6, and 7 and P
Player 8 is exxtended and
developed. This
T section finally
f
ends with an exteended eighthh-note line byy Players 1, 3, 6,
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an
nd 7, as welll as the off-b
beat gesture by Player 2 on vibraslapp that increasses intensityy into
th
he next section of the wo
ork (Figure 6.24).
6
The vvibraslap linee shows Rouuse’s knowleedge
an
nd specificitty of percusssion colors. With this linne, he asks thhe player to perform thee line
seecco. A notee on the page indicates “For
“
Vibrasllap secco, ‘ddead stick’ baall of Vibrasslap
68
in
nto palm of hand.”
h

Figure 6.2
24 – Players 1, 2, 3, 6, an
nd 7, measu
ures 141 – 1143
The next section of
o the piece introduces
i
aanother rock--and-roll refference to thee
work.
w
Startin
ng in measurre 144, Playeer 8 begins pplaying the ddrum beat froom The
Butterfield
B
Bllues Band’s song “Get Yourself
Y
Toggether” from
m their 1968 aalbum In Myy
Own
O Dream featuring
f
Phillip Wilson on drums.699 The beat cconsists of onnly bass drum
m
an
nd snare dru
um, and is reinforced thro
oughout thiss section by P
Player 3 on snare drum, and
Player 5 on bass drum. This
T beat intrroduces a doouble-time feeel to that off the previouus
“W
When the Leevee Breaks”” drum beat,, and is in a cconstant twoo-bar phrasee throughout the
seection. It is important to
o note that th
his section off Bonham is in three phrrases, and eaach
ph
hrase introdu
uces a slightt variation to
o the core “G
Get Yourselff Together” oostinato in P
Player
5’s bass drum
m part (Figurre 6.25). It iss also imporrtant to note that there arre some
arrticulation in
nconsistenciees throughou
ut this sectioon in this corre ostinato suuch as missiing
acccents in Plaayer 5’s part, and inconsistent articullations throuughout this ssection in Plaayer
8’s part including missing
g marcato acccents and raandomly plaaced accents.
68
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Figure 6.2
25 – Playerss 3, 5, and 8,
8 measures 144 – 145, 1156 – 157, aand 164 – 1665
There are two more elements to this sectioon of the woork. The firsst is the mainn
melodic
m
voicee for this secction, which is comprised of Player 1 on timpanii, and Playerrs 6
an
nd 7 on tom--toms. Thesse voices beg
gin their prim
mary line in measure 148, and continnue
ass the main melodic
m
elem
ment all the way
w to the ennd of the section in meassure 177 (Figgure
6.26). While a very loud dynamic lev
vel is requessted, it is impportant to noot overplay tthe
drrums during
g this section
n, maintainin
ng a good tonne and blendd between thhe three prim
mary
liine players th
hroughout.

6 – Playeers 1, 6, and
d 7, measurees 148 – 1777
Figure 6.26
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Figu
ure 6.26 con
ntinued
The fiinal element of this sectiion is a gestuure with Playyer 2 on connga drum andd
Player 4 on Chinese
C
cymb
bal and susp
pended cymbbal. These ggestures occuur at the end of
eaach phrase of
o this section
n, and length
hen by one bbeat on eachh repetition (F
Figure 6.27)).
Also,
A
after thee second occcurrence of this
t phrase eending gestur
ure, Player 2 begins
reeinforcing Pllayer 3 by peerforming th
he same part .
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Figure 6.27 – Players 2 and
d 4, measurees 155, 163 - 164, and 172 – 173
In measure 174, Rouse
R
once again
a
introduuces the hem
miola-style fiill from measures
d in Figure 6.15.
6
Here Player
P
8 channges the ostiinato back too the “When the
79 – 81 found
Levee
L
Breakss” ostinato, which
w
helps transition thhe piece backk to a more hhalf-time typpe of
feeel for the neext section of
o the work which
w
beginss at measuree 177. Againn, very little
dy
ynamic shap
pe should be used during
g this phrase due to its innclusion later in the workk.
Measu
ure 177 begiins the next section
s
of thhe piece. Heere, the textuure of the pieece
th
hins dramaticcally in both
h the numberr of players, and the matterial that each player
performs. Ev
ven the ostin
nato provided
d by Player 8 is now a trruncated verssion of “Whhen
th
he Levee Breeaks”, now consisting
c
off only the firrst measure, followed byy a measure oof
qu
uarter-notes on the hi-haat. The ostin
nato begins lloud, but imm
mediately reeduces intenssity
to
o piano.
s
of thee work is comprised of a single fourr-bar phrase that repeats
This section
seeven times, and
a is develo
oped more with
w each reppeat, similarlly to the section startingg at
measure
m
88. The main fo
ocus of thesee phrases is aan eighth-noote triplet gessture played by
Player 3 on bass drum. This
T swell mo
oves from p ianissimo too mezzo-pianno, and then back
down to pianissimo. Thiss is followed
d in the last m
measure of tthe phrase byy an eighth-nnote
trriplet with a crescendo on
o castanets by
b Player 5. The next reepeat of this phrase addss
Player 2 on piccolo wood
d block answ
wering the geesture by Plaayer 5’s castaanets a beat later.
Also
A added to
o this phrasee is an eighth
h-note triplett on the rim oof Player 7’ss highest tom
mto
om at piano. The third repeat
r
contin
nues all of thhese elementts, but adds a single strooke
frrom the guiro by Player 1 on beat 2 of
o the first m
measure. Thhe fourth repeeat adds a siimilar
gesture of a single eighth-note triplet with a pickuup of the last note from aan eighth-noote
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trriplet on the previous beaat. The gestture starts at mezzo-fortee and decreasses its volum
me
down to piano. The first occurrence of this gestuure is on the tom-toms inn Player 6
sttarting with the
t pickup in
n beat 3 of th
he second m
measure of thhe phrase. Pllayer 3 then
an
nswers this with
w the sam
me gesture tw
wo measures later in the last measuree of the phraase on
woodblock
w
with
w the picku
up in beat 2 of that meassure (Figure 6.28).

Figu
ure 6.28 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1991 – 194
The fiifth repeat off this phrase sees a largee tom-tom geesture addedd in Player 6
nvolving gro
oups of eightth-note tripleets that movee between thhe two lowesst tom-toms of
in
th
heir setup. This
T gesture uses the opp
posite shapinng of the basss drum gestuure in Playerr 3.
The
T gesture starts at mezzzo-forte, decrreases in vollume to pianno, and then elevates up to
fo
orte. In addiition to this part,
p
the woo
odblock gestture in Playeer 3’s part is extended byy the
fiirst two notes of an eightth-note tripleet in the fourrth measure of the phrasse, and the
tiimbale gestu
ure by Playerr 4 is extendeed by two beeats (Figure 6.29).
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Figu
ure 6.29 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1995 – 198
The siixth repetitio
on of the fou
ur-bar phrasee offers a num
mber of variiations on cuurrent
material,
m
as well
w as one addition. Thee addition coomes from P
Player 7, whoo now adds a
to
om-tom gesture of eighth
h-note tripletts into the seecond and thhird measurees of the phraase.
This
T gesture lands
l
on beaat 3 of the thiird bar with a quarter-noote, and the ffollows this with
an
n eighth-note triplet on beat
b 4 on thee rim of the hhigh tom-tom
m. The gestture by Playeer 7
sttarts at mezzo-piano and
d intensifies to
t forte on thhe quarter-noote on beat 33. The eightthnote triplet on
n the rim how
wever movees down dynaamically to m
mezzo-forte,, so performeers
sh
hould be surre to observee this in theirr execution oof the part.
Much
h of the previious material is modifiedd in this repeetition. Playyer 6’s tom-ttom
gesture is trun
ncated at botth the beginn
ning and endd of the gestuure and the ddrums used are
allso modified
d. Similarly,, Rouse alterrs Player 4’ss gesture by eextending it a single beaat at
th
he beginning
g and varying
g the drums used. Finallly, Player 3’’s woodblockk gesture mooves
ov
ver by a sing
gle eighth-no
ote triplet no
ote, having itt now occur directly on bbeat 3 in thee
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fo
ourth measurre. Finally, Player 8 add
ds a single snnare drum hiit on beat 3 iin the fourthh bar
of the phrase and continu
uing in every
y second andd fourth meassure of the pphrase (Figurre
6.30). Close attention sho
ould be paid
d to the dynaamic shape oof each gestuure. Players
sh
hould maxim
mize these sh
hapes so thatt the peaks oof each gestuure can be peerceived by tthe
au
udience while the lower dynamic paarts do not cllutter the texxture.

Figu
ure 6.30 – Full
F Score, m
measures 1999 – 202
nt of this fou
ur-bar phrasee continues tto modify thhe previous
The fiinal statemen
material.
m
Alsso of note du
uring this secction is the uunison endinng, and a notation error. The
notation errorr comes in th
he very first measure, whhere the begginning of Player 3’s bass
drrum gesture has the firstt beat of the gesture startting on wooddblock instead of bass ddrum.
Given
G
that thiis bass drum
m gesture hass been the fooundation of this phrase ffrom the
beginning, a change
c
here to woodblocck for a singgle beat doess not make seense, so
performers sh
hould ignoree the mistakeen beat and pperform the eentire gesturre on bass drrum
ass originally notated
n
in prrevious phraases.
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Modiffications occcur as beforee in both Playyer 4 and 6’s parts. This time, both parts
b at the beeginning, as well as havving their druum patterns
arre extended by a single beat
ch
hange. Finaally, Rouse adds
a
a cresceendo to the eeighth-note tr
triplet of Playyers 1, 2, 3, 6,
an
nd 7 on vario
ous instrumeents. This gesture solidiifies the finaal repetition oof the phrasee and
alllows for a definite
d
endin
ng which pu
ushes us forw
ward into thee next sectionn of the worrk. It
sh
hould also be noted that Player 5’s original
o
gestuure of an eigghth-note tripplet on the laast
beat of the ph
hrase is still there,
t
though
h now Rousee has noted ffor it to be pperformed onn
muffled
m
bass drum with snare
s
drum sticks
s
insteadd of castanetts. Players sshould attem
mpt to
maximize
m
thee shape of this final tripleet figure so aas to give ass much energgy to the
trransition from
m section to section (Fig
gure 6.31).

Figu
ure 6.31 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2003 – 207
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Measure 207 begins the next major section of the work. Rouse again thins the
texture of the work, most notably in the ostinato of Player 8, which is now held together
by a constant quarter-note pulse on the hi-hat and an occasional syncopated bass drum
note. This bass drum note reinforces the final note in a gesture from Player 5 on bass
drum. Player 5’s bass drum gesture is a full measure of eighth-notes with a rest only on
beat 3 of the measure. All of the notes are to be performed coperto (muted), and with
snare drum sticks. Performing this section while playing in the center of the head may
also help in getting the driest sound possible. While the first statement of this gesture is
shaped with a diminuendo from forte to mezzo-piano, then at piano after the rest and a
subito-forte on the final eighth-note, the phrases that follow only indicated for the subitoforte to be observed. Therefore, after the first statement of the gesture, all notes should
be performed piano with the exception of the final note. The eighth-note rest on beat 3 in
Player 5’s part is significant because it provides space for a single bass drum note from
Player 3. This note of Player 3’s is marked staccato as well as accented, along with the
indication of secco by the composer. It is important for Player 3 to match the texture of
Player 5 as much as possible so that these separate parts can sound as much like one
single line as possible. Also for consistency, Player 8 should again use a heel-up
technique that digs the head of the bass drum beater slightly into the head so as to match
up with the coperto sound of Player 5’s bass drum. During this section, after the first
measure, the time signature changes to 5/4 for 3 measures. Since no additional material
is added, this is probably simply to give more space to the phrase. During the last
measure of 5/4, beats 3, 4, and 5 are occupied by the beginnings of rolls, first by Player 4
on the high timbale, then Player 7 on the lowest tom-tom, and finally Player 2 on snare
drum. These three attacks act as pick-ups for the phrases that follow as the time signature
moves back into 4/4 (Figure 6.32).
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Figu
ure 6.32 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2007 – 210
In measure 211 th
he time signaature switchees back to 4//4. Players 22, 4, and 7
co
ontinue theirr pointillisticc roll attackss with Playerr 4’s shiftingg from beat 3 over to thee “&”
of beat 2. Plaayer 4 later adds
a
the low
wer timbale too the phrase.. Players 3, 5, and 8
co
ontinue perfforming theirr parts from the beginninng of the secction. The tiiming of thesse
atttacks chang
ges over the next
n few meeasures as thiis section deevelops. In m
measure 2133
Player 1 addss timpani to the
t texture. Starting on beat 1 of meeasure 213, P
Player 1 beggins a
qu
uarter-note hemiola
h
gestture alternatiing betweenn double stopps of C / F-shharp and E / Gsh
harp. This pattern
p
is con
nstant, and does
d
not adjuust regardless of the timee signature uuntil
measure
m
229. Also added
d during thiss section is a single tam-ttam hit whicch is linked tto the
E / G-sharp hit
h on the tim
mpani, not ch
hanging untill the timpanii pattern doees in measuree 229
(F
Figure 6.33).
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Figu
ure 6.33 – Full
F score, m
measures 211 – 216
Durin
ng this sectio
on there are a number of time signatuure changes. At first theese
siimply make use of a tim
me signature of
o 5/4 for thrree measures (measures 208 – 201), and
th
hen back to 4/4.
4
In meassure 217 Plaayer 5’s bass drum part aadds an eightth-note tripleet
on
nto the first beat. A patttern emergess with Rousee’s use of tim
me signaturees. Each iterration
of the pattern
n begins with
h a 4/4 measu
ure followedd by a secondd measure. This secondd
measure
m
is tru
uncated by a beat as the passage proggresses. Thhere follows a series of tw
womeasure
m
grou
upings: two measures
m
of 4/4; a combbination of 44/4 and 3/4 rrepeated threee
tiimes; finally a segment of
o 4/4 and 2//4 which reppeats four tim
mes (Figure 66.34). This
sy
ystematic red
duction of tiime is a tech
hnique Rousee has used inn previous w
works, such aas the
sccaling down of note grou
upings in meeasures 216 – 225 of Kuu-Ka-Ilimokuu.
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Figure 6.34
4 – Time Sig
gnature Dia gram, meassures 217 – 232
At meeasure 217, other
o
develop
pments startt to take placce. Player 8 adds a singlle
lo
ow tom-tom hit before eaach of his baass drum hitss. Player 3 aadds a wooddblock to thee
teexture on thee “&” of beaat 1 in the sam
me measure as their bass drum note. Player 4’s
ro
olled gesturee on timbaless is extended
d, as is Playeer 7’s, who nnow adds thee second low
west
to
om-tom into their gesturee. Player 2 has
h a single eighth-note pick-up addded to just beefore
th
heir quarter-n
note roll on the snare dru
um, but laterr in measuree 221 also addds a piccoloo
woodblock
w
hiit to beat 2 of
o the 4/4 meeasure. It is also interestting that Rouuse indicatess for
Player 2 to sw
witch from th
he normal en
nd of the snaare drum sticcks to the buutt of the sticcks in
measure
m
220, adding weig
ght to the so
ound of the s nare drum rooll, and agaiin demonstraating
Rouses
R
know
wledge of the specific tex
xtures that caan be achieveed with perccussion
im
mplements. This knowleedge can also be seen in the timpanii part of Playyer 1 in meassures
225 – 229. Here,
H
he indiccates for the performer tto switch thee mallet usedd on the highher
drrums to a meedium-felt mallet,
m
whilee leaving the lower drum
m mallet at a soft-felt. 2
measures
m
lateer he indicatees for the low
wer drum maallet to be chhanged to haard-felt while
leeaving the hiigher drum mallet
m
at med
dium-felt. F
Finally, he assks for the hhigher drum
mallet
m
to chan
nge to a hard
d-felt mallet in measure 229. This change not onnly creates aan
in
nteresting tex
xture changee, but also prrepares the pperformer foor the next seection of the
work
w
in which
h more articculate mallets are neededd.
The teexture of thiss section con
ntinues to thiicken and rise in dynam
mics up to
measure
m
233, where Rousse inserts a slightly
s
extennded versionn of the phraase from
measures
m
79 – 81. Here though,
t
the beginning
b
m
measures of thhe phrase are in 3/4 insteead
of the 4/4 at 79
7 – 81. Thee final measu
ure is in a 4//4 time signaature and is nnow a full
measure
m
of eiighth-notes with
w an eightth-note pickk-up. The dyynamics for tthis transitioon
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allso mark an important ch
hange, begin
nning with eiither a fortisssimo-piano or subito piaano
marking
m
that increases in volume up to
t fortissimoo at the end oof the phrasee (Figure 6.335).

ure 6.35 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2333 – 237
Figu
ure 237 begiins the next section
s
of thhe work. Here we see annother refereence
Measu
to
o rock and ro
oll music. This
T section is
i based on tthe work of B
Bo Diddley, and his use of
th
he traditional Hambone Rhythm,
R
wh
hich Rouse saays, “…addeed so much tto the distincctive
70
sttyle of his material”
m
(F
Figure 6.36). This rhythm
m is also knoown as the ““3-2 Son Claave”

in
n Afro-Cubaan music.

70

Christopher Rouse.
R
Bonham
m. Boosey & Hawkes.
H
1989.
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Figure 6..36 – Hamb
bone Rhythm
m
This section
s
is maade of a two--bar phase w
which repeatss while Playyer 7 takes thhe
T Hambone Rhythm caan be seen m
most directlyy in Players 22, 4, 6, and 88, all
leead voice. The
of whom outlline the rhyth
hm, while ad
dding some eembellishmeent to the phhrase. In adddition
o these parts, Player 1 fillls out the en
ntire texture by adding ccymbal crashhes on the
to
downbeat of the
t first meaasure and thee last beat off the second bar, while fi
filling the spaace
between with
h a series of eighth-notes
e
spread arouund the timpaani. Player 3 begins thiss
seection after releasing
r
hiss gesture from
m the last phhrase with a snare drum rim shot by
playing quarter-notes on beats
b
1 and 3 of the firstt measure, annd then beatts 1, 3, and 4 of
th
he second measure, with
h a sforzando
o dynamic m
marking undeer the last quuarter-note. T
This
co
ould be look
ked at as a vaariation on th
he Hambonee Rhythm byy taking the ggroupings off the
note and usin
ng those grou
upings within
n a strictly qquarter-note setting (Figuure 6.37).

Figure 6.37
6 – Comp
parison of Hambone
H
Rh
hythm and Rhythm froom Player 3
meeasures 2399 – 240
In the third measu
ure of this seection Rousee continues thhis pattern oon the bass ddrum
while
w
also adding straightt eighth-notees on maracaas in the otheer hand of P
Player 3. Thiis is
a similar tech
hnique to onee used during
g a later secttion in Ogouun Badagris,, and again
sh
hows Rouse’s knowledg
ge of the capaabilities of ppercussionistts. Performeers should usse
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the space given in measures 237 and 238 to pick up the maracas, being careful to avoid
extraneous sounds, though the density and volume from the rest of the ensemble should
help to mask any unwanted sound.
The final element to the accompaniment of this section is Player 5 on cowbell and
tenor drum. This part does not enter until the fifth bar of this section, and is preceded by
a three eighth-note pick-up on cowbell in the fourth measure. The rhythm and
articulation in Player 5 emphasize some of the notes of the Hambone Rhythm while at the
same time filling out some of the space in the rhythm. It is important to note that the only
dynamic marking at the beginning of this section is in Player 3 at fortissimo. All of the
fortissimo dynamics should be carried over from the last marking of the previous phrase
(Figure 6.38).
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Figu
ure 6.38 – Full
F Score, m easures 2337 – 242
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The main focus of this section is the tom-tom solo performed by Player 7. Rouse
notes that the solo part “should be distinct, but not at dynamic expense of other parts”.71
This makes it difficult for the soloist because the rest of the ensemble is all performing
their parts at a marked fortissimo dynamic level. The accompanying performers should
achieve the fullest sound possible while still providing dynamic room for the soloist to be
heard.
The solo itself is preceded by a series of descending eighth-notes starting on the
“&” of beat 4 in the third measure of the section. This preceding material begins at
mezzo-piano and increases in intensity up to the beginning of the solo at fortississimo.
The solo, like many of Rouse’s solos from previous works, is highly syncopated,
containing odd note groupings and accents throughout. While the solo begins on only the
tom-toms, the bongos are added in measure 251 with an eighth-note triplet on the
downbeat of the measure. This eighth-note triplet rhythm is an important motive that
returns throughout the rest of the solo. To emphasize this, Rouse reinforces this rhythm
by adding it to Players 2, 4, and 6 each time it is used in the solo part (Figure 6.39).

71

Christopher Rouse. Bonham. Boosey & Hawkes. 1989.
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Fig
gure 6.39 – Player
P
7, m
measures 2377 – 266
The to
om-tom solo
o section of Bonham
B
endds in measuree 266 with riim shots from
m
Players 5, 6, 7,
7 and 8 used
d to emphasiize the end oof the sectionn. The next section, whhich
begins in meaasure 267, iss a solo section for the drrum set in Pllayer 8. Thee solo is sim
milar
to
o the tom-tom
m solo that was
w just perfformed by Pllayer 7, but revolves moore around thhe
eiighth-note trriplet figure that was useed during thee second halff of the tom--tom solo.
Performers sh
hould carefu
ully map out their stickinngs for this soolo in order to achieve thhe
maximum
m
am
mount of rhytthmic and arrticulation acccuracy whille still beingg able to navvigate
arround the drrum set. Durring the drum
m set solo, P
Player 8 also keeps a steaady quarter-nnote
pu
ulse in the bass
b drum. The
T solo is partitioned byy interjectionns from the rrest of the
en
nsemble. Th
hese interjecctions alwayss begin withh a forte-pianno shake rolll from Playeer 2
on
n tambourin
ne, which leaads into a uniison rhythm
mic figure froom Players 3, 5, 6, and 7.
Players 1 and
d 4 also contrribute to these interjectioons with susspended cym
mbal hits at thhe
beginning of the unison rh
hythmic figu
ures. Follow
wing the drum
m set solo, P
Player 8
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im
mmediately transitions
t
back
b
to the orriginal “Wheen the Leveee Breaks” osstinato. Thiss
trransition marrks the begin
nning of a Coda
C
section of the work (Figure 6.400).

Fiigure 6.40 – Player 8 an
nd score red
duction, meeasures 267 – 288
Measu
ure 289 begiins a unique section of B
Bonham. Heere Rouse ovverlaps majorr
th
hemes from the
t entire wo
ork into two
o-bar phrasess. Players 1,, 3, and 5 plaay material bbased
on
n the Butterffield Blues Band’s
B
“Get Yourself Toogether” beaat. Player 2 reinforces thhe
backbeat play
yed by Playeer 8 from thee “When the Levee Breakks” ostinato. Players 4, 6,
an
nd 7 all play
y variations on
o the Hamb
bone Rhythm
m, with Playeer 4 providinng slight
em
mbellishmen
nts. This secction lasts teen measures, with all perrformers playying at fortisssimo
an
nd fortississiimo dynamicc levels thro
oughout, withh the exceptiion of Player 4 who has a
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China
C
Cymbaal roll and a crescendo frrom piano too fortissimo (Figure 6.411). Good muusical
blend is essen
ntial here to allow the mu
ultiple them
mes to be hearrd.

ure 6.41 – Full
F Score, m
measures 2889 – 292
Figu
The fiinal section of
o Bonham begins
b
in meeasure 299. This sectionn can be lookked at
ass another lay
yering sectio
on of the worrk, combinedd with an acccelerando fr
from the currrent
teempo of halff-note = 126 bps up to haalf-note = 1552 bps three measures beefore the endd of
th
he piece. Fo
ollowing the release by th
he ensemblee from the prrevious phrase, the textuure
im
mmediately thins
t
to Play
yer 8 alone playing
p
the “ When the Levee Breakss” ostinato.
Starting in meeasure 300 a series of en
ntrances begiin with five of the sevenn remaining
players. Thesse entrances have speciffic patterns thhat repeat unntil the climaax of the phrrase.
Each
E
of thesee patterns beg
gins with an
n accented buuzz roll on thhe fourth beaat of a measuure.
This
T roll conttinues throug
gh the next measure
m
andd stops beforee their patterrn begins in the
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third measure after their initial entrance. Player 5 is the first entrance on bass drum with
a string of uninterrupted eighth-notes at mezzo-piano starting on beat 2 of the fourth
measure and continuing up to beat 3 of the next measure. In measure 310 Rouse adds a
crescendo to each occurrence of this gesture from mezzo-piano up to forte. Note that the
bass drum is no longer marked coperto so as to get the fullest sound out of the drum.
Player 1 is the next layer to enter this section performing a six-and-a-half-beat
pattern on timpani that begins on beat 3 of measure 304. The use of a half of a beat in
this pattern makes for a more syncopated pattern than that of Player 5. This pattern
continues with a crescendo up to measure 317, adjusting slightly in measure 316. Player
7 enters with their roll one measure after Player 1. This entrance is on the lowest tomtom, and moves into a 6-beat pattern which also increases in intensity and adjusts slightly
just before the tutti ending beginning in measure 317. Player 6 then enters one measure
after Player 7 on tom-toms with a seven-and-a-half beat pattern. Because of the extra
eighth-note in this pattern, it is more syncopated than Player 4 or 7’s pattern. In measure
306 both Players 3 and 4 enter together. While Player 4 enters on timbales at mezzo-forte
and continues with a six-and-a-half-beat pattern which is syncopated similar to Players 1
and 6, Player 3 enters at piano with a roll on tam-tam which gradually elevates in volume
up to fortississimo at measure 317 (Figure 6.42). Weight should be placed on the first
note of each of these patterns in order to emphasize the start of each occurrence of the
pattern.
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Figu
ure 6.42 – Full
F Score, m
measures 3110 – 314
Playerr 2 is the onlly player to not
n contribuute to this layyering sectioon. This is m
most
m
to preepare the ham
mmer to be pplayed durinng the final thhree
liikely becausee they are moving
measures
m
of the
t piece. Rouse describ
bes it in the iinstrumentattion section oof the work as
“h
hammer* (*hammer likee that in Mah
hler’s Symphhony no. 6)””.72 The ham
mmer is a veery
in
nteresting peercussion insstrument, as there is no trrue clear inddication as too what it is.
Michael
M
Roseen in his colu
umn Terms Used
U
in Perccussion in thhe Winter 19988 issue of
Percussive
P
Notes
No states th
hat Mahler “did
“
not desccribe in the sscore the insttrument he
wanted.
w
Thiss omission haas led to the use of any nnumber of coontraptions aand adaptatiions,
depending up
pon the orcheestra, who iss conductingg, and in whiich hall the w
work is
performed.” Rosen goes on to indicaate some of tthe items varrious orchesttras have useed

72
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for this instrument, including a large log that looks like a tree stump that is struck with a
sledge hammer, a large box tilted with the open end facing the audience that is then hit
with a large felt-covered oak tam-tam beater, and a large steel slab that is used to imitate
church bells.73 All of these solutions work well for the instrument used when performing
the Mahler symphony with a full orchestra, but these could quite possibly be too much
for an eight member percussion ensemble. The solution I have personally observed to
yield the best results for use in Bonham is a “wood drum” which is a single headed drum
of some kind where the drum head is replaced with a piece of plywood. This is then
struck with a substantial hammer of some kind, though usually a synthetic or hard rubber
hammer works best so as to not cause too much damage to the wooden drumhead.
In measure 317 the accelerando and crescendo from the previous section finally
come to a climax with the tempo reaching half-note = 152 bps and all of the players
reaching a dynamic level of fortississimo. The final three measures find Players 1, 4, 6,
7, and 8 performing a unison rhythmic gesture, which is a direct reference to Led
Zeppelin’s song “Royal Orleans”. This particular song is one of Rouse’s favorite Led
Zeppelin songs74, so it is only fitting to end the work with this. Players 2, 3, and 5 all
help to reinforce key elements of the unison rhythmic gestures of the other players. The
final note of the piece is marked with a marcato notation, and players 3 and 4 are
indicated to dampen their respective instruments, in this case a tam-tam for Player 3 and a
suspended cymbal and crash cymbal for Player 4 (Figure 6.43).

73

Michael Rosen. 1988. Terms Used in Percussion: On the Hammer Stroke in Mahler, Symphony No. 6.
Percussive Notes, Vol. 26, No. 2: 28 – 30.
74
Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
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Figu
ure 6.43 – Full
F Score, m
measures 3117 - 319
SUMMARY
Y
Bonha
am representts the last peercussion enssemble workk of Christoppher Rouse. The
on
nly contribu
ution specificcally for perccussion afterr 1989 comees in the form
m of his
percussion co
oncerto Der gerettete
g
Alb
berich writteen in 1997 foor Evelyn Gllennie throuugh a
co
onsortium off a number of
o orchestrass including thhe London S
Symphony O
Orchestra, the
Cleveland
C
Orrchestra, the Philadelphiaa Orchestra, and the Balltimore Sympphony Orcheestra.
There
T
are also
o two little known
k
pieces that directlly tie into hiis relationshiip with Evelyyn
Glennie:
G
Mim
me (1997) fo
or solo snare drum, and A
Amhran (20001) for bagppipes and
taambour prov
vincial. Mim
me was writteen at the requuest of Glennnie as an enncore piece w
which
sh
he could perrform after playing his co
oncerto. Th ere is a direcct link betweeen Der
gerettete Albeerich and Miime, which can
c be seen iin the title M
Mime which R
Rouse says
“…refers to Alberich's
A
haapless brotheer.”75

75

Christopher Rouse,
R
personall e-mail messag
ge, February 4 th, 2011.
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Amhran was also written as an encore piece for Evelyn Glennie and pianist
Emanuel Ax for a concert they were performing together. As Rouse describes it:
This was another encore request from Evelyn for a concert she was doing with Manny
Ax. Manny is a percussionist-wannabe, so I thought I'd try a little role reversal - Evelyn
on bagpipes and Manny on tambour. Unrelated to flute concerto and to date unperformed.
(They didn't have time to put it together.)76

While Rouse has composed these works focused on percussion, he has yet to
approach the percussion ensemble genre since Bonham.

Copyright © Brian Nozny 2012
76

Christopher Rouse, personal e-mail message, February 4th, 2011.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
Christopher Rouse’s contributions to the percussion ensemble repertoire are
substantial. Each of these pieces has become a staple of the repertoire, evident in the
number of performances regularly given throughout the country. When reviewing the
programming data from the Percussive Arts Society website, one can see that even in the
last ten years Rouse’s percussion ensemble works are regularly performed throughout the
country (Figure 7.1).
Year
2011

School or Event and Location
Marywood University (PA)

Piece Performed
Ogoun Badagris

2010

University of Houston (TX)
University of Texas at Arlington (TX)
Winthrop University (TX)

Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris

2009

Colorado State University (CO)
James Madison University (VA)
University of South Alabama (AL)
University of Virginia (VA)
Winthrop University (SC)

Bonham
Ogoun Badagris
Bonham
Ogoun Badagris
Bonham

2008

Colorado State University (CO)
University of Denver
Norwin High School (PA)
Southern Oregon University (OR)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(IL)
University of Kentucky (KY)

Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris

Hillsadle College (MI)
Keene State College (NH)
Minnesota State University Moorhead (MN)
Otterbein College (OH)
Shenandoah Conservatory (VA)
Slippery Rock University (PA)
University of North Texas (TX)
University of Western Ontario (Canada)

Bonham
Bonham
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris

2007

Bonham

Source: Percussive Arts Society Compositions Research Database

Table 7.1 – Program Listings from the Percussive Arts Society Program Database
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Year
2006

School or Event and Location
Bands of America World Percussion Symposium
(IL)
Bow High School (NH)
DePauw University (IN)
Gustavus Adolphus College (MN)
Mississippi Valley State University (MS)
Ohio University (OH)
Otterbein College (OH)
UCLA (CA)
University of North Texas (TX)
Waubonsie Valley HS (IL)
Western Connecticut State University (CT)

Piece Performed
Ogoun Badagris

2005

Eastman School of Music (NY)
Indiana University of Pennsylvania (PA)
James Madison University (VA)
Keene State College (NH)
Slippery Rock University (PA)
Saint Olaf College (MN)
UCLA (CA)

Bonham
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris

2004

California State University, Long Beach (CA)
Central Methodist University (MO)
Timber Creek High School (FL)
University of Central Florida (FL)
University of Missouri-Columbia (MO)
University of Nebraska – Lincoln (NE)

Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Bonham
Bonham
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku

2003

Benet Academy (IL)
Eastman School of Music (NY)
James Madison University (VA)
Northern Illinois University (IL)
Ohio University (OH)
Philidor Percussion Festival (NY)
Texas Tech University (TX)
Western Carolina University (NC)
Winthrop University (SC)

Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Bonham & Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Bonham
Bonham
Bonham
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Bonham

2002

Eastman School of Music (NY)
Gustavus Adolphus College (MN)
Ladue School District (MO)
Ohio University (OH)
University of Alabama (AL)
UCLA (CA)
University of Texas at Austin (TX)

Bonham
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Bonham
Bonham
Bonham
Bonham
Ogoun Badagris

Bonham & Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Bonham
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris & Ku-KaIlimoku
Source: Percussive Arts Society Compositions Research Database

Figure 7.1 continued
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Year
2001

School or Event and Location
Butler University (IN)
Emporia State University (KS)
Hartt School of Music (CT)
Marywood University (PA)
Memorial HS (TX)
Ohio University (OH)
Rowan University (NJ)
Saint Olaf College (MN)
Towson University(MD)
University of Akron (OH)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (IL)

Piece Performed
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris
Ogoun Badagris
Bonham
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ku-Ka-Ilimoku
Ogoun Badagris

Source: Percussive Arts Society Compositions Research Database 77

Figure 7.1 continued
Not only are Rouse’s percussion ensemble works still performed regularly today,
they have been a staple at the Percussive Arts Society International Convention (PASIC),
the largest gathering of percussionists in the world. In an article by Scott Cameron on the
history of percussion ensemble performances at PASIC, Cameron notes that since 1976
(when percussion ensembles began being invited to perform at PASIC), Rouse has been
one of the most performed composers:
When looking at the long list of composers whose works have been performed at PASIC
over the years, it is not surprising to find that certain names appear with greater frequency
than others…Christopher Rouse weighs in with 11 performances.78

This is an impressive representation considering that notable composers such as
Nigel Westlake, William Kraft, and Steve Reich have been performed less frequently
than Rouse. Cameron goes on to note the frequency of one piece in particular:
Although the available repertoire for percussion ensemble has grown dramatically over
the past few decades, it is not surprising to find that with 30 years of percussion ensemble
convention performances, a number of pieces have been performed more than once.
Several ensemble pieces have been performed four or more times…Those performed five
times include Helble’s ‘Diabolic Variations’, Gauger’s “Gainsborough,” Rouse’s “Ogoun
Badagris,” and Westlake’s “Omphalo Centric Lecture.”79
77

Percussive Arts Society Website Compositions Research Database,
http://www.pas.org/Learn/compresearch.aspx (accessed January 16th, 2012).
78
Scott Cameron. “PASIC Percussion Ensembles: A Historical Overview.” Percussive Notes 44, no. 2
(April 2006): 58.
79
Ibid.
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There can be little doubt that Christopher Rouse’s contribution to the percussion
ensemble repertoire is significant, regardless of his relatively small output for the genre.
When asked why these pieces have survived for so long and remain popular today, he
said:
Well, I think probably because they’re short, they’re loud, I hope they’re well written for
the instruments, and fun to play I hope. But, you know, I wanted to write exciting pieces
that wouldn’t overstay their welcomes. So maybe that combination of things accounts for
it. I love heavily rhythmic music. Obviously this is no ‘ping, swish’ kind of percussion.
I think particularly at the time when I wrote the first two pieces, because of the direction
that a lot of percussion writing had been going was the opposite one, perhaps there was
something a little refreshing about getting back to the roots of what drumming was all
about. Back to the centuries and centuries and centuries, to Africa and so forth. It wasn’t
about ‘ping, swish’. So in a way, kind of taking the instruments back to their roots. I
thought it was an important thing to try to do.80

Rouse’s music is not only performed often today, but even recently released
recordings featured these percussion ensemble works. In 2000, the Robert Hohner
Percussion Ensemble released its CD Far More Drums which features both Ogoun
Badagris and Ku-Ka-Ilimoku. In 2004, the Base4 Percussion Quartet released their
quartet arrangement of Ogoun Badagris, and in 2007 the University of Kentucky released
a live recording of Bonham on their CD Live from Lexington.
While Christopher Rouse’s overall output has gained critical notoriety and his
works for percussion ensemble have become some of the most popular and important
pieces in the repertoire, little research on them exists. This document serves as an
analysis and performers guide to these works, which have become so significant to our
repertoire. The examination of Rouse’s percussion ensemble works will help shed light
on Rouse’s compositional style within the genre, and serve as a resource for performers
in preparing them. His percussion ensemble music will continue to be a noteworthy
contribution to the percussion ensemble repertoire for years to come because of their
enjoyment for players to perform, scoring for common instruments, pedagogical value to
performers and directors, and accessibility to audiences due to their grounding in
interesting subject matter.

80

Christopher Rouse, interview by the author, January 7, 2011.
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CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM NOTES
Candidates for the Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the University of Kentucky
must present three recitals in partial fulfillment of their program requirements. The
following are programs and program notes from the DMA Chamber Recital, DMA
Lecture Recital, and DMA Solo Recital.
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DMA Chamber Percussion Recital
Brian Nozny
May 1, 2008, 7:30 p.m.
Singletary Center for the Arts
Recital Hall

Program
Slopes (2005)

Paul Rennick (b. 1965)
Brian Archinal, Jon Doty, Aaron Graham, percussion

Oxygen (1995)

Björk / Evelyn Glennie (1965 / 1965)
Emily Hagihara, voice

Kembang Suling (1995)

Gareth Farr (1968)
Rachel Nozny, flute

-IntermissionThreads (2005)

Paul Lansky (1944)
Andy Bliss, Aaron Graham, Tim Wilburn, percussion
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Program Notes for the DMA Chamber Recital
Slopes is a work for solo snare drum and three percussionists playing a number of
instruments centered around each percussionists group of three tom-toms. The
descending lines heard throughout the piece are used to represent the physical qualities of
avalanches. The inspiration for the work comes from a lecture the composer attended on
the physics behind how avalanches work. (Brian Nozny)
Oxygen was the first experiment Björk and Evelyn Glennie made in 1995.
Oxygen is recorded in Bjork’s infamous “gibberish” style. Often when she sings in this
style her lyrics are made up of Icelandic words which, when put together, make no sense.
The music divulges emotions with no real adherence to the lyrical content. (Emily
Hagihara)
Commissioned by flutist Alexa Still, Kembang Suling was written in 1995 by
Gareth Farr. Each movement represents three snapshots of Asia.
I – On the magical island of Bali, the flowing gamelan melodies intertwine with
the sound of the Balinese bamboo flute (suling) forming a rich colorful tapestry. The
marimba and flute start out as one, their sounds indistinguishable. Gradually the flute
asserts its independence, by straying further and further from the marimba melody. An
argument ensues – but all is resolved at the climax.
II – The haunting sounds of the Japanese shakuhachi float out over the warm
echoes of the rolling landscape…
III – Complex rhythms and South Indian scales set the two instruments off in a
race to see who can outplay the other. The marimba is set in a three bar cycle of 5/4, 5/8,
5/16 – but the flute plays a different cross rhythm every time, returning to the marimba’s
pattern at the end of the cycle. (Gareth Farr)
Threads, written for So Percussion in 2005, is a half-hour long ‘cantata’ for
percussion quartet in ten short movements. There are three ‘threads’ that are interwoven
in the piece: Arias and Preludes that focus on the metallic pitched sounds of vibraphones,
glockenspiel and pipes; Choruses in which drumming predominates; and Recitatives
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made largely from Cage-like noise instruments, bottles, flower pots, crotales, etc. The
aims of the different threads are to highlight the wide range of qualities that percussion
instruments are capable of, from lyrical and tender to forceful and aggressive, and weave
them into on continuous texture. The movements are performed without interruption.
(Paul Lansky)
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DMA Lecture Recital
Brian Nozny
May 11, 2009, 7:30 p.m.
Singletary Center for the Arts
Concert Hall

Program
Ogoun Badagris (1976)

Christopher Rouse (b. 1949)

Andy Bliss, Andrew Jarvis, Joe Tornello, Jordan Williams, percussion

Ku-Ka-Ilimoku (1978)

Christopher Rouse (b. 1949)

Tyler Cantrell, Matthew Geiger, Ben Stiers, percussion
Bonham (1989)

Christopher Rouse (b. 1949)

Paul Deatherage, Kyle Forsthoff, Danny Hawkins, David Hutter, Andrew Jarvis,
Ryan Nestor, Tim Wilburn, percussion
Ben Stiers, conductor
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DMA Solo Percussion Recital
Brian Nozny
March 27th, 7:30 p.m.
Singletary Center for the Arts
Recital Hall

Program
Prelude #1 (1984)

Christopher Deane (b. 1957)

Blues for Gilbert (1980)

Mark Glentworth (b. 1960)

Walkin’ Down Coolidge (2008)

Joseph Tompkins

Thief (2010)

Brian Nozny (b. 1977)

Valse Brilliante (1936)

George Hamilton Green (1893 - 1970)
Tedrin Blair Lindsay, piano
Intermission

Restless (1990)

Rich O’Meara (b.1957)

Gymnopedie No. 1 (1998)

Patrick Long (b.1968)

Sharps (2010)

Brian Nozny (b. 1977)

Kyle Forsthoff, Matt Geiger, Colin Hill, Andrew Jarvis, Brad Meyer, Ben Stiers,
percussion
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Program Notes for the DMA Solo Recital
Prelude #1 was composed in 1984 as a while Deane was living in North Carolina
as a gift to Carol Stumpf, principal timpanist with the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra.
While a written tempo is suggested, the work contains no time signature and few bar
lines, allowing the performer to have slightly more freedom to flow temporally from
gesture to gesture. Opening with the main theme, Deane proceeds to fragment and
develop individual aspects of this theme throughout the work. As with many of Deane’s
other works, texture is explored through the use of different implements including both
the wooden and felt ends of the timpani mallets as well as the performers fingers at the
end of the work. (Brian Nozny)
Blues for Gilbert was composed by Mark Glentworth in 1980 and posthumously
dedicated to his former teacher, Gilbert Webster at the Royal Northern College of Music.
Originally an improvisation performed for Webster, Glentworth later solidified the ideas
and structured them into this piece after Webster’s death. Written in an ABBA’ form, the
opening and closing sections are similar in their rubato nature, while the middle section
of the work moves forward in a stricter swung time with the left hand acting as an
accompaniment to the right hands melodies. The piece then returns to the beginning A
section, though now with different embellishments from the beginning of the piece.
(Brian Nozny)
Walkin’ Down Coolidge by Joseph Tompkins was composed for the
Massachusetts Chapter of the Percussive Arts Society. The solo is a combination of the
American rudimental style of drumming and the French style. Traditional Americanstyle rudiments such as paradiddles and flam-taps are incorporated with inverted flams,
quintuplets, and embellishments more along the lines of the French style of rudimental
drumming to give this solo a unique feel that bridges the two styles. (Brian Nozny)
The focus of Thief was the melding of the natural with the artificial. When this
work was originally commissioned by Omar Carmenates, his request was for a piece for
solo percussion where ideas of the environment and environmentalism were represented.
In more talks with Omar, the subject of the natural elements we used in percussion (most
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notably Rosewood used in the making of marimba bars) came up, helping to move me in
the direction of writing a piece for solo marimba. By using the man-made metal pipes in
tandem with the natural rosewood marimba bars, I was able to create a soundscape that
combined natural elements and man-made elements into a single homogenous
instrument; something that I feel is one of the core aspects of environmentalism, the coexistance of man-made with natural materials. (Brian Nozny)
Valse Brillante was published in 1936 as a series of eight xylophone solos with
piano accompaniment composed by George Hamilton Green. This solo relies on the
typical ragtime harmonic language of his other solos, but uses a straighter duple-style of
rhythm as opposed to the swung triplet-style of many of his other solos. This edition was
edited and the cadenza written by Bob Becker, noted ragtime xylophonist and member of
the percussion ensemble NEXUS. (Brian Nozny)
Restless is a solo marimba work using a binary for of ABA’B’. The piece relies
heavily on the use of double lateral strokes combined with strategically placed accents to
establish rhythmic grooves which characterize the piece. The A sections are contrasted
by a slower B section, giving tonal and textural variety to the work. Restless was part of
the required repertoire for the 48th International Marimba Competition in Geneva,
Switzerland. (Brian Nozny)
Gymnopedie #1 for drumset and computer-generated tape was written by Patrick
Long for Bill Freiberg, who premiered it at the Eastman School of Music in 1998. The
piece consists of five sections, or “Levels”, each taking on a different mood of the work.
Most of the performer’s part is improvised based around instructions given by the
composer. These instructions can be directed towards which instruments on the drumset
to play, how to build the material for a certain section, or graphic of the dynamic shape
which the composer wishes for the performer to strive for. Some sections are meant to
adhere strictly to the provided time, while others are meant to be freely explored. (Brian
Nozny)
The idea behind Sharps is a very simple one…Can I musically tattoo an
audience? Can I write a piece that is so accessible and unwavering, so blatant and
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incessant in its point that the theme basically brands itself into the minds of the audience?
That is the idea behind Sharps. (Brian Nozny)

Copyright © Brian Nozny 2012
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APPENDIX A

Interview Transcription and E-Mail Correspondences
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Interview with Christopher Rouse – (Interview conducted on January 7, 2011)
In talking about your compositional process, you mention that you tend to write the ending
first, and then certain waypoints, and finally put those waypoints together. Was that your
process with these pieces?
Umm, boy, when I go back that far, you’re talking about the second millennium! I don’t
remember what I did back then! But I would say that probably. I mean when I say “writing” it’s
not so much writing. I plan the pieces that way. And then when I feel I’ve got enough markers,
then I’ll sit down and start actually writing. The percussion pieces I don’t have that clear a
memory of writing. But of course them being short, that a kind of a different matter. Some of
my short pieces I just kind of go from the start and just kind of see what happens. More the larger
pieces where I have to get enough of a plan in my head to commit to following this particular
blue print. With the short pieces like The Infernal Machine too, I just went.
You’ve said that what gets you interested in a piece is the person or group requesting it.
Was that the case with these percussion ensemble works?
Well, Ogoun Badagris wasn’t actually written for anyone. I just wrote it. Ku-Ka-Ilimoku was
written for the people in Syracuse. No. And in general I tend to not write so specifically for one
group that it’s not going to be of interest to anybody else.
The one thing the Syracuse people asked for, boy have I regretted it ever since, was they had a set
of boobams they wanted me to use, and so I did. And of course, try finding them these days, so
there have been all sorts of other substitutions that have been made for that. You know,
everything from synthesizers to log drums to all sorts of things. Boobams aren’t easy to find. A
couple of times people have used roto-toms, but boy I hate roto-toms. I don’t like that
substitution.
I know that your first percussion ensemble piece, Falconis Luminis, was written and
dedicated to the Black Earth Percussion Ensemble. Was there a relationship there?
Good lord I forgot! Of course, that’s long ago withdrawn. I kind of have erased the existence of
that piece from my memory! Yes, I had gone to school with them at Oberlin, so I knew those
guys well.
And then what about Frank Epstein at New England for Bonham?
That was actually a commission. That was the only real commission involved where money
changed hands and so forth. He wanted a piece for a larger ensemble, so that’s why it’s 8 instead
of 4 or 5.
Were there any particular composers that had a direct influence on your composing of
these works?
Well, in terms of a kind of general approach, I would have to say Carl Orff. Orff to me is a true
master. And particularly the later works, the Greek Operas, which are full of percussion,
including sometimes rather unusual instruments, and his love for 6/8. Certainly that informed
Ogoun Badagris. And yet at the same time, I mean Ogoun, I was listening to recordings of Juba
Dancing, so that was there too. In terms of choice of instruments and things like that, primarily I
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think that’s just my own predilections. I’ve always been comfortable, I know some people are
terrified of writing for percussion instruments, but I’ve always been comfortable with them. It
helped that I had some idea of what I was doing. I always hung out with percussionists when I
was in college and so on.
I read that you had about 6 months of training on percussion. That that was the longest
instrument you studied.
Yeah, I stayed with percussion, but never really got beyond the practice pad. I found that I didn’t
really have any great desire to learn an instrument. I wanted to compose. And in my know-it-all
teenage attitude thought “I don’t need to play an instrument in order to compose!”, so I never
practiced. You know, the usual problems. And then I just kind of gave up, wasn’t interested.
Like your fascination with Rock and roll, was mythology an interest of yours early on?
Oh I loved mythology as a kid, and stayed with it for a long time. I haven’t written a
mythological piece in a long time now, but certainly during the 70s and well into the 80s I was
writing pieces that had some kind of mythological basis. Not necessarily Greek though. Rock
stars are gods too you know!
Your FIRST percussion ensemble work was a piece entitled Falconis Luminus from 1974
for the Black Earth Percussion Group, which is now out of print. I read in an interview
that you pulled most of your pieces written before you were 30. Was this a piece that you
decided to pull from the repertoire or was that someone else’s decision?
Oh no, I pulled it myself. Yeah, I’m pretty ruthless in terms of sending Dr. Kavorkian over to
take care of some of the old pieces that I just don’t deserve to live any longer. I’ve even been
pulling works from the 80s lately.
And this is just because, I think you said something in an interview like “I don’t want to
hear this, and I don’t want to have this piece following me around”.
“Yeah, exactly. I don’t feel that they’re good enough. That’s the bottom line. They just don’t
pass muster.”
And I suppose this takes longer to figure out for some works than others.
Right, exactly. And particularly it’s more difficult when there’s a piece that’s getting played. I
have to go this summer to England for kind of a festival of my music and when they sent me the
program I thought “God, I thought I withdrew that piece”! Well I’m withdrawing it now! I
ruined half of their program because I decided none of those pieces were going to be played. And
I called Boosey and Hawkes and said ‘Pull these, they’re dead’. But it’s easier to pull a piece
when nobody’s really playing it than it is when it is getting played.”
I’m curious though, given the fact that obviously for this festival they obviously believed in
some of these works so highly, does that make you step back for a second and think “Maybe
I shouldn’t pull this”?
I don’t think they thought that. I think they were just pulling pieces. There’s very little chamber
music of mine in existence. I think they were just pulling pieces out of a hat without having
actually looked at them. And a couple of them I’d thought I’d withdrawn already. There was
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only one big one that I knew I hadn’t. I had been on the verge of doing it for about a year, and
seeing it programmed was enough for the final kill chop.
Moving on to Ku-Ka-Ilimoku, I know that Ogoun Badagris was inspired by a recording you
heard from the Folkways collection of Haitian music recorded by Harold Courlander. Was
there a similar inspiration for Ku-Ka?
Not recordings no, it was actually, boy, and I can’t remember much about the broadcast, but
seeing televised broadcasts of Polynesian dancing and drumming. And again, in both cases I
didn’t actually go back to those sources once I’d started the piece in order to be correct. I think I
make some comment about being ethnomusicologically correct. I was going on my impression,
kind of the way Debussy was the way he was inspired by the gamelan. He never actually studied
anything more about gamelan music but it informed the sound of a number of his pieces just his
memory of it. What he had recalled it had sounded like. So I didn’t go back and actually review
those materials because I didn’t want to write a piece that was too hide-bound in terms of its
allegiances to the source material.
So no research into Hawiian percussion music, ok. So your attempt with Ku-Ka was more
to replicate the textures you heard as opposed to specific Hawaiian instruments.
Yeah. I mean I had recalled that what I had seen was very fast and virtuosic. And so much of
that is on wooden instruments that I wanted to use a lot of wooden instruments. But that was
pretty much it. Obviously the meters are not what you would find in a Polynesian music.
I don’t know that there’s a lot of 11/16 in there.
Cursed me ever since for that! Those 15/16 bars.
Oh but they’re so much fun to play! My lecture recital we played all three and talked about
a three and Ku-Ka was definitely the most fun to play. Well, I take that back. Bonham’s
drumset part is the most fun to play, but Ku-Ka is a whole lot of fun to play.
Well good! I mean, I hope people enjoy playing these pieces. And also, I was hearing,
particularly in the 70’s, a lot of very quiet “ping…pong…swish” percussion music. Some of
them were fine, but I thought in a way they were kind of denying the essence of the instruments.
Beat the hell out of them! So I was very consciously trying to write music that was going to be
loud and aggressive and exciting and none of this kind of “wash of percussion sound”. I thought
“Let’s just hit the crap out of the drums!” or whatever the instruments were.
I’m curious, who is Mary Voisin, who Ku-Ka is dedicated to?
She was somebody I knew from college. She’s not in music. She was at the time, she was a
pianist, but now she switched over to cardiac surgery and so forth.
Was there any sort of harmonic implications desired by the pitches in the timpani and
boobams?
No. In both cases no. I don’t care if the pitches are even there. As I said log drums are
sometimes used for the boobams. That’s ok with me. And the timpani in those pieces I really
just treated like big tom-toms. Just choose a pitch. I figure my job is to pick some pitches but
they’re not harmonically important or anything like that.
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The way that you notate the woodblocks between the two players you have specific
numbers. Was there a specific hierarchy that you meant there or was that specifically to
avoid equipment confusion?
More of that. Yeah, I mean the lower the number the higher the instrument so 1 will always be
the highest and then graduated down. So really it was just to be practical and helpful I hoped.
Oh yes. All of my composition students I teach to make your music “idiot proof”.
Well, it’s a hard thing to do because there will always be some idiot who comes up with
something bizarre that you haven’t thought of. But for the most part it’s good. I mean, I’m
always advising my students A. Assume that your performers are morons, and B. Assume that
you won’t be there to fix it so put everything in the score that you possibly can to make
absolutely clear what your intentions are.
Final question on Ku-Ka, there’s a Robert Horner recording of it, and the very beginning
he takes some liberties with it…
Boy does he! I was not happy about that. VERY unhappy. And actually I think my publisher
made him include a statement. They could have made him withdraw the recording, but I said
“well, alright”, if there’s a statement in there that says “an arrangement not sanctioned by the
composer” I suppose I can live with that. I’m a stickler. I write what I mean. And if you don’t
like what I wrote, don’t play the piece. But if you do like what I wrote, play what’s there and
don’t fart around. He is not my collaborator. He is there to form the piece and do what the score
says. I was FURIOUS about that. Because I mean NOBODY else has ever dared to do that.
Surely not with me. Just to say “Oh I like this measure, I think I’ll repeat it 5 more times”, “oh
geeze, he has a crescendo there, but I think a diminuendo would be a lot nicer”.
Then write your own piece!
Right! Exactly. But don’t mess up mine!
I don’t have to ask much on Ogoun because there’s already a dissertation with an entire
chapter written about Ogoun.
Is there?
Yes. Don Parker. He actually interviewed you in the mid 90’s.
Well, shows you how good my memory is! I remember the first 20 years of my life, and the last
5 minutes pretty well, but everything in between is kinda vague.
Moving on to Bonham, you talk in an interview about not wanting to be typecast as a
“percussion composer” early in your career. Now given the fact that you wrote Falconis in
74, Ogoun in 76, and Ku-Ka in 78, your motivation to come back 10 years later and write
Bonham was the fact that it was an actual commission?
Yes. And they paid good money for it, and so I thought “what the heck”. That piece caused me
ENORMOUS problems because the juices just weren’t flowing. It took me 6 months to write
that little piece, which is a ridiculous amount of time for a 6 minute, 7 minute percussion piece.
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I believe you mention difficulties with another piece, an overture for the Houston
Symphony.
Yeah, that one too took me forever because they wanted a fanfare, and I never thought of myself
as a fanfare composer. And boy, once I took it on I realized, yep, I’m not a fanfare composer!
And again, probably about 6 months to write that piece that’s only a couple minutes long just for
brass. Needless to say since withdrawn.
You’ve said that sometimes you feel a need to write a particular piece of music. Did you
have that kind of need in mind, given your love of rock-and-roll, to write this?
Absolutely not. And that I think was the problem. I was trying to think of what I would do. I
didn’t think I wanted to do another mythology piece, but I couldn’t come up with the trigger that I
needed. That took me a while. And then I thought, ok rock drumming, because I’m a big Led
Zeppelin fan. And so on and so forth, but that piece did not come easily to me.
In Bonham there are some very specific quotes, specifically to Zeppelin tunes, and then
some more general inspirations like the Hambone rhythm. Did these come about naturally
as the composition evolved, or did you sit down and go “ok, I definitely want to use “When
the Levee Breaks”, I definitely want to use “Royal Orleans”?
Oh, no. Well, “When the Levee Breaks” for sure. I mean, everything came from that. But the
other things, as I was going along, they just kind of occurred to me, so I put them in. There’s also
a Butterfield Blues Band quote in there.
Oh yes. The most obvious ones are “When The Levee Breaks”, “Royal Orleans’, and The
Butterfield Blues Band. The Hambone Rhythm you can see its inspiration here and there,
and “Custard Pie”, there’s KIND OF a direct quote at one point, but there’s also a section
that seems inspired by a certain section of the tune.
Oh well, “Custard Pie” is one of my favorites of theirs. So that’s not the only time I’ve referred
to that.
Going back to your tendency to write the ending first, is this why the ending is where we
find the only reference to “Royal Orleans”?
No. When I say a tendency, I don’t ALWAYS do it that way. And that was one of those pieces,
and it happens sometimes, the ones that give me the most trouble are the ones where I just go
from measure 1 on without so clear an idea of what’s going to happen. So, that ending was not in
my mind when I started the piece. I had no idea how I was going to end the piece.
The timpani pitches again I this have no harmonic implication in this piece.
No.
With that in mind, there is a point in the work where you change a pitch from an F# to an
F-natural.
I have NO idea why I did that. Maybe to keep the guy from falling asleep or something.
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I don’t want to presume, but I think I might have figured out why. Because it’s in a quieter
section and the gesture that you have the timpani playing goes from the F-natural up to the
B, so I wonder if it was to avoid a V to I relationship.
Well, it could be. And I do like tritons.
And all of the gestures in that specific section are tritones. You have the F up to the B and
then you have a C# down to a low F. So that could be why that is then.
That sounds plausible.
Just curious, now given your love of rock and roll, do you still follow that music today? Are
there artists today that you listen to?
Not a great deal. Certainly I’ve heard some Radio Head which I think is pretty good. I'm not
really drawn. I’m certainly not a rap or hip-hop person. I certainly hear it, but I haven’t
discovered anything that really trips my trigger. I’m more interested in what Paul Simon is doing
than in some of the newer groups.
Since you pulled all of those early pieces, but these three pieces have stuck around, do you
have any idea as to why these pieces have survived?
Well, I think probably because they’re short, they’re loud, I hope they’re well written for the
instruments, and fun to play I hope. But, you know, I wanted to write exciting pieces that
wouldn’t overstay their welcomes. So maybe that combination of things accounts for it. I love
heavily rhythmic music. Obviously this is no “ping, swish” kind of percussion. I think
particularly at the time when I wrote the first two pieces, because of the direction that a lot of
percussion writing had been going was the opposite one, perhaps there was something a little
refreshing about getting back to the roots of what drumming was all about. Back to the centuries
and centuries and centuries, to Africa and so forth. It wasn’t about “ping, swish”. So in a way,
kind of taking the instruments back to their roots. I thought it was an important thing to try to do.
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BN (February 4, 2011)
Dr. Rouse,
As always, in working through things I’ve come up with a few more questions
for you. In order to burden you as little as possible, I figured that e-mailing them to you
for you to respond to at your leisure would be the best. Here they are…
Could you talk a little bit about your piece “Mime”. I know it was written at the request
of Evelyn Glennie around the same time as your percussion concerto, but was there a
specific reason as to why it was written? Is the title in reference to another prominent
dwarf along with Alberich from Wagner’s Ring cycle?
Evelyn Glennie’s website also has a listening for a piece entitled “Amhran” for bagpipes
and tambour provencal. Could you write just a little about this piece (why it was written,
does it have any relation to either of the movements from your Flute Concerto? Or is it
just representing the Gaelic word for “song” as those movements do?)
And finally…
Do you ever see yourself writing another work specifically for percussion ensemble again
in your career? I have heard rumors (don’t ask from where because I can’t for the life of
me remember) that you don’t see yourself writing one again, and your comments about
avoiding it early in your career so as not to “typecast yourself” support this (though you
later broke that string it seems with Bonham). However, obviously the best course of
action is simply to ask you directly. Why I didn’t in our first interview is beyond me.
Thanks as always for your help with all of this. 2 chapters to send to my
committee head this weekend, and then it’s on to Ogoun! Good luck finishing up that
pesky 3rd Symphony, and I look forward to hearing from you at your convenience…
Brian
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CR (February 4, 2011)
Gotta do this superfast, Brian Dr. Rouse,
As always, in working through things I’ve come up with a few more questions
for you. In order to burden you as little as possible, I figured that e-mailing them to you
for you to respond to at your leisure would be the best. Here they are…
Could you talk a little bit about your piece “Mime”. I know it was written at the request
of Evelyn Glennie around the same time as your percussion concerto, but was there a
specific reason as to why it was written? Is the title in reference to another prominent
dwarf along with Alberich from Wagner’s Ring cycle?
Evelyn wanted a little encore piece she could play after "Alberich," so I wrote this for
her. (She loves playing marimba and snare drum the most, I believe.) Yes, the title refers
to Alberich's hapless brother.
Evelyn Glennie’s website also has a listening for a piece entitled “Amhran” for bagpipes
and tambour provencal. Could you write just a little about this piece (why it was written,
does it have any relation to either of the movements from your Flute Concerto? Or is it
just representing the Gaelic word for “song” as those movements do?)
This was another encore request from Evelyn for a concert she was doing with Manny
Ax. Manny is a percussionist-wannabe, so I thought I'd try a little role reversal - Evelyn
on bagpipes and Manny on tambour. Unrelated to flute concerto and to date unperformed.
(They didn't have time to put it together.)
And finally…
Do you ever see yourself writing another work specifically for percussion ensemble again
in your career? I have heard rumors (don’t ask from where because I can’t for the life of
me remember) that you don’t see yourself writing one again, and your comments about
avoiding it early in your career so as not to “typecast yourself” support this (though you
later broke that string it seems with Bonham). However, obviously the best course of
action is simply to ask you directly. Why I didn’t in our first interview is beyond me.
Never say never, I know, but I honestly don't feel that I have anything more to say
through the medium. So I very much doubt that I'll write another such piece.
Good luck!
CR
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BN (November 24, 2010)
Mr. Chaffee,
My name is Brian Nozny, and I am the Percussion Professor at Dickinson State
University in Dickinson, ND. In addition to my duties at DSU, I am writing my
dissertation for my Doctoral Percussion Performance degree from the University of
Kentucky. I have a question about terminology, and thought you’d be the best person to
answer this…
My dissertation is on the percussion ensemble music of Christopher Rouse. In
a few of his pieces he creates textures that I refer to as “linear”, being in the style of your
linear drumset concepts where no two voices occur at the same time. My question is
were you the person to first label this type of playing as “linear”? I know there were
other players who have played in this style before (Dave Garabaldi, Mike Clark, Steve
Gadd, etc), but you are the first person it seems to actually have put a term to it that I can
find. I simply want to make sure that I credit the right person with this term. Thank you
so much for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you…
Sincerely,
Brian
Brian Nozny
Assistant Director of Bands / Assistant Professor of Percussion
Dickinson State University
Dickinson, ND
Office: 701-483-2557
www.briannozny.com

GC (November 27, 2010)
Brian,
Thanks for the e-mail. In regards to your question, most players credit me with being
the first guy to define the liner style of playing, and to develop a system of figures that
can be used in this style of playing, (see Patterns Time Functioning). Linear has always
been a part of drumming but I was the first guy to codify it, give it a name, and set up a
system specifically designed for drum set performance.
Gary
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